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INTRODUCTION
L. PAULINE RANKIN, PhD

Canadian Gender Advisor
Quality and Accessible Legal Aid Project

Family violence refers to abusive and threatening 
behaviours that include physical, emotional, economic and 
sexual violence within the family unit and other intimate 
relationships and often involves the intimidation, isolation 
and coercion of victims. Even though the incidence and causes 
of family violence vary across countries, family violence (or 
domestic violence as it is often referred to) is a worldwide 
epidemic. The statistics are overwhelming: the World Health 
Organization estimates that up to 30% of women globally have 
experienced some form of physical and /or sexual violence by 
their husband or boyfriend.1  In Europe, domestic violence is the 
number one cause of death for women aged 16-44, followed by 
traffic accidents and cancer.2  Globally, up to 38% of women who 
are murdered are killed by their intimate partner. International 
studies also reveal that approximately 20% of women and 5-10% 
of men report being victims of sexual violence as children.3  It is 
estimated that the number of children who are exposed to family 
violence everyday is upwards of 10 million. Although men 
are equally at risk of victimization by violence, men are much 
more likely to experience violence by strangers while women 
and children are far more likely to be assaulted by someone 
they know. Consequently, family violence disproportionately 
involves female victims.
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The consequences of family violence are profound: not 
only does it cause devastating suffering for its victims, it also 
impacts the stability and security of families and can negatively 
affect the economic wellbeing of communities due to lost 
productivity at work as well as increased health and social 
assistance costs. Family violence is a serious public health 
concern because victims of domestic violence often develop 
short- and long-term physical, mental and reproductive health 
problems. In the United States, for example, annual health care 
costs related to family violence are estimated at $5.8 billion.4  

International research on domestic violence conducted 
over the past three decades has shown that identifying the 
social, cultural, legal and economic factors that may lead to 
such violence can help predict its occurrence and be useful in 
developing preventative strategies. Educational programs in 
schools, reducing the harmful use of alcohol, changing social 
and cultural norms about violence, challenging harmful 
stereotypes about women and intervening with maltreated 
children to avert their later involvement in violence together 
can reduce family violence.5 Because men who experience 
family violence as children are three to four times more likely to 
commit domestic violence in adulthood, working with children 
who have suffered family violence is critical in stopping a cycle 
of violence within families. 

Progress on reducing family violence takes time and 
patience. In Canada, Member of Parliament Margaret Mitchell 
first raised the issue of domestic violence in the Canadian House 
of Commons in 1982. Her fellow parliamentarians laughed at 
her and refused to include violence against women as an issue 
of concern to the government. There was a strong outcry in 
response to how Mitchell was treated and as a consequence 
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5 World Health Organization, Violence Prevention: The Evidence, 2009.



of public pressure, changes to the law were adopted to make 
sexual assault against one’s wife a crime. The 1983 legislation 
also allowed Canadian women to charge their husbands with 
aggravated sexual assault if the crime included a beating. 

In the decades since Mitchell publicly raised the issue of 
violence against women, Canada has adopted a wide range 
of family violence legislation to better confront this problem. 
Domestic violence is no longer viewed as a “private family 
matter”; instead, it is now acknowledged as a serious public 
policy issue. There has been significant government attention to 
the issue, including the adoption of legal remedies that involve 
incarceration of the perpetrators. Rates of family violence have 
fallen in recent years due to a number of factors, including rising 
levels of gender equality in Canadian society and sustained 
action to combat negative stereotypes about women.  Increased 
financial freedom for women also has facilitated their ability to 
leave abusive relationships. Civil society groups have worked 
in conjunction with the government on public education 
campaigns, treatment programs for perpetrators and improved 
training for police officers and Crown attorneys.6      

Yet, despite the results these measures have yielded, family 
violence remains a serious challenge in Canadian society. There 
are still 40,000 arrests related to domestic violence every year 
(accounting for about 12% of all violent crime in Canada) and 
on any given day, more than 3,300 women and their children 
use emergency shelters to flee situations of domestic violence. 
Approximately every six days in Canada, a woman is murdered 
by her partner.7   

As in Canada, Ukrainian women enjoy a constitutional 
guarantee of equality between women and men under Article 
24. Ukrainians also have a guarantee of equal rights and 
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obligations for men and women in family and in marriage under 
Article 51. Nevertheless, family violence is also a serious social 
problem in Ukraine. The Ukrainian Parliament first adopted 
a domestic violence law in 2001. The legal system defines 
domestic violence as “any intentional action committed by one 
family member towards another family member which violates 
the constitutional rights and freedoms of the family members 
and causes harm to his or her physical mental or moral health.” 
Contained within the law is the recognition of several types of 
domestic violence, including physical violence, sexual violence, 
psychological violence and economic violence that might 
deprive family members of shelter, food and/or clothing.8   

Since 2001, a series of measures have been implemented to 
strengthen the Ukrainian legal system’s approach to ending 
family violence, including the creation of correctional programs 
for perpetrators of such violence. 

Despite a range of protections, however, a 2015 review of 
Ukraine’s gender equality measures by the Ministry of Social 
Policy noted a “lack of public ‘legal’ awareness about what 
constitutes discrimination or a violation of rights, including 
domestic violence”9 as an ongoing barrier to achieving full 
equality between women and men. In fact, the United Nations 
estimated in 2013 that 90% of violence cases in Ukraine involve 
violence against women but only 1 in 4 women who survive 
domestic violence seeks support from law enforcement.10  
Many Ukrainian NGOs argue that the low level of reporting 
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is a consequence of family violence not being recognized as 
a separate offence under criminal law. The tendency of the 
courts to punish domestic violence only through fines rather 
than imprisonment leaves victims vulnerable to their abusers 
and less willing to report violent acts. Although family 
violence offenders are registered, this process lacks sufficient 
preventative measures such as counseling, offenders programs 
and adequate victim assistance.11 Indeed, until 2009, the law 
could punish victims for “provoking” domestic violence, which 
discouraged victims from even reporting domestic abuse.  

While there is much work to be done to adopt reforms 
that will strengthen the Ukrainian legal system’s approach to 
ending family violence, another critically important factor is 
the need to openly discuss domestic violence. As a report from 
the Women’s Consortium of Ukraine explains: “There is the 
tendency in Ukraine not to publicize, but to hide the problem 
of family violence…[there is a] deeply rooted discriminative 
stereotype that the violence in a family is the ‘family internal 
issue’ and those from the outside, i.e. law-enforcement 
units, services on family issues, neighbours, etc., should not 
interfere.”12  It is important to initiate a national conversation 
about family violence.  Such a dialogue marks a significant 
step in charting a Ukrainian solution in how best to end family 
violence. 

This important collection of stories seeks to contribute to 
that conversation. It contains poignant stories that illustrate 
how family violence damages individuals but also threatens 
the wellbeing of all Ukrainians. Only when family violence 
emerges from the shadows can appropriate measures be taken 
that address the root causes of domestic violence. Only when 
victims’ stories are shared and acknowledged can we begin to 
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embrace the reforms necessary to reduce the threat of violence 
within our families and, in turn, work towards a violence-free 
future for the national family of Ukraine.
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RUINING THE STRATEGIES OF VIOLENCE
KATERYNA LEVCHENKO

J.S.D., President of the Human Rights Center
“La Strada-Ukraine”

What is this book about? It is about the need to destroy the 
stereotypes of violence and defeat the strategies that nurture 
and reinforce it. This idea, expressed in everyday jargon, is a 
cross-cutting theme running through each of the short story 
included in this book.

What are those strategies? What is violence built on?
The strategy of normalization. Violence is a norm. It is the 

norm of personal and social life. The ideas of the Domostroy are 
foreign to Ukrainian mentality, but close to those crying for a 
strong hand to those who prescribe to this norm not only in ink 
on paper but also by bruises and scars on the bodies of victims.

The strategy of reinforcement, exaltation, encouragement 
and glorification. Violence is a crime and violation of human 
rights declared as such by international legal laws. But perhaps 
it is so complicated and time-consuming to ratify and implement 
these laws precisely because society encourages, reinforces and 
sometimes even glorifies violence. Commit violence, show your 
force, solve your problems. Following the logic of glorification 
of violence, a person of power is a wealthy person entitled 
to commit violence which at the same time makes him even 
stronger and more powerful. So, violence is an instrument of 
power that many human beings cannot live without (Dad’s in a 
Good Mood, To Fall Flat Like a Pancake).

The strategy of incitement. Incitement to violence. Do it — 
and achieve your goal. What you want to achieve right now, be 
it peace of mind, or fulfillment of a whim, or gratification.

The  strategy of punishment. Punishment for acknowledging 
violence. Punishment for your own existence. Punishment for 
allowing violence against you. Punishment for forgiveness. 
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Punishment for fear in anticipation of violence.
The strategy of tolerance. Drawing a person into the circle 

of violence. Making a person ‘shiver until night’ in anticipation 
of the imminent (To Fall Flat Like a Pancake). Craving violence 
as a relief from the anticipation of it. The situation where the 
anticipation of physical abuse is more terrifying than the act 
itself has been exploited throughout all of human history. The 
unknown frightens people more than physical pain. So, violence 
goes on forever and is ever-present in life.

The strategy of loneliness. The strategy of endurance. ‘I am 
alone. No one else is going through the same thing. Therefore, 
no one can understand and help me.’ Those suffering from 
violence all too often think exactly the same.

The strategy of shame. It is the shame being a victim. It 
is the shame being divorced (To Fall Flat Like a Pancake, 
Crocodile’s Left Eye). So no-one can know about this. You have 
to keep quiet, put up with it and keep it in the family.

The strategy of silence. Keeping silent about violence is one 
of the most common personal strategies of victims. Particularly 
not admitting it to yourself which is possible only up to a certain 
point because eventually you come to realize: everything 
that is happening is neither a mistake, nor an accident, nor a 
misunderstanding. This is how the protagonist in the short 
story To Fall Flat Like a Pancake does not want to admit that 
she has ended up in a situation of violence: “Even when you 
talk to yourself, you want to hide your nervy face in your hands 
just so you don’t recognize yourself in that woman.” Keeping 
it from the ones close to you who are not involved directly in 
the ‘dance of the wild’ (Dad’s in a Good Mood), and who do 
not see, or pretend not to see, what is going on in the families 
of their relatives or neighbors. Keeping it from the public, from 
the police, from social workers, from teachers.

The strategy of justification. Violence is eternal; it has been 
and will be there. It is part of human life. Many of us argue 
the same. Perhaps violence is indeed eternal but this in no 
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way means that it must happen to everyone and everywhere, 
at all times, from morning till night, becoming the pivot of an 
individual’s life, the basis and the essence of life. This strategy 
is described in almost all of the short stories.

It is known that abusers, witnesses, police officers and 
social workers alike justify domestic violence. Society justifies 
violence, citing history, culture, tradition and church— 
anything. Women justify it: mothers and mothers-in-law, 
girlfriends, neighbours and sisters. Victims themselves justify 
it: seeking guilt in themselves, their words and behaviour, their 
silence and their moves, in their very existence.

But it is worth knowing and remembering that the 
justification of violence is the ideology of the ‘Russian world.’ 
Furthermore, justification of violence against women and 
children is the ideological pillar of the ‘Russian world.’ This 
ideology revives, among other things, the medieval Domostroy, 
the unconditional authority of a head of the family, the 
secondary role of a woman in the family and society, strictly 
defined social roles that women and men are compelled to play 
in various areas of life. The adherents of the ‘Russian world’ 
resort to de visualization of a woman and women in the public 
domain in order to conceal a problem and concealing women 
to conceal violence.

Therefore, supporting any of the strategies of violence 
means fertilizing the weed of the ‘Russian world,’ it is a step 
back to the past and lack of responsibility for your own life.

These strategies need to be dismantled and destroyed. The 
authors of the short stories use visualization to undermine the 
internal processes and supports of the justification of violence. 
It hurts to talk about violence. It hurts to hear about it too and 
it is also sad. We have enough problems of our own. But we 
need to talk, read and know about violence to understand what 
ruins us and our nature from the inside no less than corruption, 
boundless thirst for enrichment, treachery, soulless bureaucracy 
and inaction by public officials.
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The problem desperately needs to be visualized, even 
if society does not want to see it in an effort to protect itself. 
But is it really protection? Or maybe it is conservation of the 
rust that over time will be eroding society from the inside out? 
Society does not see people with special needs. Society does not 
approve of inclusive education because, in the opinion of some 
parents, it may harm their healthy children — traumatize their 
minds. Society does not see the sick. Society does not see those 
who are dying. Likewise, society does not see violence either, it 
is all hidden behind closed doors in closed rooms, apartments 
and houses. Violence against women and children. Violence 
against elderly people. Violence against men. Violence against 
those who are weaker and unable to respond with force. Society 
keeps the feeble elderly inside the cages of their apartments: 
you see little of elderly people. They don’t go out because often, 
they are unable to. But then, they are not wanted out there. 
This theme is not found in the short stories and has yet to be 
interpreted through art.

Therefore, do not be silent! Report violence! Speak out! 
Call a hotline! Contact friends, relatives, the police and social 
workers!

These short stories are not about the strategies. The stories 
with their content, their tone and their focus, ruin the strategies 
that implant and nourish violence in private and social life. The 
short stories are about ruining these strategies. They condemn 
violence and demonstrate its destructive impact on both victims 
and abusers.

What else do we see in these works?
The abuser fears violence by those stronger than him 

and commits violence against those who are weak (Eye of the 
Animal).

The child sees happiness in death (She Who Is Dying).
Having suffered from violence, a person can start life anew, 

even though it is very difficult (Crocodile’s Left Eye).
Domestic violence did not emerge after independence: it 
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was there before and as strange as it may seem to some in the 
Soviet Union too (Dad’s in a Good Mood, Dad, Mom, Me and 
the Cat from the 4th Floor).

Violence is not being committed in poor families only but 
in wealthy families too (She Who Is Dying, Dad’s in a Good 
Mood).

Violence and alcohol are closely linked. Professionals know 
well that in most cases domestic violence, especially physical 
and psychological violence, is committed by people under the 
influence of alcohol (The Bitter Scent of the Father, Dad’s in a 
Good Mood).

Violence is cyclical (To Fall Flat Like a Pancake) and once it 
starts it cannot stop by itself (The First Time).

And a lot more!
A few words about children. A child witness of violence is a 

victim of violence. This axiom of the international law has yet to 
be learnt in Ukraine. Violence against a child or cruel treatment 
of children is not just beating and battering (The Bitter Scent of 
the Father) it is a lot bigger. This is poignantly described in the 
short stories She Who Is Dying and Eye of the Animal. Violence 
is also neglect and overprotection and permanent control and 
lack of attention as well as many other things. All these are also 
manifestations of cruel treatment of children.

The scale of violence, there is so much of it, one in four 
females suffers from domestic violence. Every year, the police 
register approximately 150 thousand reported incidents of 
domestic violence. However, only a fraction of all incidents are 
documented, so it is safe to assume that this figure is ten times 
higher. Violence is expensive it comes at a high price. Using the 
methodology developed by British and Australian researchers, 
the cost of violence was calculated back in 2007 at approximately 
UAH 160 million per year. The prices have since gone up and 
the hryvnia has fallen. This figure can be multiplied by at least 
3, half a billion hryvnia per year. A shelter costs a thousand 
times less but there is no money for shelters for violence victims 
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even in Ukraine’s wealthiest cities.
The problem is that Ukraine still has not ratified the 

European Convention on preventing and combating violence 
against women and domestic violence, also known as the 
Istanbul Convention. The instrument that lays the modern, 
civilized foundations for implementing the policy in this area.

Who is this book for?
For everyone.
But first and foremost, it is for the country’s leadership.
It is for the president, for the head of parliament and the 

head of the government of Ukraine. It is for all members of the 
Cabinet of Ministers, for the minister of finance, for the minister 
of the interior, for the minister of social policy. Maybe by the 
time this book sees the light of day or finds its way into their 
hands, they are not going to be ministers any longer. Let those 
who will take their offices read it too. The book is also for them. 
It is about what has not been done or completed, and about 
what needs to be improved in the future?

It is for every police officer, regardless of gender, for 
every social worker, regardless of gender, for every teacher, 
regardless of gender, for those with family and those without 
and for adults and minors. For youth to read and understand 
that this is not the way to live.

Read this book — and be happy yourself and make others 
happy, especially your loved ones.
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ABOUT VIOLENCE WITHOUT TABOOS
OLHA HERASYMYUK

Journalist, civic activist, TV show host

I hope you open this book of short stories with great 
expectation to read something about your very intimate, 
innermost secrets — something about what you feel but almost 
never say out loud to anyone because it hurts and beats you 
down so much, making you narrow your eyes and look down. 
I’m sure, this painful feeling is familiar to almost everyone 
living among us — no matter the social status that distinguishes 
us from one another. It is sadly familiar. The society we live in 
needs serious adjustment to its general concept of relationships 
between people, as well as the idea that violence, which is still 
the norm in our everyday life, is not really imperative and 
irresistible. We must also understand that we can and should 
talk about this very private subject. We have to open up and  
confess to someone who will understand and help  and do this 
without the shame that every victim lives in, thinking he or she 
is to blame for everything.

In a word, in this book, everyone who has not yet joined 
the ranks of champions of their dignity will be able to find the 
motivation to join them eventually.

The authors reflect on this in the book. In their short 
stories, the readers may recognize themselves and their pain. 
The lawyers and counselors will offer their analysis and advice 
on every story. All of us together will achieve an important 
outcome that will solidify the idea that we are not doomed to 
chains and whips. All we need to do is to overcome the inertia 
for which we have lacked the knowledge or feeling that there 
are people around us who will protect and embrace us.

It is my hope — the hope of a person who, like countless 
other people, has been through many grave events that messed 
up my life and hurt my dignity. But, they also led me to the light, 
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on the path to find my footing and the strength to resist. These 
are my hopes as the first reader of this book with contributions 
from friends and respected experts, but most importantly  the 
people who also seek to find their answers.

And now, let me tell you a little bit about my own thoughts 
and impressions on the subject. I want to be honest because I 
have both good and not so good news — in equal measure.

Of the hundreds of stories that I have happened to talk 
about with people on my shows, there is one story that I 
remember most distinctly. I was hosting a very beautiful young 
woman with a child in my studio. She was a victim of a domestic 
tyrant. Domestic, or collective as she had been tyrannized by 
the entire family. Her husband used to beat the living daylights 
out of her, her mother-in-law would incite him and when the 
protagonist in my show did finally complain to the police, her 
family’s relatives found a way to influence the police officers. 
As a result, she was sentenced to a month of community service 
for defamation. Roughly speaking, she would have to go into 
the streets of her hometown for a month and sweep them with a 
broom under the curious gazes of fellow townspeople. She was 
dying from embarrassment and thought she was a slave for life. 
She did not know how to guard her little daughter from all that, 
too. That’s what she told me, hugging the silent girl.

The story unfolded in a fairy-tale way. One day, a Mercedes 
drove by her. The man behind the wheel was looking at her in 
admiration and later after the tenth attempt to talk to her (he 
kept coming back again and again) he found out why she was 
sweeping on the street and he sympathized with her pain.

Let me skip a few scenes in that episode of the show and 
tell you how that almost Christmas-like Cinderella story ended. 
One day he came once again in his Mercedes, and  pulled her 
and her little girl out of their circumstances and took them to 
his place, a big house where they would live happily together 
under his wing, in love. Later, the couple was sitting in my 
TV studio and describing their new happiness. She spoke of 
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how she went to the seaside for the first time and how he was 
following her around like a princess. Her eyes were glowing 
turquoise and shining like the sun.

I did not make anything up for the viewers — that was 
exactly how it happened.

After a while, that prince called me. They had had a stormy 
divorce. He said that the poor victim, he had fallen in love 
with as it turned out to be the opposite of a victim. She did 
not do anything in the house, acted spoiled and soon revealed 
her true self that of a liar who, under the guise of haplessness, 
was hiding her true intentions. She tormented everyone living 
around her and cast aspersions on them. We lost contact with 
each other thereafter. I do not know for certain what had 
actually happened there.

Maybe the victim and her victim behavior attracted abusers 
who would take advantage of her helplessness and that ‘the 
prince’ was one of them. Maybe, as a result of the abuse, the 
victim had suffered a psychological trauma and indeed started 
overreacting, demanding more and more attention and was 
now creating situations of violence herself. Maybe it was her 
naïve men who were the victims. If we are honest we cannot 
rule out that possibility.

For what it’s worth, this story always comes back to me 
when I think about another aspect of human relationships. 
Someone purposely sent it to me without the ending to get the 
message across. Human nature is complicated and relationships 
between people will always be complicated.

Would it be possible to solve the problem of violence 
once and for all by establishing a clear-cut moral law? Yes if 
we manage to become a society known as the ‘community of 
angels,’ that is, after the full transformation of human nature 
and further co-existence in complete holiness. In other words, 
this is an idealistic aspiration.

In the meantime, there is no definitive scientific definition 
of violence yet. I keep searching for answers in books and so far 
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I have found two.
According to philosopher Nikolai Berdyaev, ‘We live 

in violence, because we live in a physical body. The laws of 
the material world are the laws of violence.’ In other words, 
violence is an inherent characteristic, a property of a human. 
Therefore, violence in its specific forms (political, ideological, 
economical and spiritual) will never completely disappear from 
social life.

Others believe that violence is a product of social and 
cultural environment in which a person lives. If violence is 
understood as inflicting physical and material damage on a 
person, it may be assumed that in the distant future, humankind 
will eventually get rid of such forms of brutal suppression of 
free will and dignity.

And then, someone else points out that the historical 
experience shows that new, particularly invisible, ‘covert’ forms 
of violence keep emerging constantly alongside the effective and 
fully viable old ones. Violence as a means of achieving a goal, 
evil for some, good for others, remains exceptional and widely 
used. And this is always linked with the concept of freedom. 
A person is forced into some behavior or into accepting some 
circumstances, thus ruining or threatening to ruin, that person’s 
biological or psychological life.

You have to stand on the good side of the truth somehow. 
This is why I accept the message that there is no path to peace: 
peace in itself is the path.

Formulating moral principles, which humanity has been 
doing since prehistoric times, is probably not enough. It is 
necessary to formulate and implement the laws. Explain and 
promote them. The laws must guarantee the inviolability 
of human freedom although this will inevitably involve 
enforcement. However, enforcement and compulsion will not 
make a person good.

Despite everything, the ideas of protection against 
enslavement and degradation gradually capture the minds and 
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continents. Moreover, they get institutionalized and legislated 
and now even revolutions stand on their platform.

The will to build the ‘community of angels’ cannot be 
fulfilled perfectly and definitively, however, as a process and 
as a journey, it can affect the reality and the quality of the 
society’s moral ideals and set high standards. The democratic 
environment gave birth to the ideas of non-violence and now 
these ideas move it forward towards transformation, instilling 
the ethic of self-restraint, openness, dialogue and responsibility 
into life.

So, here is my optimistic conclusion: the main function of 
this project, which strengthens the basis for resisting violence, 
is that of transformation. This is about the transformation of 
ideas, about relationships and human rights. We must definitely 
follow this path and after we have made it or even while we are 
still going green trees will grow and gardens will blossom.

Just by thinking about how to strengthen human dignity 
and provide means of protection and choosing the most effective 
universal practices, we certainly will not achieve practices that 
are perfectly ingrained in our culture: they are going to be 
constantly evolving. Even this is a good thing.

This is the purpose of this collection that you hold in your 
hands. I hope you have an insightful and useful read that will 
help you appreciate and resolutely defend your freedom when 
it’s threatened.
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SOFIYA ANDRUKHOVYCH

EYE OF THE ANIMAL

It’s as quiet as when Mom stuffed my ears with cotton 
balls soaked in vodka. It’s quiet and hot inside and I’m sweaty 
under the fur coat and sweaters, but outside it’s freezing. The 
forest is dark because the crowns of pine trees hide the already 
overcast sky, the trees are densely packed, and the bare bushes 
carnivorously outstretch their spiky branches, hang over us 
and push against us from all sides. The forest is lit by the snow 
it is filled with, heavy, relentless snow that swirls around our 
rusty UAZ and is about to overwhelm us and swallow us. It’s 
the kind of darkness that sparkles from the inside out, the kind 
that when you see in the dark, without any source of light, it is 
simply because you can.

My undershirt is all wet with sweat. The hat has slipped 
down over the eyes and the scarf is covering half of the face. I 
have sunk into the large seat next to the driver, my Dad. He’s 
clinging tightly to the steering wheel with his plump hands. 
You can hear his knuckles cracking and the leatherette seats 
squeaking. I also see the black coarse hair on his fingers literally 
standing on end which means he is stressed more than usual.

When the gunshot rolled, the snow started falling and 
the black sky fell on our windshield. The car started jerking 
erratically, tilted over and stopped. I slid down to Dad’s leg and 
started flopping around in panic, constrained by uncomfortable 
clothes, trying to get back into my seat before I made him feel 
unpleasant because I know that he doesn’t like touching me 
and that it makes him feel uncomfortable and burdened. I don’t 
want Dad to feel uncomfortable and burdened that makes me 
feel bad, too.

I know what he doesn’t like and I try to spare him from 
hugs, smiles and my fingers, sticky with glue and playdough. 
One day I took him by his hand but he pulled it back nervously 
and I have since remembered that I shouldn’t do that.
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And when I get back into my seat, which now hangs above 
Dad’s because the wheels on that side are lifted above the ground 
and when I pretend that I’m sitting again, even though I’m also 
actually hanging up there, pushing my arms and legs out as 
hard as I can so I don’t tumble down, I see an elongated, sloping 
snout and a dark and glossy plum eye behind the glass in front 
of me. The eye is filled with something familiar. Sometimes, 
Mom’s eyes are like that when I’m doing everything wrong. 
When she refuses to talk to me and turns away, when she rises 
abruptly and walks out into the other room, when her face is 
so still and she is busy doing her own things as if I’m not there 
and have never been, as if I’m not hugging her legs, as if I’m not 
trying to read a hint, an answer, or a clue in her face. I know that 
I have to do something to win her love back and fix everything 
but I’m too desperate and so, I behave worse and worse and 
continue ruining everything beyond repair. It’s my own fault. I 
cannot be who I’m supposed to be.

In the end she forgives me. In the end her eyes melt and fill 
with warmth and pity. It feels like I finally drank a sip of water 
after many hours of thirst; like the liquid finally moistened my 
dry lips, rough tongue and burning throat. Sometimes I don’t 
know how her abrupt gesture will come out. Will she push me 
away from her or, conversely, hug me. And if the latter happens 
I’m so thankful that I can barely handle it because I don’t know 
what have I done to deserve it.

“You are impossible. It’s all for nothing. It’s lost on you,” 
she yelled and ordered me to pack my things. “At this rate 
we’re going to be packing till kingdom come. You’re not taking 
your bunny with you? And this t-shirt, you don’t need it?” In 
the end, she helped me pack. A big checkered bag, a plastic 
bag and a sheep backpack. Every once in a while, she would 
stop and painfully pulling at me would help me blow my nose 
and wipe the tears. She would stuff the soaked paper hankies, 
heavy with moisture, into the pockets of her jacket until they 
bulged like there was a ball inside each of them. Mom’s jacket 
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has large pockets — even my bunny fits inside. “No-one is 
going to put up with you there if you’re going to sob like this. 
I don’t even know where they’re going to send you. No-one is 
going to put up with this. You do know there are orphans living 
there who have no parents, have no-one, nobody loves them 
and nobody cares about them. No-one is going to fuss over you 
there.” Passers-by were giving us puzzled looks. They would 
look into my wide gaping mouth filled with a scream and cast 
disturbed glances at her annoyed face. Whenever she leaned 
over I could sense her scent, something fresh, something fried 
and something warm and sweet. I didn’t dare touch her face 
but I still knew well how her skin felt to the touch. I knew the 
streams of veins on her arms.

 Then I got tired of sobbing. My whole body was breaking 
like a crumbling cookie. I could barely drag my feet behind her 
wrapped up in dullness and apathy. Night fell and we were 
trudging along the empty streets totally unfamiliar by then. A 
few homeless dogs a spotty one, a long-eared one and a tailless 
one tagged along after us and Mom chased them off by stomping 
loudly and throwing stones and some man opened his window 
and yelled at her and she yelled back at him and then started 
dragging me along again. “My arms are hurting now from these 
bags of yours. Did you really have to take that bunny with you? 
They’re going to take it away from you, anyway.”

I started crying again when we came back home. Confused 
Dad came out and spread his arms helplessly. “Nothing’s 
wrong,” she said. “It’s just time for her to go to sleep.” And 
took me to the bedroom, helped me undress and covered me 
with a blanket. “Sleep now, it’s very late.” And she pressed her 
cheek against mine.

I think I never slept that night. All night, I kept seeing the 
streets: the long, long same streets, the high buildings with dark 
windows, submerged in twilight, the dogs and the street lights. 
That would never end.

Now I recognize my dream in the eye of a large animal 
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lying on top of the hood of our car. I thought we had moved 
away from Mom and left that look behind but here it is again, it 
found us amid the forest, darkness and snow, amid frost. It hit 
us like a gunshot.

The dark body is pressing on the car with its tremendous 
weight, the metal is creaking and bending. The windshield 
has turned into a dense web of cracks, every splinter of glass 
wiggles by itself, waves ripple over the damaged surface and I 
have no idea why the pane hold together and not fly to bits. A 
black wide blob of a nostril trembles in one of the splinters, a 
deep-chested groan bites into the car body and it transfers into 
my body through the seat and all of my clothes.

Before I notice I start to cry. The thin whine makes the icy 
air even more unpleasant. I realize that it’s me whining only 
after Dad touches my shoulder with his finger and asks me to 
stop several times. I immediately stop. I can do anything just so 
I don’t see the disdain, disgust, or shame that I evoke in him.

Being in the same space with him is like balancing on a thin 
line. It is like constantly checking the ground in front of you for 
fear of walking into a bog. It’s safest to not show yourself, not 
make a rustle and approach invisibility. That way, it is totally 
possible to not elicit any reaction from him. It’s like I’ve learnt 
to walk in the shoes that are too tight.

I don’t know what he’s like. All I know is that I’ll never be 
the one he won’t be ashamed of. He’s at his most tender when 
he says, ‘You’re a big girl now and still cannot tie your shoes,’ 
‘You’re a girl but look at how bedraggled you are,’ ‘It’s incorrect 
to say chieves, it’s chiefs.’ 

Sometimes I take courage and talk to him: ‘I cannot screw 
the lid on this jar again,’ ‘Look how clumsy I am. I slipped, fell 
and got this bruise,’ ‘Is it correct to say, ‘my apologies’ or not?’

It’s like I’m standing before a wall of ice and put my ear 
against it. It makes my jaws hurt from cold, the pain all over 
my skull is unbearable, it’s hard to handle. But maybe I’m not 
making it up and maybe there’s indeed something dripping 
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softly there, somewhere deep inside the wall, meltwater is 
tapping rhythmically and the warm heart is tapping its beat.

Now he’s staring at the half-dead moose on top of the hood 
of his car. The streamlets of thick blood looking like raspberry 
jam with filaments and dust stuck to it, the drops of moisture 
that have condensed on the windshield from the vapor coming 
out of the nostrils.

This large moose fell on us and now we will have to deal 
with him. I have ringing in my ears from shame and am angry 
with myself that because of me, Dad will have to touch the 
injured animal and the car is damaged.

The moose’s body is jerking making our car shake. And 
then I see two men, one with thick eyebrows and another with 
a beard, and both with shotguns. They emerge outside our car 
windows, as large in size as the moose, like some forest giants 
covered in snow and blackened moss. They have cracked faces 
and red hands, swollen from cold and even though we are 
sitting inside the locked car, as Dad has still not made up his 
mind to come out and has not got his hands off the wheel, I 
can sense their pungent odor. The moose smells spicy and hot 
and the men smell so acrid like long spoiled food wrapped in 
a multitude of plastic bags. I’m wondering who they are. Are 
they the trunks of rotten trees that have come alive and are 
dragging their roots and old muck with them? What do they 
want from us?

They are barking something, standing close by on either 
side of the car. The man with the eyebrows is on Dad’s side, and 
the man with the beard is on mine. The moose is jerking even 
harder, his eyeball has almost popped out of its orbit and I can 
see its rounded outline and how it touches the windshield with 
its wet surface.

The man with the eyebrows pummels the door and the 
window with his fist and his face behind the window pane on 
Dad’s side is like an evil shadow in my room that won’t let me 
sleep.
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“Guys, guys,” says Dad and I shrink because his voice is 
trembling. It’s not disgust, it’s not disdain and it’s nothing that 
causes me fear. It’s something that I never even knew existed, 
his fear. “Just go away, take the moose and go. I never saw you. 
I won’t tell anybody.” 

But they start rocking the car from side to side, pushing it 
mightily with their hands and shouting something like some 
jolly song: uh-huh, ah-hah-hah. We are totally defenseless even 
before their voices and I hold on very tight to the edge of my 
seat in order not to roll over Dad and my head keeps banging 
against the window pane on my right.

The moose is rocking, too and his antlers are like two 
sprawling trees covered with plush bark. Teeter-totter. It seems 
like the moose wants to give me a comforting look. It seems like 
he is giving me a conspiratorial smile, listen, don’t worry, it’s 
not all that bad, there’s nothing to be afraid of, it’s just a game, 
you know it yourself, that’s the chair casting that shadow in 
your room, it’s not blood on the windshield, it’s raspberry jam 
and they all love you, love you, they will never leave you and 
will protect you.

The man with the eyebrows is shaking his shotgun and 
mumbles something, pointing Dad to me. Dad is shaking his 
head and repeating: “Guys, guys…” The moose is smiling (you 
know baby, it’s just pretend). Meanwhile, the man with the 
beard is scratching at my door. He is so strong and furious that 
he might break through the metal. I feel that the door is about to 
give in. Dad is not looking at me, not turning his head around. 
I can only see his hat, his ear sticking from underneath his hat 
and a wet strand of hair. And I know that he’s angry, very, very 
angry at me.

When he opens the door, the man with the eyebrows pulls 
him out and into the snow. Dad falls down and writhes and 
the two huddle above him, roar and snarl and start dragging 
him somewhere, and punching him in the shoulders. He gets 
up, then falls down on his knees into the snow, covers his 
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head with his hands, his hat flies aside and the man with the 
eyebrows stomps it into the snow pile. And then I stop seeing 
because a sticky fog comes over me, or some kind of slime, or a 
mist, something salty and hot. I hear more sobbing and a thin 
little voice, which I don’t know at all, a feeble, whiny little voice 
outside and the yells of the two unknown men.

I’m alone with the moose. There’s silence all around. The 
moose’s fur is like the fur of Grandma’s coypus. We were 
actually going to Grandma’s, Dad said, when he took me away 
from home. Mom was in a good mood today watching me draw. 
When Dad came home and we sat down to dinner I wouldn’t 
let them eat in silence with my blabbing. They were patient for 
a long time, each staring into their own plate. I kept talking 
and talking and couldn’t stop as if glass balls and shells, like 
the ones on the bottom of our fish bowl, were spilling from my 
mouth. Mom yelled at me, grabbed my arm, pulled me from 
the table and threw me on the floor. And then she ran away to 
the bathroom and locked the door. Dad was very angry with 
me, and told me to get dressed. He said we were going to visit 
Grandma.

I’m staring into the moose’s eye until it begins to become 
full of mist. The moose is slowly falling into sleep, his eyelid is 
barely twitching now and no vapor is coming out of his nostrils. 
I feel the muscles in the massive body slacken like somebody 
unclenches the fist. And the frost penetrates the tree trunks 
even deeper, polishes the snowy surfaces, penetrates the car 
and the animal’s body, binds my cold limbs, licks my eyes with 
its sharp tongue — and it makes me so tickly that I cannot take 
it and close my eyes and sit like that for a little while at first but 
for I don’t know how long.

One day, I was being so naughty and tormented Mom so 
much that she jumped off the shuttle bus leaving me inside. 
Through the narrow gap between the sleeve and the belly of 
some fat guy, I saw her figure outside; her red boot touching 
the pavement, the concerned expression on her face, blushing 
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from the hurry. I noticed the determination with which she was 
walking away from me. Then the bodies of strangers blocked my 
view of the windows and the bus was already going somewhere. 
I could not remember where we were supposed to go with her, 
where she was taking me. I was standing down there, treading 
the slush on the bus floor with my boots, among the trunks of 
other people’s legs and watching somebody’s dropped apple 
rolling side to side from the bus’ jerky movement. It kept 
hitting the passengers’ shoes, ricocheting and rolling again and 
I wished that the apple would get stuck in the corner behind the 
back seat, or fall down on the steps and lurk there unnoticed. 
My eyes were burning, I was short of breath, somebody pressed 
me against the back of a seat, without noticing but I bit the bullet 
as I didn’t want the people to suspect something, or the woman 
with a wart on her lip to start asking me questions, or the lady 
in spectacles to stare fixedly at me, rounding her eyes: ‘Where’s 
your Mom? Are you lost?’ 

I got off at the next stop, under the bridge. There were 
glowing booths and music playing loudly around me. A sudden 
and keen recognition stung me, Mom’s grey diamond sweater 
on a faceless plastic mannequin.

I walked into an empty glass bus stop box and sat on the 
bench in the corner. There were fewer and fewer people and 
fewer and fewer shuttle buses would make a stop. Some guy 
was sitting beside me for a long time, squinting at me, but then 
he walked slowly away into the darkness under the bridge, 
accompanying his echoing steps with unintelligible muttering. 
I don’t really remember what was happening afterwards. 
Maybe some people were talking to me, maybe I was saying 
something in reply, maybe they were calling someone on the 
phone, leading me by the hand and driving me by car. Maybe I 
just fell asleep, pressing my cheek against the sticky glass pane 
and before that, I had been counting the black pieces of bubble 
gum stuck onto the bench in a neat row for a long time. Maybe 
I just made all of that up.
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And now I wake up to find the car rocking again, making 
grinding and humming noises, shouts are heard again, echoing 
furiously through the forest. The moose casts the last glance 
at me and disappears into the darkness with a humming and 
thundering sound. The men drag him towards the headlights in 
the distance that illuminate the disheveled snow dust.

Dad gets into his seat. He’s all shaking and his face is 
strangely black — I saw it in a dream once and therefore I 
recognize it. Dad is crying and rubbing his nose and eyes with 
his fists. “Don’t tell Mom, okay?” he says. “Just don’t tell Mom 
anything.”
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PSYCHOLOGICAL COMMENTARY 
ANASTASIYA KORENKOVA

This is an astute and poignant description of a child’s untold 
suffering from lack of parental love. The story is overflowing 
with wrenching childish naivety and concern for the parents — 
even though the child does not fully understand their behavior. 
The girl does her best to keep her composure in painful family 
situations and knows how to behave in order ‘not to hurt’ the 
parents. It is like she is at gunpoint at every Moment.

The parents simply did not want this child, cannot stand 
her and do not love her. There is a very vivid description of 
the method of punishment where Mom, disgruntled with her 
daughter, begins to ignore her, shun away and shut off any 
contact. This makes the child feel abandoned and rejected and 
fills her with a sense of guilt.

According to Erik Erikson’s theory of personality 
development, a sense of guilt develops at age 1 to 3. This is 
a critical stage at which the conflict provides the answers to 
questions such as, ‘Can I control my body and behavior, am 
I capable of anything?’ If the parents exhibit impatience, do 
not give the child any chance to feel capable and competent, 
criticize him/her a lot and only point out the mistakes, the child 
grows up with a feeling of inferiority.

As a result of this, the child has indecisiveness ingrained 
in him/her, as well as insecurity about his/her capabilities, 
dependency on others, the feeling of guilt for others; the basis 
is laid for restraint in behavior, low friendliness and constant 
apprehension. The child is ashamed to express his/her own 
wishes, believes that he/she is not good enough, that there is 
something wrong with him/her and does not believe in him/
herself. A negative resolution to this age-related conflict distorts 
the entire future development of the child.

The things that the parents do in the short story constitute 
cruel treatment and psychological violence.
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You should not believe the stereotype that all parents 
always wish the best for their child but do good in different 
ways. Simply put, the main rule of parenting is to love and do 
no harm. We are talking about the balance in a relationship with 
a child between love and demands, discipline and spontaneity, 
order and chaos, knowledge and emotion. This balance is very 
hard to find.

Often adults do not want to have children for various 
reasons. And when children come into their lives, exasperation 
and despair becomes their main mentor. Raising a child along 
those lines is the cruelest abuse of the immature psyche of a 
child. Every rudeness, disciplinary mistake, or display of 
annoyance from the parents bites off a piece from the child like 
a cake.

The child’s suffering is described even at the body level: 
the ‘jaws hurt from cold,’ and there is a ‘pain all over the skull.’ 
The child’s feelings are so strong that she is physically suffering.

The situation where the girl was in a good mood and 
was talking a lot at the dinner table which would seem typical 
and innocent led to the emotional punishment by the mother 
and ended in the mysterious trip to the forest. Most probably, 
Dad wasn’t driving the girl in the middle of the night to visit 
Grandma at all. It is very symbolic that the incident involving 
the moose, the hunters and Dad’s humiliation and beating 
changed the course of the events.

If we were to predict the subsequent events, we could 
tell for certain that the child will have a psychological trauma, 
incapable of standing up for her own worth, not believing that 
she is okay and not having confidence in her abilities.

When raising their children parents should be spending 
time with their child, showing patience, believing in their child’s 
abilities and potential and being a role model for the child to 
emulate. In the case described all of this is lacking, the child 
does not receive any support, acknowledgement and hope.

Let us focus on concealment of violence. While being 
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abusive to his child who was weaker than him, the father 
himself became a victim of violence. The thing he fears the 
most that it will become known to others particularly his wife. 
This concealment is a regularly repeated fact. Unwillingness 
to acknowledge that the family suffers from violence makes it 
difficult to provide help and break the circle of violence without 
assistance.

Many under loved and traumatized children grow up 
in seemingly happy families. In adulthood, they handle the 
consequences (or not) in different ways. A person feeling 
hopeless and not okay, which originates from his/her 
upbringing, should keep in mind that the problem is not unique 
and the main thing is to recognize it in time and address it.

A family pours love into a child, like into a cup. Later, 
an adult will be capable of sharing this love, living through 
troubles and being the creator of his/her own life. If the parents 
‘under fill the cup,’ a person can add to his/her own energy 
of love in constructive ways. For instance, finding that simple 
activities bring satisfaction, intellectual, moral, spiritual, and 
physical and purposefully allocating time for them. This is how 
we replenish our life energy.

If the inner conflict from childhood and low self-esteem 
get in the way of building healthy relationships with partners 
and the inner circle, it is worth asking a professional such 
as a psychologist for assistance. However, resolving the 
fundamental childhood conflict often requires working with 
a psychotherapist a professional with a deeper knowledge of 
personality transformation.
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ARTEM CHAPAY

THE FIRST TIME

The downstairs neighbors launch into a hammer drill duet. 
The bass voice chops away huge chunks of the brain. Ratatatat. 
Pause. Ratatatat. Pause. Ratatatat. The falsetto sands pink and 
gray brain wrinkles flat: whir-whir-whir-whir.

The drills are working in unison. The effect is perfect. It 
makes you want to jump up the wall to the beat.

“Schedule!”
“WHAT?!”
Yaroslavna is trying to make a joke. She shouts:
“I said, we have our schedule and they have theirs! It’s one 

in the afternoon!”
“But it’s Saturday!” shouts Serhiy.
Yaroslavna shrugs. That annoys Serhiy.
Their one year old son Maksym enters from the hallway. 

He waddles like a duck dragging its butt. He has only recently 
learnt to walk. He points his finger at the wall, “Ooh! Ooh!”

Serhiy squats next to the baby and points to the floor:
“Ooh-ooh, impolite guys! Don’t be scared.”
And then the drills go silent. It makes you want to take a 

deep sharp breath. It becomes quiet between your ears. It feels 
like the dust is settling inside your head between the temples. 
Serhiy takes his jaw in his hand and squeezes it.

“Yarusia,” he says to his wife through the hand. “Put Masia 
to sleep. Let’s hope.”

Yarusia squats down and smiles to Maksym:
“It is time for Masia to go to sleep. Loo-loo.”
“Loo,” nods the baby. “Loo.”
“What a good boy. He so likes to sleep.”
Serhiy is making tea when an earthquake breaks out in the 

kitchen. Ratatat. Ratatat. The walls are really shaking, he’s not 
imagining it.

Then the buffer wheel enters. Whirrrrr.
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Serhiy groans, gets on his feet and peeks into the room. The 
baby is pointing his finger at the wall, “Ooh-ooh.”

“I’ll go have a word with them,” mouths Serhiy.
“Wha-a-at?!” Yaroslavna raises her voice.
He is choking with anger. Yeah, go ahead and yell. Make 

sure Masia gets no sleep at all.
“I said, I’ll go have a word with them!”
“Yeah, whatever,” mouths Yaroslavna.
Anger rising like a wave. Coming over your head. This 

‘yeah, whatever’ again. Her favorite catchphrase when you 
have to make a decision.

He turns around.
“Serhiy!” Yarusia shouts after him.
“What?”
“Stay calm.”
He nods, clenching his teeth. Walks out into the hallway 

and pauses for a second.
Thunder is rolling in the stairwell. Rat tat tat tat tat! You 

can hear the bass better here. It’s amplified by echo. The high 
tones, though, are dampened.

Serhiy puts his hand on his chest and focused, trying to 
calm his heart down, then, slower than he wants to, he walks 
down a flight of stairs. Half of the staircase is littered with bags 
full of debris and the floor is covered with a layer of white dust. 
Serhiy presses the doorbell button and hears an electronic chirp, 
just three notes: chirp-chirp-chirp. No-one hears him, as the 
drills kept humming and he keeps pressing the doorbell button 
again and again, trying to dart a chirp into a pause between 
the two tools. Finally, he is heard. First, the bass voice cut off 
abruptly, then the falsetto gradually dies down. The door is 
heavily padded with cotton fiber and covered with leatherette. 
When it opens softly, Serhiy looked down at an elderly man, a 
head shorter than him, appearing in the doorway, covered in 
white dust. Underneath construction powder, his face is brown 
like overbaked bread crust. He has wrinkles running from the 
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outside corners of his eyes. The man is smiling.
At the sight of the elderly construction worker, Serhiy’s 

anger deflates like an air balloon when you release the nozzle 
between the two fingers. Serhiy asks with softness of his voice 
that is surprising even to him:

“Good afternoon, be working much longer?”
It seemed impossible now to raise his voice and yell at the 

smiling old man who that every day turns on their power drills 
exactly when it is time for Masyk to go to sleep. Besides, the 
baby does fall asleep eventually, anyway. It’s the adults that 
want to kill themselves.

“It’s Saturday, after all,” Serhiy spread his arms.
“We’re not free men.”
“I know what you mean. I’ve been there myself. Are you 

from the West?”
“Yeah.”
Serhiy takes a peek into the room over the old man’s head. 

There are dirty footprints all over the floor covered with white 
dust, the footprints were overlapping.

Sitting on an upside-down plastic bucket with his scrawny 
back to Serhiy, there’s a boy smoking. His bony spine shows 
through the fabric of his light-colored boilersuit.

“That’s my son,” said the old man.
They didn’t do any more drilling that day, but he kept 

hearing the humming in his head.
Serhiy was drinking tea and trying to clear his mind but 

couldn’t. Melancholy was setting in and his head was beginning 
to hurt.

He listened intently: apparently, Maksym was still rustling 
in the room. He and Yarusia would call their son ‘Maxi-pixie’ 
when he was behaving well, or ‘Maxi-tricksy’ when he was in a 
shitty mood, but still affectionately. Serhiy felt more attached to 
the baby than to his own wife. At one point, Serhiy and Yarusia 
broke up. They might have never got back together again if 
right around that time she didn’t find out she was pregnant. No 
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wonder, since the times of fighting coincided with the periods 
of utmost passion when they would forget all caution.

Today they were planning to put the baby to sleep and 
then make love, but the power drills made the baby hyper and 
drove Serhiy into depression. He listened again to the rustling 
and babbling behind the wall and suddenly found himself 
resenting the baby. He felt ashamed. Serhiy tried to shake off 
the resentment. Instead, the memory came back, the one that 
Serhiy had been trying hard to hide like an untidy wound, even 
from himself. About a month ago, he was at home babysitting 
Masyk, Yarusia was away the whole day. The baby was just 
learning to walk and new teeth were coming in. He kept whining 
and whining and whining which, Serhiy thought, was at least 
as annoying as a power drill. At one point Serhiy grabbed the 
baby by his shoulder and yanked him,  ‘Enough of that!’ Masia 
stared at his father with his eyes wide open. Serhiy still most 
vividly remembers the horror in the baby’s eyes my Dad, who 
is here to protect me, to cuddle with and hold me in his arms, is 
now attacking me, yelling at me and hurting me so bad.

In the evening, Yarusia was changing the baby’s clothes 
and shouted from the living room, “Did he fall while he was 
with you?” 

“Nah!” Serhiy replied casually. He was happy to be in the 
kitchen at that Moment and not next to her so he didn’t have 
to look her in the face and the wall muffled the fakeness in his 
voice.

“He’s got a bruise on his shoulder. Probably bumped into 
something.”

“Yeah!”
The memory of the wide-open eyes staring at him in horror 

has since been forcing Serhiy to treat the baby with even greater 
kindness which was why the feeling of resentment that stirred in 
his chest felt so painful. It pierced him like a bug being impaled 
on a pin. Serhiy did not want to get angry at the baby but was 
still feeling horrible, so he got angry at his wife for being unable 
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to get the baby to sleep.
In the quiet, the headache induced by the power drills was 

only getting worse. Blood pressure was rising in the middle 
of his forehead, behind his eyebrows. Serhiy raised his eyes. 
On top of the cupboard, there was a bottle of rum that he had 
brought from his last trip to Moscow. It might help relieve 
the headache, but Serhiy remembered how his father used to 
drink a shot whenever in doubt. Serhiy never loved his father 
besides, the rum was waiting for winter and his and Yarusia’s 
anniversary.

Serhiy heard that the baby was no longer rustling and 
desperately tried to shake off his thoughts and focus, but no 
luck. The skin on his face got heavy. Serhiy felt his eyes sinking 
in, while at the same time, something was pressing on his 
eyeballs from the inside. He rubbed his temples.

The kitchen door opened.
“Finally,” said Yarusia. “What’s up with those guys?”
“Nothing we can do.”
Yarusia nodded. Serhiy knew he did not need to add 

anything but still uttered pointedly,
“People have to work to earn a living.”
“Did I say otherwise? It was your idea to go and sort things 

out.”
“Well, yeah. Some people need a break, too.”
Yarusia raised her hand to pat her husband on the head, 

but he shrugged her off. That gesture        
angered her slightly: “Do you think I never get tired?”
“I never said that.”
“Well then, what was that about? ‘Some people need a 

break, too’?” 
“It was a response to,” he said mocking her, “ ‘It was your 

idea to go and sort things out’ .” 
“Why do we have to fight? I don’t get it.”
“Yeah, of course.”
“Of course what?”
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“Of course you don’t.”
“What do you mean?”
He didn’t say anything.
“What do you mean? Are you blaming me for not having a 

job? Because I babysit Masyk?”
“I never said that.”
“Aw, stop it.”
She went back to the baby. Serhiy was enraged. So much 

for getting laid. He chuckled.
Sitting in the kitchen, Serhiy kept thinking over and over 

about what he should have said so that she would understand, 
but after only a minute, he couldn’t even remember what the 
fight was about anyway. When a fight was over, he could 
hardly ever remember what had triggered it because every time 
it had nothing to do with what they were talking about. This 
time, Serhiy started the fight so that he would not admit that 
he didn’t want to have sex because his head was killing him. 
He couldn’t say so because that would have been so womanly: 
‘I’ve got a headache, not now.’ He didn’t want to admit that to 
himself, either, so he convinced himself that the fight was all 
Yarusia’s fault. First ‘whatever,’ and then ‘it was your idea.’ The 
story of their life, thought Serhiy, first she would avoid making 
a decision, then he would make the decision and ultimately she 
would criticize his decision. Just like with his job, he spiraled. 
No job, no money. No good. Found a good job, now he has 
to travel and she is home alone for days. No good. You can’t 
please her. Only keeps complaining. It all boils down to one 
thing, said Serhiy to himself. Some people bust their asses and 
others complain.

Serhiy liked the phrase so much that when Yarusia came 
back to the kitchen to make peace, he greeted her at the door 
with the words:

“It’s just that some people bust their asses and others do 
nothing but complain.”

“Oh, really.”
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“Shoot. Why, isn’t that right?”
“Yes. Yes.”
Her eyes got teary and Serhiy immediately felt bad. He 

said, “Look, I’m sorry, sorry.”
He didn’t get up on his feet, though. He knew from 

experience that when she was like that, she would not let him 
hug her.

“Okay, I was wrong.”
“Damn it, Serhiy! You can be such a jerk sometimes.” 
She was speaking calmly, only had tears in her eyes.
“This is what I get for wanting to make up.”
“Well, what did you want me to do?” he burst out. “Beg 

you on my knees?” 
“Quiet. You’re going to wake Masia.”
“Hmmm.”
He got up, walked out into the hallway, dropped to one 

knee, put a sneaker on, quickly tied the lace, turned around and 
whispered loudly over his shoulder into the kitchen,

“Need anything from the store?”
She didn’t say anything. He put the other sneaker on, 

grabbed his bag and walked outside nearly slamming the door 
but stopping it at the very last Moment to not wake up the baby.

He walked down the stairs, crossed the yard and kept 
walking, stepping on concrete paving blocks one at a time. It was 
so nice outside, chilly but not too cold yet. The poplar trees had 
turned orange. A slight breeze was tugging every leaf. The sky 
was a brilliant blue and liquid-like. It never looked like this in 
the summer. And in the sky, there were oblong, rounded clouds 
of different colors, white, beige, or almost black, depending on 
the way the light hit. Our town can also be beautiful, thought 
Serhiy, if you keep looking upwards.

He and Yarusia began dating in school. In his teenage 
years Serhiy used to be very bitter, but back then he never took 
his anger out on Yarusia. He had other outlets for his emotions. 
He used to go boxing and knife fighting. Also, he and other 
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boys, all of them underage, used to roam the streets like a pack, 
cruising for a bruising and occasionally beating up someone. 
All of this ended badly, two of his former friends were now in 
jail. Serhiy was lucky enough to get off narrowly before it was 
too late.

Still to this day every once in a while he remembers the 
shawarma boy, then a teenage kid like themselves. While they 
were beating him up, the shawarma boy was trying to cover his 
head with his thin sinewy arms, exposing freakishly long black 
hair on his wrists.

And also the girl, once they attacked an Arabian couple. 
They beat up the guy and Serhiy only tore that scarf thing off 
the girl, he didn’t know what it was called. He couldn’t hit her, 
even though she was black, she was still a woman. But he did 
hurt her and that made him feel so disgusting afterwards that 
he kept wiping his hands on his jeans while he was walking.

Serhiy had no idea what to pick up at the supermarket, 
so he routinely got some sausages, buckwheat, sugar and 
macaroni. They used to call that the ‘basic stock.’ 

“Exhale, beaver, exhale,” he said to himself on the way 
back. He exhaled, or at least he thought he did and prepared to 
make amends.

When he walked into their apartment, Masia was no longer 
asleep.

“Surprise!” said Yarusia.
Their son was sitting on the floor, dragging a plastic toy 

dinosaur across and making a growling sound, ‘ggg!’ The way 
he did it was very cool and normally. Serhiy would be deeply 
moved by that Masiasaur but not this time.

“He was supposed to sleep for three hours.”
Yarusia spread her hands helplessly and that made him 

angry again.
“Were they drilling?”
“No.”
“Dang.”
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“Must be the teeth.”
“So much for getting any rest when I’m finally home on a 

weekend!”
“Dang.”
Serhiy was going to make up after he came back home, but 

he knew Yarusia, it would take a lot of convincing that he never 
meant to say anything bad. Also, he should speak vaguely so 
that Yarusia would not realize that her husband really had no 
idea what was wrong with what he had said. He would have 
to build elaborate sentences, listen to her complaints, but most 
importantly not let his anger out. Serhiy knew himself, too, that 
as soon as they make up, touch and hug each other, his anger 
would evaporate like it was never there.

However, it was impossible to sort things out with the 
baby there, reaching for Yarusia to hold him in her lap. Masia 
would be a distraction every second.

Serhiy wasn’t angry at his son for that but at his wife. 
Yarusia went to the kitchen while he was sitting with Masia, 
handing him toys. The baby was trying to put his toy dinosaur 
in his mouth and kept whining nonstop. Whining and whining. 
Serhiy’s head was hurting. It was getting unbearable, so without 
saying anything, he dressed Masia, unfolded the stroller and 
went outside.

Here he once again noted the contrast between the stuffy 
grimness of a quarrel in their apartment and the serene chillness 
in the street.

Masia stopped whining like he always did outdoors. Serhiy 
was amazed at such mood swings every time.

“Masia and his personas!” He bent over to twiddle the 
button on his son’s jacket, “Click-click, switching from the 
shitty mode to the cutie mode.”

The horrible memory of how he once hurt this cutie and 
how the baby looked at him with his eyes wide open before 
starting to cry seemed unreal now.

He and Masia bought a half loaf of bread at a convenience 
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store and fed pigeons for a while. Then Masia was pushing a 
stroller in front of him. He was learning to walk a curb with a 
little assistance, stepping up and down a stair step.

Serhiy picked the baby up in his arms and felt the warm 
touch of the baby’s hand on his neck.

“Head!” he heard suddenly and turned around.
“Maiden! Didn’t know you were in town.”
Zhora, nicknamed Maiden for being an Iron Maiden fan, 

was Serhiy’s best childhood friend but these days they only got 
to see each other a few times a year.

“I am so sick of Moscow,” said Maiden. “Unless I put my 
brigade back together again… Is this your…?”

“Maksym Serhiyovych,” said Serhiy, stretching the words 
with mock deference.

“Maksym Serhiyovych. Dang, will I ever remember?”
“Not anytime soon,’ laughed Serhiy. “Not if we keep 

seeing each other this often.”
“I’m going to have a baby soon, too, you know?”
“Really?”
“A month from now. Listen, Head, I gotta run. I was going 

to see her, actually.”
“Hey! What about…?” 
“Tomorrow, okay? In fact, I’ve been meaning to ask you to 

be the Godfather. Don’t know if it’s okay this early?”
Serhiy felt his face cracking into a grin.
“What do we care?” 
“Right. Listen, I really have to run. Hey, let’s go fishing 

tomorrow. We can talk it over then,  everything.”
“Hmmm... Tomorrow is sorta my parenting day.”
“Take... Maksym Serhiyovych with you. We’re not really 

going to be fishing, anyway,” laughed Maiden.
“Okay, let’s do it!”
“Let’s meet at the river bank, under the power towers 

where we used to, ten o’clock, okay? We’re not really going to 
be fishing…”
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“Just go already. Ten o’clock tomorrow! Say hello to…”
“Ira.”
“Ira.”
Serhiy pushed the stroller with his son towards home. The 

path was lined with poplar trees. Godfather, goodness me. Ira. 
He felt envious of Maiden running to see his wife. Picked up a 
poplar twig with curled up dry leaves and put it into Masia’s 
hand. The baby just kept his hand with the twig in it stuck out 
as far to the side and then said, ‘ooh!’ and pointed at the poplar 
tree. Serhiy stopped and hunkered down in front of the baby:

“Ooh?”
He pointed at the twig, then at the tree. No, thought Serhiy, 

there’s no way he can understand that. 
No way.
“You could have told me you two were going out,” Yarusia 

greeted him back home.
“Maybe you should stop already, damn it?!”
They remained silent the rest of the evening and when 

Masia started whining and putting his fingers in his mouth 
again, Serhiy angrily remembered another fight from before, 
how the baby was crying while he and Yarusia were yelling 
at each other over his head. Once again, Serhiy could not 
remember what had triggered it; all he could remember was 
throwing phrases over the baby’s crying. And the baby was 
clinging to their legs.

They went to bed in silence, each under a separate blanket. 
At one in the morning Masia woke up. He crawled into their 
bed from his baby crib standing at the foot. He was lying there 
without crying just mumbling something. He dug his feet into 
Serhiy’s liver and buried his head into Yarusia’s ribs.

The moon was shining through the window. Every time he 
opened his eyes Serhiy could see translucent clouds skate along 
the whitish surface of the moon but unable to eclipse it.

Serhiy was lying on the side of the bed, arched back to make 
enough room for Masia. After half an hour his back started to 
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hurt. The baby was still awake. Serhiy rustled his blanket and 
slipped down to the floor with it. Still in the dark, he groped 
for a plaid blanket on top of the dresser and haphazardly put it 
underneath him. The creases were cutting into his ribs, but he 
was too lazy to smooth them out.

The moon had traversed from one corner of the white 
nine-story apartment building across from theirs to the other. 
It was now blocked by several clouds at once, the moonlight 
would surely have come through any single one of them, but 
the clouds were overlapping, edge to edge.

“Masia, just sleep already,” Yarusia would hiss time and 
again.

Then Serhiy would open his eyes again and watch the 
clouds overpower the moon: one would creep over another 
and eventually the light could barely shine through the gaps 
between them. It was a conspiracy of clouds against the moon, 
a lingering conspiracy.

“Masia, just sleep already!”
It was a conspiracy between the clouds and Masia.
“Just sleep, you!”
“You’re only keeping him awake!”
Yarusia didn’t say anything. There was a lingering silence.
He had a lingering dream in which Yarusia was old and 

ugly and he, while in Moscow, in another country, cheated on 
her once in his lifetime with some random stranger for whom 
he felt lust and disgust at the same time and it later turned out 
that the random stranger in Moscow got pregnant after that 
one-nighter and it also turned out that she knew everyone back 
home and so, everyone found out and now he had to pay child 
support.

He woke up. It was gray outside. Nothing remained of 
yesterday’s blue chill and delicate shiver of yellowed poplar 
trees. It was as gloomy outside as it was inside. The sky hung 
low, looking wrinkled like the surface of the brain. His back 
was hurting.
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Masia was lying there and sucking on an empty bottle. 
His eyes are wide open. Yarusia kept her eyes closed, although 
she was clearly awake. Serhiy got up and went to make some 
coffee. Because of the lack of sleep, his head felt like a wooden 
ball. To add to it the air pressure dropped. He was feeling the 
insides of his eyebrows again.

The coffee machine gurgled, pouring the boiling water 
over the coffee and sugar into the glass coffeepot. Yarusia came 
in without saying hi. She shimmied past Serhiy, in between the 
cupboard and the dining table, so as to not touch him. Masia 
tromped after her. Serhiy wanted to pat the baby on the head 
but didn’t so his wife wouldn’t think he was faking it.

And then, a power drill burped hesitantly downstairs.
Serhiy clenched his fists. He was thinking, if those 

dickheads are going to be drilling on Sunday, too, I’m going to 
take a knife and go down there. Or just to be safe, a ladle rather 
than a knife. He pictured himself squeezing past the old man at 
the door, felt his teeth clenching and let his imagination run free. 
I’ll pull every plug from their sockets, he thought, and then I’ll 
rip the plugs off the cables. Just to make sure no-one turns them 
on again. And if the kid tries to fight back, I’m going to shove 
that ladle up his… he thought, at which Moment, Yarusia was 
trying to squeeze past him between him and the table towards 
the laptop with a coffeepot in her hand. When she tripped over 
the power cable, to stop the laptop from falling down to the 
floor, she leaned forward and for a split second the coffeepot in 
her hand touched Serhiy’s right forearm. He threw his left arm 
away from him and hit the side of her face with the back of his 
half-open hand.

“Ah!” 
She shrieked in a surprisingly high-pitched voice and 

hunkered down, putting the glass coffeepot down beneath her 
feet in order not break it, put one hand around her cheekbone 
and covered her hand with the other.

He squatted and tried to hug her as she curled herself up.
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“Why did you...”
She turned her shoulder, shaking off his hand. He wished 

she hit him too, hoping that would save his day.
“Yarusia…”
Without raising her head, she sizzled, “Get out of here.” 
“Oh, I will!” He quickly rose to his feet and she was still 

hunkering down on the floor, covering her head, with the 
coffeepot beneath her feet. The coffeepot was half full.

He briefly glanced at his son. Masia was focusing on peeling 
off a piece of leatherette from the kitchen bench. Serhiy put on 
his shoes, grabbed his coat from the coat-stand and walked out 
the door. He went down two flights of stairs and then back up. 
He opened the locker in the hallway, and saw a bunch of dusty 
tools at the bottom, a sledge, a hammer, a saw, a pair of pliers 
and a power drill with a cable wrapped around the handle. He 
grabbed his fishing rod resting against the inside of the locker 
and a folding chair, went outside and walked away fast. He 
stopped, turned around and walked into the convenience store 
to buy a loaf of bread. He handed over the money, and took 
the change. He walked out and headed to the bus stop. It was 
Sunday, the trolleybus wasn’t coming for a long time. Serhiy 
waited and then stepped on the half-empty trolleybus. Most 
of the people on the trolleybus were retirees, he had five stops 
to go. He sat near the window. The trolleybus took off and 
accelerated like a rocket. That’s an electric engine. No minibus 
can pick up speed this fast. This is a disaster. Even if she doesn’t 
leave me, this is a disaster.

The trolleybus was going down an old military road paved 
with oblong slabs of concrete. The slabs were covered with a 
thin layer of asphalt, but you could still feel the seams. Serhiy 
remembered the time he was riding with Masyk and teaching 
his son that the wheels of a trolleybus say ‘swoosh-swoosh, 
swoosh-swoosh,’ and thought that when people, or at least men, 
talk about ‘staying together for the sake of the kids,’ they don’t 
really mean ‘together for the good of the kids’ but for the sake 
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of being able to still be around the kids. Serhiy remembered 
last night and how Masia was sitting in his stroller with his 
hand outstretched, holding a twig, wearing a striped hat with 
a green bobble and how the tip of his nose got red with cold. 
She’s going to leave me.

He was gazing through the window with eyes wide-open. 
The trolleybus turned off the concrete road into the suburbs. 
Cottages and apple trees were bouncing outside the window. 
The bark on the apple trees was almost black. An old couple with 
an exotic, vibrant look was walking down the sidewalk. They 
were both  approaching their seventies if not older, but still they 
were holding hands. The old man was wearing a brown coat, 
the woman, too, but she also had a shawl the color of withered 
leaves around her neck. Both were lean. They turned into an 
alleyway, stooping, still holding hands. Serhiy got off at his 
stop, holding the canvas chair under his arm and the fishing rod 
in his hand. He crossed the yard behind the rusty gate, then the 
yard behind the green gate, walked down the path in between 
the two wire mesh fences. The river lay in front of him, brown 
under the heavy skies. The old man was small but the woman 
was even smaller. Interesting, Serhiy wondered, they must be 
living together fifty years, maybe. Did he beat her even once? 

Serhiy started guessing who of the people he knew were 
beating their wives and who weren’t. Maiden wasn’t, even 
though he also used to be part of their gang, boxing and other 
stuff. But Maiden got off quickly. That wasn’t for him. Coconut, 
another friend of his, certainly was. Serhiy remembered him 
yelling at his Tetiana on the phone, ‘Don’t you fuck with me!’ 
Then he remembered a man he once saw on the street, looking 
like an alcoholic, with his daughter about three years old. The 
guy was walking ahead, the little girl was lagging behind and 
crying and the guy kept turning around and barking, ‘Your 
Mom’s not here! Not here! She’s taking her shit!’ A type like 
this definitely is and he beats the kid, too. In fact, it seemed that 
beating kids was no big deal. Serhiy remembered overhearing 
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two hipsters talking seriously, ‘Well, there’s no point beating 
one-year-olds. Now, I know people who beat their two-year-
olds.’ He thought, maybe everyone beats everyone but just 
never talks about it. After all, he thought, when my grandfather 
was living, it was normal and nobody gave a shit. Could he be 
the only one who gave a shit?

It’s interesting just how hard he hit her? Serhiy had a 
vision of Yarusia hunkered over a coffee-pot, then rewound the 
time back and felt his slap. Didn’t seem too hard but it was a 
habitual, practiced move. He could tell her it was just a reflex. 
He ditched that idea immediately. Yeah, right, he snorted, had 
one arm burnt, but instead of pulling it away, he thrust the 
other one forward. Maybe he should tell her it was a special 
boxing reflex?

That even made him chuckle. He better not say that. He 
walked over to the river bank and crossed the asphalt pathway 
cracked across in places by willow tree roots. Further below, 
near the water, there was foot-trodden yellow grass. At close 
range the river looked black. A few shriveled greenish brown 
apple tree leaves, a dozen of elongated willow tree leaves and 
a bright yellow maple tree leaf lay washed ashore. The power 
tower was spreading its crooked paws on his right. All brushed 
metal. The cables were running from the tower across the river. 
Maiden wasn’t there yet. Serhiy had left earlier than planned, 
so he came before time. He folded out his fishing rod. Each of 
its plastic joints was making a quiet sound when clicking into 
place. He rolled a piece of bread into a small ball and cast the 
fishing line. Will Maiden bring any good bait, he wondered. 
Serhiy squatted down with his fishing rod in one hand, groped 
around with his free hand for a chair behind him, lifted it off the 
ground, shook it until the aluminium legs unfolded and eased 
into the canvas seat. Really, how hard did he hit her?

He remembered the sensation of his knuckles leaving 
dimples in her flesh. It frightened him when he felt the familiar 
pleasure and realized that from now on he would have to resist 
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that memory and maybe the temptation, too.
Gotta find the time to go back to boxing again, he said 

to himself but still couldn’t shake off the tactile sensation. He 
knew this kind of pleasure since he was a kid when they used 
to go out and beat up people. A thrill as good as sex which, in 
the end, he had none of yesterday. Hot and tender delight when 
you hit someone. Your body also penetrates and sinks into the 
body of another person, a fist in the face, a foot in the stomach. 
It had been a long time since he last felt that. I’ve got to find the 
time for sports.

Sports, Serhiy had a vision of that Arab man or whoever he 
was and his girlfriend or sister or whoever she was. He couldn’t 
hit her. Just couldn’t.

But he did hit his own girl.
But that was an accident, he tried to convince himself. 

Wasn’t it? I’m going to tell her, think about it, how many years 
have we been together? And in all that time, in all those years, 
this was the first time, Yarusia, the first time.

A thought rose to the surface of his mind that it would be 
best not to say it was the ‘first time,’ as ‘first’ implies others that 
follow, so he should say, ‘only.’ But at that Moment the fish 
started to bite and he got distracted.

About a month ago Serhiy had a bad nightmare.
Supposedly, now in his adulthood, he found out that back 

in the day his father had murdered his three little children. In 
reality, his father had two children and in his dream, it was 
unclear whether Serhiy and his brother were among those 
murdered children or they were the ‘new’ children.

Serhiy went to his Mom to ask her about that. She started 
flapping her arms.

‘Don’t even think about saying anything to him. A month 
ago, someone mentioned it and made him cry the day away.’

Well, what do you know? thought Serhiy. She’s concerned 
about his father crying but not about him murdering their three 
children? How was it living with him afterwards? How was 
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it raising Serhiy and his brother? And why does Mom always 
find excuses for their father, no matter what he does? 

Then Mom told him:
‘Ever since then, every ten years your Dad must appear in 

court. But Dad,’ said Mom proudly, ‘made a deal, so, now he’s 
appearing there only as a witness! And for no more than seven 
days every ten years he managed to do it and it’s official.’

Mom was proud of her smart man. Serhiy was terrified 
that she was talking about the bureaucratic formalities rather 
than the murder of her three children.

Serhiy went to his father anyway. He was sitting there, 
his face looking tired and smart and his hair completely gray, 
grayer than in real life. His father replied sarcastically and very 
matter-of-factly:

‘I did something of that sort back in the days of Brezhnev.’ 
‘But how?’ kept asking Serhiy. ‘How could you do that?’ 
In a voice so apathetic that it made Serhiy’s hair stand on 

end. His father said,
‘Why, I’d been working all day and was tired. Came home, 

they were rude. So I…’ 
Serhiy was suffocating with horror.
‘But what about Mom?’ 
‘What about our Mom?’ Dad replied dryly. ‘You know she 

would turn a blind eye. She minds her own interests…’ 
‘Hold it! Hold it! You murdered the children! Are you 

trying to drag her into this, make her guilty?’ 
‘Why?!’ yelled Dad and rose to his feet. ‘She is guilty, too! 

And so are you!’ 
‘Me?’ 
The father started moving towards Serhiy,
‘Yes, you are guilty! You know it! You are guilty, too!’ 
He swung at his son and Serhiy thought that his Dad 

was going to kill him once again. With his arm aloft, Dad kept 
pushing forward when suddenly he turned into a porcelain 
statue of a cossack in a sirwal, a run-of-the-mill Soviet-made 
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porcelain statue, except life-size. Serhiy knew it was Maksym 
Zalizniak and that porcelain Maksym-Dad with his arm aloft 
started collapsing on Serhiy, pinning him down with its weight. 
Serhiy started choking and woke up with a groan.

Yarusia was asleep and so was Maksym. He was still in his 
crib, hadn’t even crawled into their bed yet.

Serhiy was scared to fall asleep again. He got up and went 
to the bathroom. What do you know, he thought, that’s what I 
really think about my parents. I had no idea I still hated Dad so 
much. But why did he say that I was guilty, too? Guilty that he 
murdered me, a kid?

Then Serhiy wondered why the porcelain Maksym 
Zalizniak? He felt terrified again, just like in his dream. He 
wondered if it could be that when in a dream and his father 
projected his guilt onto him, if it was actually Serhiy who 
projected his guilt onto the father? Maybe Serhiy doesn’t really 
hate his father so much as he hates himself, is scared of himself 
and hates himself.

Serhiy had that dream the night after he had hurt Masyk. 
Serhiy stood in the dark before the mirror, seeing only his 
shadow.

“I’m a monster,” said Serhiy to himself.
He was staring into the black water.
The bobber was still making circular waves. It was dancing 

but no longer dipping.
“Where’s the kid?” Maiden sat down next to him.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL COMMENTARY 
ANASTASIYA KORENKOVA AND KATERYNA LEVCHENKO

Serhiy seems certain that sooner or later, his and Yaroslava’s 
relationship is going to hit a dead end and he will have to 
cheat on her and hurt her. They have a long love story, but the 
reconciliation after the break-up seems to be out of necessity 
because of the pregnancy.

At a young age, his life was clearly dominated by two kinds 
of sensual pleasure — sex and physical street fights, which were 
diverted into sports as he was growing up. Serhiy enjoys the 
memories of physical violence in the past: we are talking about 
the Moments of adrenaline and self-affirmation.

The relationship with his son is healthy and Serhiy feels 
attachment and fondness for Maksym, but therein lies a 
potential for guilt and fear to harm the child, which most likely 
originates from Serhiy’s difficult relationship with his father.

Serhiy’s inner feelings of anger and annoyance change 
when in contact with other people. At a young age, Serhiy’s 
inner aggression used to find a way out in street fights and 
when fights became a thing of the past, the aggression remained 
inside. In addition, the aggression is linked to xenophobia, which 
suggests Serhiy’s somewhat limited emotional and intellectual 
development. Hostility toward other people is a sign of inner 
aggression that time and again grows into outward violence. 
Note: the opposite of aggressiveness as a human character trait 
is not passivity and apathy but reasonable confidence, life-
affirmation and inner resilience. These are precisely the traits 
that Serhiy lacks.

The situation depicted here confirms that, even though it 
is women who suffer from domestic violence the most, men 
can be its victims, too. Sometimes, the ‘victimhood’ develops 
in men from childhood, where the father is, as they say, ‘under 
the thumb’ and as a result takes his anger and discontent with 
life out on his child.
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We can hardly call Serhiy’s relationship with his wife sincere 
and intimate. Throughout the whole short story, the husband 
and wife speak in short insults and are afraid to express their 
true feelings (Serhiy started a quarrel because he did not want 
sex; he did not pat the child because he was afraid that Yarusia 
might think he was putting on an act). In relationships like that, 
there is always room for tension, grievance and aggression. 
The need for intimacy is difficult to satisfy, subject to certain 
conditions, depending on the partner’s mood. They cannot just 
ask and express their wishes and fears and are forced to control 
themselves and not express their feelings.

Besides, the couple is going through a very difficult time 
when the baby is still helpless and demands a lot of attention. 
The wife is suffering because of the lack of personal time and 
narrowing contacts. Yaroslava’s behavior suggests that she did 
not end up in the current situation of her own choice and she is 
equally unhappy when Serhiy is helping out at home as when 
he is away at work and she is left alone with her son.

There is a lot of tension between the husband and wife and 
in the case of conflict, both choose to ‘get out of the situation’ 
(at the most intense Moment, Yaroslava wants him to leave 
and Serhiy goes out as if running away). This behavioral tactic 
in conflict is called ‘avoidance’, the parties try not to take 
responsibility and are willing to get out of the situation without 
neither yielding nor resisting. Such behavior may be productive 
if the subject of the conflict is not too valuable to the parties 
and the situation can resolve itself. Obviously, this is not the 
case here. Serhiy’s ‘escape’ seems to confirm his bad intentions 
and being on her own after the conflict can only aggravate 
Yaroslava’s grievance.

The physical reaction to the touch of a hot coffeepot could 
indeed be semi-automatic. Now it is important to what extent 
can he consciously manage the consequences. Serhiy was 
haunted by a fear of being guilty and deserted, he was not sure 
if he was okay and not sure about his own ideas about physical 
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punishment and use of force within a family or relationship. It 
seems as if he hid something bad inside himself and was afraid 
every day that it might come out.

A difficult but productive way would be to have an honest 
conversation with his wife about their particular situation 
and their relationship in general. Serhiy needs to release inner 
tension and realize that on the whole he is a psychologically 
healthy young man. Blocking out his desires and emotions 
has led to an inner conflict and consequently — to a conflict 
with his wife. Serhiy should put aside his doubts, recognize his 
fears and open up to his wife. It is always risky and we may 
be misunderstood by others; however, the value of unity and 
raising their son together should help this couple.
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MARIANNA KIYANOVSKA

SHE WHO IS DYING

“Mom, I want to have cancer, people who are dying are 
free to do anything.” 

She said that on a Sunday evening when she locked herself 
in her room and was looking in the mirror. The reflection was that 
of an eight-year-old girl who had just been crying, her eyes are 
still glistening. Tania’s flawlessly arranged and flawlessly dyed 
blonde hair in the mirror annoys her, Tania who is rehearsing 
her line, ‘Mom, I want to have cancer,’ although she is normally 
calm and well used to both the mirror and rehearsing.

Tomorrow is a Monday, Monday, tomorrow she’s going 
to say this.

Tania had wanted to talk to her Mom about cancer for quite 
a while. She wanted to talk to her yesterday. But yesterday, Tania 
was too tired. Dad brought her home from the hairdresser’s 
where she had spent several hours. Later that evening, there 
was to be a photo-shoot, then Dad’s video blog, Tania was 
supposed to unbox some new Barbie doll house, or maybe it 
wasn’t Barbie, she hadn’t yet seen what was inside the box, but 
something went wrong, the box was blemished or something, 
and Dad yelled at some guy and then posted a ‘spare’ — one 
of the older videos filmed back in October in which Tania was 
unboxing and trying on semi-toy jewelry and makeup from a 
‘princess kit’ — a total of thirty two items including two types 
of face powder (one sparkling, one translucent), eye shadow, 
nail polish, bracelets and so on. It was a bad day, she wasn’t 
smiling and wasn’t communicating well with Dad. He stopped 
the recording and scolded her and then talked on camera about 
what a wonder that ‘princess kit’ was and where and how you 
could buy one. The video turned out lackluster, it would be 
interesting to see how many views it would get.

Today, Tania was also too tired. Mom and Dad simply do 
not notice this most of the time unless she was pale or had dark 
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circles under her eyes. Tania pulled up her shirt and looked at 
her naked tummy. If she were to have cancer where could it 
be, inside her tummy like the baby inside pregnant Aunt Raya? 
And if not inside the tummy then where, inside her head, her 
chest? There needs to be at least enough room inside for the 
cancer at least a little room. But there’s no room inside Tania’s 
tummy whatsoever. Tania took a deep breath and puffed her 
tummy out. Or maybe she would not cancer after all, what 
about AIDS? They were told in school that AIDS is transmitted 
through blood and she has blood everywhere inside her, like 
her fingers and her nose. ‘Mom, I want to have AIDS.’ Or would 
it be better to say straight away: ‘Mom, I have AIDS and I’m 
dying’ ? Perhaps if she was dying, they would let her go skating 
with the girls, dying wishes are always granted. Mom won’t be 
able to say no perhaps.

Tania is looking at the Tania behind the mirror. ‘I have 
cancer. Oh no, AIDS. I have AIDS. I’m dying.’ It’s interesting, 
what will be Mom and Dad’s reaction? Her parents were totally, 
absolutely special and she is also totally special, so it’s all very 
unpredictable. Take skating, for example. Her parents don’t 
let her go skating because Mom wants Tania to be a model 
forever like she is now and skating has a risk of bruising or 
breaking a bone every time. That is why Tania doesn’t have 
any friends. Tania never goes outside. Well, she does but only 
with her parents. Sometimes she goes to the movies. With Mom 
and Dad. She cannot go roller-skating. She cannot ride a bike. 
She can go to the swimming pool. There she occasionally gets 
to see Lida, also a model. Lida is seven. Lida is also not allowed 
to do almost anything except go to the swimming pool. But 
Tania and Lida are not friends. Lida is jealous of Tania because 
Tania is a model and has a blog and Lida is only a model. But 
then, Lida has a dog. Tania doesn’t have a dog or a cat, but 
she has a brother. Her brother doesn’t live with them though. 
Tania misses him a little, but their parents took him to their 
Grandma because Petro is an albino and very ugly. He has large 
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ears, pale gray eyes, dull and colorless hair. Mom doesn’t love 
Petro and neither does Dad. But Tania liked playing with Petro 
sometimes. When Tania gets cancer or AIDS, she will ask that 
they bring Petro back home. Then her parents won’t be able to 
say no to her.

Mom used to say that Tania did her first photo-shoot before 
she could even walk. An angel in a diaper, they still have that 
picture. Tania had a barely-there blonde curly hair. She didn’t 
cry. She never cried. She got used to never crying because she 
was used in advertisements. She gets reprimanded and is made 
to sit on the chair for bruises and scratches. But even then, Tania 
doesn’t cry. You can’t have red eyes. You can’t have red nose. 
You can’t let your face get puffy from crying. You can’t ruin a 
photo-shoot. You can’t get sick.

But cancer is not a sickness. When you have cancer, you’re 
free to do anything.

Petro is a little jealous of Tania because she has everything 
and all he has at Grandma’s is Grandma and the cat. Petro 
always keeps saying that he is a girl and a princess. He likes 
to play with Tania’s toys and dreams about having a pony. If 
Tania had cancer, she would ask her Mom to get her a pony and 
then maybe would give the pony to Petro maybe not right away 
but sometime later. Tania cannot understand why Petro annoys 
Mom so much. He’s exactly the same at Grandma’s as he was 
at home: a little boring, but Tania misses him. He’s six and will 
soon go to school, although Mom says he would get eaten for 
breakfast there. A while ago Tania would get scared, what do 
you mean, eaten? Now she knows that it’s just a saying and 
nobody in school is going to eat Petro. Grandma is very worried 
about Petro and can only sigh quietly because he almost never 
goes outside to hang out with other kids, even though he can 
hang out with kids and skate and play with the cat. Mom says his 
main hobby is being jealous of Tania. Mom says that apparently 
when Petro was little he was so jealous that he even used to beat 
Tania. However, Tania has no memory of it. But Petro loves 
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it when Tania sometimes comes with Mom and Dad to visit 
Grandma, he follows her around and Tania actually likes it. She 
would want Petro to live with them at home, but that’s never 
going to happen. Both her Grandmas say so and Tania knows 
that it’s true.

Tania does go to school but not every day. Mom has made 
an arrangement with the principal and her teacher and they 
understand that Tania has a career. Career is, in fact, Mom’s 
magic word. They once went to a doctor, Mom wanted him to 
slightly reshape Tania’s nose. The doctor said that Tania’s nose 
was perfectly fine. Mom tried to argue that Tania had a career 
and that her career depended on the beauty of her nose but 
the doctor said there was no point in arguing because no one 
would perform that kind of surgery on a child. He also said: 
‘Don’t mutilate the child!’ and Tania was scared by the voice in 
which he said it.

But cancer and AIDS are not mutilation. She read a bit 
about them in a newspaper. To have cancer or AIDS means to 
be dying, but nobody dies immediately, on the contrary, almost 
everyone keeps living. Tania once saw a video about volunteers 
who would go to a hospital where all children had cancer and 
those children had fun and were all friends. Tania wants to have 
friends, too, she has no friends in school and she doesn’t know 
why. She has no friends anywhere. Perhaps photographer 
Sviat, Uncle Sviat, is her friend, but Mom and Dad call him a 
pedophile. Tania does not quite understand what that word 
means, she asked her teacher and was told that the word did 
not mean anything but she should stay away from pedophiles. 
Tania cannot stay away from photographer Sviat as long as 
Mom keeps bringing Tania to his studio and sometimes, she 
even misses school on the days of photo-shoots. 

Uncle Sviat says to her: ‘C’mon, sunny, help me photograph 
you. Help me out, smile, relax.’ He tells very funny stories and 
to make contact he takes Tania by the hand or strokes her hair. 
Mom keeps silent around him and even laughs. But when she is 
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at home in her bedroom, she argues with Dad who thinks they 
need to look for another photographer, but there is no other 
photographer like Uncle Sviat. Mom says he can feel the children, 
it’s true, he can feel her, his photographs are perfect. Mom says 
he has many connections and Tania’s entire career depends on 
Sviat. So, the next day, it is Dad who takes Tania to Sviat, he 
and Sviat chat about some exclusive products, the seaside, Paris 
and the bombings. Uncle Sviat’s assistant, Volodia, approaches 
Tania, attends to Tania and does her makeup. Uncle Sviat sets 
up the lighting and begins to give her instructions, ‘Sunny, do 
this and now this, hold your hand like this, head up higher…’ 
Tania politely stands up, watches Uncle Sviat’s moves, sits 
down, squats, smiles, she is given a sip of juice, says thank you, 
stands up, sits down, squats, clutches a prop yogurt bottle to her 
chest, or better yet, a machine-washed, fresh-smelling T-shirt, 
or a pillow-sized bag of chips, or an inflatable life ring. She did 
a photo-shoot with a life ring in front of a green screen but was 
told that the picture would be made to look like it was taken 
at the seaside. Uncle Sviat knows how to do tricks like that sea 
or snow, anything. Tomorrow is a Monday, there will be no 
photo-shoot with Uncle Sviat that’s a shame because apart from 
Petro and Grandma, Tania sometimes misses Uncle Sviat. He’s 
kind, sometimes a little funny, he’s a good storyteller and on 
top of that he only ever photographs Tania but never Mom or 
Dad.

There’s actually something very odd about Uncle Sviat’s 
photographs and photographs in general. Tania does not even 
have a personal page on any social network, while other girls in 
her class each have several and even though Tania does photo-
shoots almost every day, she cannot take a selfie, she cannot 
even have a picture taken with her classmates or anyone at all. 
Her parents say she cannot have an iphone because it will hurt 
her career if some bad picture of Tania ends up on the Internet. 
Dad thinks that several years from now Tania will start her own 
public blog and is going to get fed up with all the photos and 
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social networks a million times.
Tania looked at her reflection. The girl behind the mirror 

looked almost nothing like the girl in Uncle Sviat’s photographs, 
except Tania’s hair in the mirror, flawless and beautiful. This is 
probably why Uncle Sviat takes most of Tania’s photographs. 
He’s good at capturing happiness.

Tania thought that she doesn’t know what happiness is. To 
Petro, happiness is having a pony which he doesn’t have yet. To 
Tania, happiness is perhaps having a dog or cancer. 

She’s going to say she has cancer and they’ll let her have 
a dog, better yet a guide dog. Their neighbor has a guide dog. 
He’s very well behaved and never barks. Every time they meet, 
Tania is amazed by the way their neighbor smiles so beautifully, 
not to her and Mom, but to his dog. As the dog walks upstairs 
his fluffy hair flutters in time with his steps. Tania stops as if she 
wants to rest but she really is waiting for the dog to walk past 
them. She’s not allowed to have pets or even touch them. She’s 
a model. Tania has always been a model.

When she and her parents walk into their house, the 
neighbors sitting in the driveway stop talking. Dad says hello 
to them but Mom never does. Tania used to say hello until Mom 
told her not to. Since then, the neighbors have stopped talking 
at all. One of them once said something about her Mom, Tania 
heard it from a distance, or maybe she was just swearing. Tania 
heard the boys in school swearing too. She only swore ever so 
slightly twice in her life  and was made to sit on the chair.

Mom calls Uncle Sviat a ‘pedophile,’ their neighbor with a 
guide dog a ‘cripple,’ the neighbors sitting on the bench ‘stinking 
broads,’ and Tania a ‘model.’ She doesn’t call Grandma or granny 
as well as Dad anything, at least not that Tania has heard. Mom 
doesn’t call Petro anything either but says with a particular 
inflection, ‘You know, him.’ It seems to Tania lately that being a 
model is worse than being a cripple, a pedophile and a stinking 
broad all at the same time. She doesn’t know what a pedophile 
is, or why their neighbor is a cripple, but no-on stops them from 
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having a dog or swinging on a swing. Swinging on a swing is 
totally not the same as sitting on the chair. Today Tania cried 
because she was punished unfairly. But the point is not even 
that, Dad said that Tania ruined the video blog when in fact it 
wasn’t her fault at all. The thing is that lately Tania has been 
made to sit on the chair all too often, way too often, and most 
of the time she doesn’t even know why. Before falling asleep, 
she’s thinking that tomorrow she will inevitably be made to sit 
on the chair for whatever reason and she feels guilty. The same 
thing happens on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and so on and 
yesterday before falling asleep she was thinking how hard it 
is to live knowing that she will be made to sit on the chair, to 
sit locked up in an absolutely dark room. Tania was thinking 
how hard it is to understand why and what for. There are many 
possibilities but there’s only one chair and it’s imminent and it’s 
so unbearable to wait for her certain punishment. Even Uncle 
Sviat has noticed that it’s been harder for him than before to 
make Tania look happy and carefree in pictures.

Tania is thinking about the chair in the room, the cameras 
(they have cameras all over their home), the swing, Sviat who 
is allegedly a pedophile, Grandma, Petro, then finally the dog 
and then cancer. If she had cancer, then maybe she would not 
be made to sit on the chair and maybe she would have a swing. 
Maybe Mom would talk to her. Maybe she would give her a 
hug. Usually, she only hugs Tania in public when they’re not at 
home and Dad hardly ever hugs her at all. He told her tomorrow 
we’re filming the dollhouse for the blog. ‘You must do good.’ 

‘Mom, I want to finally have cancer.’ Something moved 
slightly inside Tania’s tummy like the alien in that movie about 
space and the alien. ‘Or else I just can’t go on living, do you hear 
me?’ Tania looked in the mirror and was terrified. She threw a 
purple lamp at her reflection. She froze, afraid that someone — 
Mom or Dad — would hear the noise and come running. Then 
she would probably have to spend the whole night on the chair 
under the cameras pointed at her. She counted to one hundred. 
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Then, she gulped a sob, picked up a tiny splinter of broken glass 
and started inspecting it closely.

One day, a while ago, when Petro came to dinner, Grandma 
drew a thicker curtain over the windowbecause the sun was 
blinding his eyes, it made them tear.  She put a bowl full of 
borsch in front of him, then sat on a stool.

“Eat. When you were very little I used to sleep with you, 
remember?” 

“You did? Why?” 
“You were afraid of being left alone in the room, you would 

scream and cry and try to pull away.” 
“Why?” 
“Do you remember that?” 
“I remember Tania.” 
“Soon Mom and Dad are going to take you back home.” 
“Why?” 
“Tania misses you, and Dad, and Mom.” 
Petro didn’t really want to go back to Mom and Dad. Not 

even to Tania as long as he had her toys here. There, he would 
immediately cease to be a princess. There’s one princess there, 
Tania and only Tania.

“Why go home?” 
Grandma didn’t say anything.
“I don’t want to go there.”
“Honey, I need to check into a hospital. You’ll have to stay 

with them for a little while. What are you thinking about? Go 
ahead, eat.” 

“If I stay with Mom and Dad, I’m going to die before 
you do. And the cat is going to die without you. Don’t go to a 
hospital.” 

“Come on, eat…”
“No, I won’t!” 
“Why?” 
“I don’t want to.”
“You’re a boy. You have to be strong.” 
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“I don’t want to.” 
Petro threw his spoon into the barely touched borsch, 

stormed out the door and ran upstairs stomping his feet 
loud enough for Grandma to hear. He had no intention of 
going outside because to everyone he was a ridiculous albino 
monkey. Nobody knew that Petro was really a princess, unless 
like a hundred years ago, one of the boys happened to see him 
wearing nail polish on his toes. Grandma only sighed when 
he reached for Tania’s toys. Most of them were dolls, pink 
unicorns and horses with tiny wings, funnily called pegasuses. 
They all lived in his room in a large palace under the bed and 
on the carpet where the winding roads, rustling green woods, 
towering red mountains and deep blue seas lay before them. 
Petro would close the door, instantly transform into beautiful 
princess Petrarca and wisely rule his toy world. Sometimes he 
would be joined by the cat.

Knights would fall for Petrarca, compose poems in her 
honor and write letters to her and Petrarca would ride a snow-
white horse and dance at balls.

For the sake of Tania and maybe for the sake of Grandma, 
Petro never told anyone about Petrarca. It was one of Petro’s 
secrets that one minute he was Petro and the next he was 
Petrarca. Mom and Dad already had Tania, Princess Tania and 
they didn’t want their daughter and princess to be replicated.

Petro couldn’t remember anything, but Grandma did say 
that something had happened between him and Tania and that 
was a long time ago. After that Mom and Dad brought Petro 
here to Grandma. Grandma was taking care of him and teaching 
him to read and count but she couldn’t teach him anything of 
real importance so, Petro couldn’t rollerskate, didn’t have a 
bike, didn’t know what to do when someone was bullying him, 
didn’t have a mobile, or a computer, or any other useful things. 
But he could make sandwiches, water the flowers, sweep the 
floor and wash dishes.

Right now Petro, without finishing his borsch and clearing 
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the plates, was thinking about hiding in his hideaway with 
crates and an old mattress where the cat was probably already 
having a sweet sleep. Petro was jealous of almost everything 
that Tania had but he had to admit that she didn’t and could 
never have neither a cat nor a hideaway like this, a hideaway 
that was nothing like that terrifying, forever locked room. Had 
Petro been living with his Mom and Dad at this very moment 
he would most likely be sitting there on the chair, punished. 
Grandma could sometimes even give him a spanking, but 
Grandma didn’t have the chair, the chair in the room with the 
cameras, the chair in the locked room with the cameras where 
you found yourself facing your fears and thoughts of death 
alone. 

Tania, who lived with their parents the whole time and was 
often made to sit on the chair, used to tell him that the cameras 
were like some creepy eyes and the whole room itself was some 
creepy creature with creepy eyes and that the creature could 
see and capture your every move, even the slightest one. Even 
the slightest move adds to the time you have to sit on the chair 
until you die. Petro had been made to sit on that chair too. He 
remembered being scared to move, scared to even open his 
mouth to take a deeper breath or call Mom. He remembered 
the time when he had been holding it in for a long time until 
he couldn’t any longer. Petro was released late at night, he 
was sitting on the chair, wet from peeing himself, freezing, 
sweating from fear, barely alive. Dad silently carried him into 
the shower, undressed him, washed him, dressed him again 
and all along Petro didn’t feel anything, and even forgot that he 
had wanted to drink all day. Petro got sick. A few photo-shoots 
were cancelled. Dad’s blog fell through. Mom and Dad argued 
a lot and then Petro moved in with Grandma.

He wanted to be loved and tried to be like Tania. One day, 
their family went to a big shopping mall. Salespeople in kid 
stores and many people near the Christmas tree recognized 
Tania. There, in the shopping mall, Mom would hold Tania 
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on her lap, kiss her on the cheeks, praise her and call her a 
wonderful polite girl and a little princess and Tania would 
smile and pretend she was picking out toys and trying on 
clothes. Everyone adored Tania and did everything to please 
her. But no-one paid attention to Petro and he knew they were 
ignoring him intentionally. Next to Tania he looked like an ugly 
toad. That’s when it dawned on him that he was really princess 
Petrarca and that sooner or later someone would come and 
break his curse the same way Shrek released Fiona. And so he 
lived transforming into a beautiful princess every night and by 
day reverting to being Petro again, pretty much similarly to how 
Fiona transformed into an ogress. In a castle far, far away, there 
lived his parents the king and the queen and he was guarded 
by Grandma the dragoness who never said she loved him and 
only ever cared that he had eaten and not got beat up to a pulp 
by the neighborhood boys. Sometimes though, Petro would be 
feeling so bad that he would choose pain. Then he would walk 
outside and go down to the playground.

The worst thing was that he could not put his feelings into 
words at all. Mom and Dad would be in his dreams but the 
dreams were silent. Another reason why he missed Tania so 
bad was because he could talk to her, mostly about her, Tania 
the princess and also about the room with the cameras and the 
chair. Oddly enough, Tania could understand his fear without 
words. Grandma could not and Petro would start talking and 
she would stare at him like she had never seen him before and 
then turn away and go to the kitchen. Then it would get even 
more unbearable.

The relief came unexpectedly. One day, Mom and Dad 
brought several boxes of Tania’s old toys from their apartment 
and put them in Grandma’s attic. They weren’t really old 
though, because Tania never had the time to play with them. 
Because of all the filming and photo-shoots she didn’t even have 
the time to attend school. Petro took some of Tania’s toys from 
the attic down to his room and put them under his bed and that 
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cheered him up a little. Tania’s dolls and unicorns made him 
feel like Tania, pretty Tania, everyone’s favorite Tania, the star 
of Dad’s daily video blog watched by pretty much every kid 
in the neighborhood and even their parents. Only Petro knew 
that most of the toys and stuff that Tania had ever unboxed on 
camera for Dad’s blog would eventually find their way to him 
and then belong to him only. He was protected by Tania’s dolls, 
construction sets and toy dishware. Petro felt almost invincible 
and as if he was not afraid of the chair and the room with the 
cameras anymore. At least Petrarca wasn’t afraid of that room 
at all.

Recently, Petro stopped by the kitchen to pick a few beans 
for combat magic. Grandma was leaning over the table and 
apparently crying. A long time ago when Petro was very little 
he was the only one who cried. Mom didn’t let Tania cry because 
Tania was a model so Tania never cried. It was the first time in 
his life that he saw Grandma cry. He thought that Grandma was 
crying because she was in a lot of pain. In the end, Grandma 
never checked into a hospital. Petro knew he really didn’t want 
to live in Mom and Dad’s apartment so Grandma didn’t go into 
a hospital so she could stay with him. Petro was supposed to 
go to school in September. Mom called Grandma and asked her 
to take measurements of Petro’s feet, legs, arms, shoulders and 
waist. It turned out that over the last six months, he had grown 
five centimeters taller.

“I keep remembering how little you were, all the time,” 
said Grandma that evening. “And now you are almost like 
Tania.” 

“I am not at all like Tania,” Petro burst out, feeling 
something insurmountable paralyze his entire body and while 
he could still move he ran to his room blinded by inexplicable 
anger.

Back in his room, Petro regained his breath a little, although 
still clutching the beans in his hand and then Petrarca walked 
over to the window and stared into the distance. The army of 
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unicorns stood behind her back ready for battle. The safe castle 
stronghold, Merlin the Magician, maid of honor Constance 
and omnipotent magic beans in hand. Even though Petro 
transformed into Petrarca he could watch the princess’ every 
move, her forehead perspired slightly, her gold hair was moved 
by a faint breeze. 

‘How old is Petrarca?’ Petro thought all of a sudden. ‘Was 
she six? Seven? Eight? When’s her birthday? Is she the same as 
me? Or is Petrarca like Tania? So, how old is she? Where did 
this castle come from? And where did all this other stuff come 
from? Tell me!’ 

The question about the castle, whose is it? Was it his or 
Petrarca’s? It was an even worse question than the question 
about her birthday and somehow very inappropriate. Petro ran 
away from the window, threw himself on the bed, buried his 
face in the pillow and started crying quietly.

Then came the day when Petro realized that Grandma 
wasn’t just in great pain, Grandma was slowly dying. At first, 
he didn’t notice it. Then one day some old photographs fell out 
in which he knew Grandma was young, although really still old 
and then he noticed that she had lost a lot of weight lately. That 
surprised Petro because they always had a lot of food even too 
much of different food, a full fridge, a box of cookies and a vase 
filled with candy. Not only that, Grandma would stare very 
intently at him as if through him. That look was hard to handle. 
It was almost like sitting in that room, on that chair.

Petro began to avoid Grandma. He would run to his 
hideaway and pull Tania’s toys from under the bed but could not 
play with them anymore. Very rarely did he feel like a princess 
now because princesses never change only living people do. All 
of a sudden his Grandma began to change very rapidly. Petro 
just couldn’t keep up with those changes. Finally, one day he 
broke down and when Grandma came back from the store he 
dragged her to his room and began showing his toys or still 
Tania’s toys, the castle under the bed, the country on the carpet 
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and fabulous animals. Grandma watched him talk. She actually 
watched but didn’t listen and he kept turning his head time and 
time again to take a look through the window. The trees that 
Petro could see outside the window were constantly changing 
let alone the clouds. And Grandma had changed. But Tania was 
always a princess. Now he had grown taller, caught up with her 
and become like Tania therefore not only Tania’s toys would be 
passed down to him but her clothes, too and her blue sneakers. 
But is Petro going to change or not anymore? 

This time Petro was waiting for more boxes of toys first 
and foremost but not only that was counting down the days 
that his parents finally came.

“Hi,” said Mom, stepping out of the car. “How have you 
been here? Okay?” 

Petro walked around the car to the side of the steering 
wheel.

“Okay.”
“You weren’t bored without us, were you?” 
“I wasn’t.” 
“You like Pepsi? Dad and I brought you a bottle of Pepsi.” 
“Pepsi? What else did you bring?” 
“First Pepsi,” said Mom.
Dad went to open the trunk. Petro ran after him. Grandma 

walked outside.
“Hello, Mom, how have you been?” 
“I just made broth and potatoes with mushrooms, come 

inside before it gets cold.”
“Mom, we already ate on our way here. Stopped by that 

nice restaurant, you know that one.” 
“Come, come, while it’s still warm.” 
“Well… Let’s go,” Mom looked at Dad meaningfully, Dad 

closed the trunk. They both hurried after Grandma inside. 
Petro shouted after them:
“You didn’t even give me Pepsi!” 
“Don’t worry, your pepsi is not going anywhere,” Mom 
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was coming upstairs last. “Come on with us!” 
“You said you would give me Pepsi… You said yourself…” 
Petro hung around the locked car for a while then 

reluctantly trudged after his parents to the kitchen. Again, 
Tania didn’t come because it was midweek, she stayed with 
their other Grandma back home. He felt like bursting into tears 
but then Mom would not talk to him at all, no-one would talk 
to him. Everyone only ever looks at Mom and Tania and if Mom 
or Tania pay no attention to Petro it’s like he’s not even here.

This time again, Petro walked into the kitchen and stood 
near the door as if invisible as if he had disappeared. Dad also 
sat there as if invisible. Mom was telling Grandma about Tania 
and Tania’s career. Grandma was telling Mom about the prices 
and how far and difficult it was for her to go to the nearest store.

“What about the hospital?” 
“It’s okay, it’s better at home. It can wait.” 
Grandma put a soup bowl down on the table as if hiding 

herself behind it from prying eyes. Petro was feeling exactly 
like at the playground, he simply got fooled again. It’s always 
Tania who gets everything. Not even the best of everything but 
literally everything. Mom doesn’t even look at Petro because 
Tania is a beauty. And he is ugly like a toad. Mom gets annoyed 
by Petro’s large ears, pale pink skin, eyes and hair. The boys 
taunt him, yell at him. Only Grandma bought him kid’s 
sunglasses. He looks good in sunglasses. They make it easier for 
him to handle harsh light but Petro never wears them outside, 
he’s afraid they might get taken away. However, Grandma 
keeps insisting, says he should wear them.

“Mom, but you did promise me a pepsi yourself.” Petro 
took three steps from the door towards Mom and stood behind 
the stool on which she was sitting. 

Mom didn’t hear him.
“Okay,” said Mom to Grandma. “If you say so. Call me if 

there’s anything. We’re going to stay a little longer and go back. 
Tania has two video shoots to do for the blog tonight.” 
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“Aren’t you overworking her? There’s also school,” 
“You do know that she’s happy, smiley, energetic, 

swimming pool, choreography, the best toys and quality 
clothing.” 

“But what about people?”
“She’s got us. Listen, Mom, don’t start.”
“I won’t. Bring her to see us sometime. Petro feels lonely.” 
“Petro’s got a ton of friends in the neighborhood. And 

Tania has a career. And that is our priority now. By the way, we 
brought some more stuff with us again, a few boxes. We need to 
put them in the attic. Is there any more room left?” 

“Yeah…” 
Petro squinted anxiously, Grandma better not tell them 

about his, Tania’s toys? and the castle under the bed, that he 
plays like a girl. Luckily Grandma didn’t say anything about it, 
instead, she was talking about Tania.

“You’re exploiting your own child. You’re stealing her life 
away. Have you ever even thought about that? What’s it like, 
living without friends, not having a life?” 

“Mom, I told you already. She’s got us. Don’t start with me 
on Tania. Do you want us to leave right now?” 

“And what about Petro?” 
“And definitely don’t start me on Petro.” 
There was indeed Tania’s stuff in the trunk, two boxes. 

Petro ran after Dad who carried them all the way upstairs to the 
attic. Dad walked out and Petro rushed to the boxes. He looked 
inside nah, nothing special. Again, some dolls, pegasuses and 
unicorns. Petro thought it was better to go back to the kitchen.

Grandma was standing there and swallowing her 
medicines. A few pills, one yellow and a few white ones fell 
down on the floor. The cat was playing with a pepsi bottle cap. 
A small pepsi bottle lay by the table leg completely empty. The 
car was pulling out of the driveway, Mom and Dad were in a 
hurry so they didn’t say goodbye.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL COMMENTARY 
KATERYNA BOROZDINA

The children in this family suffer from several forms of 
violence: physical, psychological and economical.

The consequences of such violence can be irreversible. For 
6-year old Petro the lines of gender identity are already blurred. 
It is precisely at this age that a child learns gender roles. And 
it is at this stage where a lot depends on parents who have to 
make sure that the links are formed in a child’s mind between 
biological and social roles.

Grandma is but the only person who understands how 
critical the situation in the family is, but even she is susceptible 
to stereotypes. “Eat. You’re a boy. You have to be strong.” That 
is a gender stereotype. Should a girl not eat because she is a 
girl? Or is it shameful for a girl to be strong? Of course it is not.

There is a vivid description of the social isolation of 
Petro who stays in the shadow of his sister. He does not go to 
kindergarten, almost never goes out and his entire world is 
restricted to Grandma, the cat and toys passed down from his 
older sister. Petro is already preparing to go to school but the 
situation of violence in the family is a threat to the boy’s normal 
adaptation to a future school community. At school the boy 
will most likely be facing another form of violence, bullying by 
peers.

Because of the actions of her parents eight-year old Tania 
is ‘losing her childhood.’ The parents do not care at all about 
her physical and spiritual development and studying, which 
adversely affects the child’s mental and physical development. 
Mom and Dad mercilessly use Tania for their personal economic 
gain, ignoring her wishes as well as her little brother’s needs.

The short story describes exploitation of child labor, 
meaning the use of child labor without complying with the 
requirements of the existing legislation, particularly neglecting 
her safety and health and failure to provide social and other 
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guarantees. Exploitative actions of the parents endanger Tania’s 
health, interfere with her education and harm the child’s 
physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development 
which is a violation of the UN Convention on the Rights of the 
Child, ratified by Ukraine in 1991.

Unfortunately, most adults do not realize that, when 
‘building careers’ of their little children, they violate their right 
to rest and leisure, to engage in play and recreational activities 
and the right to freedom of expression. In the case with Tania, 
her parents also interfere with the child’s access to education, 
as ‘Tania does go to school but not every day, Mom has made 
an arrangement with the principal and her teacher, everybody 
understands that Tania has a career.’ In other words, the teachers 
at school do not take any action to stop the cruel treatment of 
the children. Even though, ideally, it is up to the teachers who 
see the child every day to identify cruel treatment and work to 
raise awareness among parents to prevent and counter cruel 
treatment of children.

Tania, already driven to despair by the actions of her 
parents, is constantly on the verge of exhaustion but ‘Mom and 
Dad simply do not notice this most of the time — unless she is 
pale or has dark circles under her eyes,’ and so the child seeks at 
least some way out of the situation: ‘I have cancer. Oh no, AIDS. 
I have AIDS. I’m dying.’ Tania does not really want to die. She 
sees a terminal illness as the only way to draw the attention of 
her own parents, to get her childhood back and simply be an 
eight-year old child.

In contrast to real childhood joys, both Tania and Petro 
remember with horror the punishment in the dark room where 
they would have to sit on a chair under video cameras. Here the 
children are victims of the tyrant-parents and every child in this 
family is miserable in their own way. Petro, bereft of parental 
attention, lives in his imaginary world and Tania cannot make 
a move without the mother or father knowing. But the saddest 
part of this situation is that the parents do not see or do not 
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want to notice the problem itself, as well as their own guilt in it 
and even justify themselves. ‘Petro’s got a ton of friends in the 
neighborhood and Tania has a career. That is our priority now.’

There is a popular misconception that exploitation of 
child labor, violence against children, or cruel treatment of 
them happens solely in poor families or families that found 
themselves in difficult circumstances. The narrative of this short 
story destroys that stereotype. The parents do not understand 
at all what children’s rights mean and here, like in many other 
cases, this leads to a violation of the rights of the child by the 
child’s inner circle — the parents.

   
  



YURIY MAKAROV

DAD, MOM, I and THE CAT FROM THE 4TH FLOOR

“Shit! I’m so fucking sick of you!”
Then there’s some mumbling that I can’t make out. 
Then her voice says,“You don’t respect me as a person!” 
He gives a short reply. And then something crashes — 

either a pot or a frying pan, something metal.
It’s the same thing every morning. Well not really because 

they go to work and I don’t always wake up that early. It began 
in the spring or maybe even earlier but it came into my life when 
it got warmer and I started opening the window and of course 
they did, too. At first I didn’t understand where it was coming 
from but then one day I purposefully went to the balcony and 
figured that it was from the apartment right below me where 
poor Marina used to live but now her son leases.

It’s actually pretty funny I was even tempted to write 
down what they were saying but I realized I couldn’t do it 
because from somewhere inside of me, all the blackness from 
my childhood which I thought I had hidden and buried came 
up to the surface. And it came over me all at once and so hard; 
the way my Vasyl used to yell at me after our first year together; 
the way the department chair used to slam his fist on the table, 
he was a retired colonel and he loved doing that; and even that 
one time when that thug attacked me in the front yard two 
years ago, he was scrawny and puny. I didn’t want to give him 
my bag and was prepared to fight but he suddenly yelled: ‘Give 
it to me, bitch!’ and immediately my knees buckled and I had 
a hollow feeling inside my stomach, I even lost my voice. And 
of course, the way my father with his wild eyes used to reach 
for his belt while my Mom stood by the cupboard, all pale and 
did nothing to protect me. I don’t remember what I could have 
done wrong being a second grader as I was doing well at school 
and was not really causing any mischief, almost a poster child.

Well at first they were generally getting along well, at 
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least that’s how I remember it. One of my earliest memories is 
of the three of us at the First of May Demonstration. I’m two 
or three years old, more likely three than two, I’m sitting on 
my father’s shoulders, it’s still cold outside but I take the scarf 
off my neck. It’s all red around me. Everyone is waving small 
red flags and I want to wave red too. Mom is trying to pull 
me down to the ground, mainly to button my collar and tie the 
scarf, but I resist and my father is on my side. Next, a Christmas 
tree at home, that’s when I was probably at least four. I got a toy 
cleaning set as a present, a tiny brush, a tiny broom, a bucket, all 
really miniscule, many years later Mom accidentally revealed 
that it was a kind of a teachable moment to get me involved 
in household chores and my father had turned the whole city 
upside down, gone to every toy store until he found one. It was 
very hard to find, made in East Germany, but I remember well 
that I had asked for one because I had seen one that their friends’ 
child had and Dad could not say no to me. A kindergarten play, 
I’m wearing a dress made of cheesecloth dyed brilliant blue, 
there were no other commercially available cheap textiles, 
but the dress is marvelous and I’m playing either a princess 
or a fairy, dancing to The Nutcracker and ever since, there has 
always been something magical about Tchaikovsky in a child’s 
way. My parents are sitting in the front row, holding hands. 
And I also remember us standing in line to buy a round table, I 
was already ten, so, it must have been around 1960. Everybody 
seemed to have finally woken up, they all wanted happiness 
and rushed to improve their homes. The symbol of that home 
comfort was a cupboard with glass doors with a tea set inside of 
it and also, for some reason, a three-fold dressing table mirror, 
as well as a round dining table, and by all means it had to be 
round. Naturally, there wasn’t enough furniture for everyone. 
People were standing in lines, literally standing outside the 
store for umpteen hours. Mom and I had also been standing 
until night and then Dad took our place in the line and we went 
home. In the morning he brought home the table, only it was 
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oval instead of round. I couldn’t understand whether it was 
good or bad that it was oval instead of round, but my parents 
were happy and threw a party, Mom baked a cake. That might 
just be my last happy family memory because the next day my 
father got drunk again and started beating Mom and that was 
the end of it all.

No, he wasn’t a bad person, he was kind and smart. It 
was just because life sucked. Not because it was poor and not 
because it was cruel, it just sucked. My father was complaining 
all the time that no-one ever made way for him because when 
it came to a promotion, another combat veteran would get 
picked every time. And he was only a year to0 late. Back in 
1944, when he returned home after the evacuation, he was 17, 
he was conscripted in ‘45 and sent to Kyiv to guard German 
prisoners of war. He often bragged about himself rebuilding 
Khreshchatyk, but no-one was getting decorated for it. After the 
army, he went to college and in his freshman year he and Mom 
got married and I was born soon afterwards. How did they 
ever manage to survive back then? Dad used to unload wagons 
every night, many college students used to make money that 
way. Mom would escape from her lectures to feed me. Luckily 
I was a quiet childa and never cried, never acted up and she 
could leave me with the neighbors for a couple of hours. They 
couldn’t move in together. My father was still living in his 
dormitory and Mom was living in hers. After their third year 
in college, they rented a corner, not a room but a screened-off 
corner in a room shared with some woman in a house near 
the Jewish marketplace. Mom’s girlfriends envied her because 
after the war there were fewer men and men could afford to be 
choosy. Git was coomplace for girls to circle around one another 
at dances. Besides, he was so handsome and many years later 
after all had burnt off, Mom would reminisce proudly that Dad 
was a ringer for Jean Marais himself and still he chose her.

After college Dad was appointed a Komsomol secretary at 
a factory and given a room in a shared apartment, I remember 
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that one well. Around the same time he started drinking a 
little. Well, everyone was drinking at the time, that was also 
the norm, but my father couldn’t handle being drunk well and 
he would come home in a black mood. Stalin had died recently 
and some turmoil began in the depths of the power structure, 
personnel would get shuffled, there seemed to be less fear 
but also more uncertainty. He was dreaming of a normal job, 
wanted to work in scientific research but only the factory could 
provide accommodation and besides everyone had to complete 
a three-year service after college like serfs. And then, there was 
the party discipline. All words were unfamiliar. Komsomol 
organizer, personnel distribution, shared apartment, Party 
committee, I cannot even explain them to my Irka let alone 
Varvara. Grandchildren are made from a totally different timber 
and they fear nothing, respect no-one almost too much so.

One of the first words I learnt was “problems”. It 
accompanied me almost every day from the beginning of my 
more or less conscious life. Dad would come home and complain 
to Mom about problems, one of the sections at his factory had 
failed to fulfil the plan and somehow he was the one who would 
get the bashing because the majority of the workers were green 
Komsomol members and it was his personal responsibility. Or 
some team let a manufacturing defect slip and the defect was 
found during testing. There was a scandal the size of the whole 
industry and the whipping boy was the factory’s Komsomol 
organizer because the team was all young Komsomol members. 
He would come home shaking. Initially it was Mom who would 
give him a shot of alcohol and by the time she wised up it was 
too late. It only got worse after he transferred to the district 
Party committee. They used to hold various official events 
there, each followed by a banquet. Soon it became a prose of 
life, an everyday routine, ‘Dad is drunk’.

That’s what I’m saying, everyone was drinking back then. 
My first friend was Dasha who shared the apartment with us. 
Her father also used to drink. He worked as a driver and they 
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had a ritual. After work, they would get together in a garage, 
split the money that they had made from their daylight jobs 
(daylighting — that’s another now-forgotten word), buy a 
bottle for three, then another one, then he would come home 
after 8 and start a fight right away. So Dasha used to hide in our 
room until he fell asleep. It made me feel safer too because in 
Dasha’s presence Dad, if he came home earlier than he usually 
did, which was around 9 or 10 o’clock, was too cautious to raise 
hell for some reason. Dasha was my amulet. I felt sorry for her 
because I did remember that life could be different but she 
didn’t know. And Aunt Liuba, her mother, didn’t know either.

On Sundays when we didn’t go to kindergarten, back 
then there was only one day off a week, we used to climb up 
the ladder to the mezzanine and share our girl secrets with 
each other. Dasha taught me a lot about life. I learned my first 
swearwords from her and where babies come from, too. That 
was after our whole family had stopped going for walks because 
Mom was too shy to go outsidebecause of the bruises. And the 
two of us little squirts used to sit in our secret place above the 
hallway leading into the kitchen and brag to one another about 
whose father was madder and how they beat our Moms.

Sometimes it was easier for me in summer, I would be 
sent to Grandma Halia in Korosten that was Mom’s Mom 
because Dad’s, Grandma Vira, didn’t love me much. It happens. 
Sometimes she would tell me what a pest my Mom was for 
marrying her Vadychek and thus ruining his career. She simply 
hated Mom and was turning her hatred on me. So even though 
Korosten was farther away than Boryspil, there I used to find 
shelter for a whole three months. Strangely enough I used to 
miss Dad no less than Mom. Somehow they were separate in 
my head, Dad and his crazy fits separate from Mom and the fact 
that she couldn’t protect me from this hell. Although I should 
say that while I was little, I did not get any of it, maybe three or 
four times tops.

The last time was when we already had a separate 
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apartment, a two-bedroom one, even though according to the 
norms of the day, a family of three could not expect more than 
a one bedroom apartment. But since the district Komsomol 
committee was involved and it was also in Kyiv, they had 
additional capacity. I remember well that Mom was in horror 
when we moved there. If he wasn’t shy around the neighbors 
what would he do when they were alone? And that’s exactly 
what happened. Literally the first night in the new place, the 
bed was not made, the sacks were piled in the corner and he was 
totally wasted and saying, “Why is my home such a mess?!”

You see: ‘my home!’ When he was in a state like that, you 
shouldn’t expect common sense or anything humane from him.

“And you, big cow, what are you waiting for? Your 
mother’s at work all day and you’re dogging it?” 

And he grabbed his belt. That was the first time when I, 
despite being scared as usual, noticed how dramatically he 
did it, as if playing a role. He obviously was enjoying himself, 
feeling strong and pouring out his righteous anger. Maybe he 
was imitating his father whom he’d lost at an early age? Or 
maybe he was releasing his desire to be someone whom he 
couldn’t afford to be at work? And then Mom, for the first time 
ever, rebelled. She stood between my father and me and uttered 
a magical threat, ‘Don’t you even dare! Tomorrow I’m going 
to the district committee to file a complaint against you!’ My 
father faded out immediately as if he had been turned off and in 
a few minutes, he was snoring on a mattress as no-one had put 
the beds together. Mom grabbed all her things and mine, the 
good thing they were still unpacked, and called a taxi.

I admire what she did. They had just got their own big 
apartment with a phone. After all, the owner was a senior 
executive. It should end the years of vagrancy, unsettledness 
and poverty. They could finally live a normal life, which for 
many was still unattainable back then, but she rejected that and 
headed out into nowhere. At the same time, I can never forgive 
her for the heavy, sticky horror that she’d been subjecting me to 
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for so long. It’s been haunting me all my life. I still haven’t got 
rid of it.

For a couple of days, we stayed at Aunt Halia’s place, she 
was Mom’s friend from her teacher training college, and then 
Mom rented a room far off in Voskresenka. She had to commute 
to work, making two transfers along the way, but soon she 
traded the new apartment for two one-bedroom ones. She was 
lucky but on the other hand it was not surprising, the apartment 
was pretty good, nomenklatura-style, with a telephone to boot, 
so there were people willing to trade. My father resisted but 
right off my Mom threatened that she would file a complaint 
to the Central Committee and that he would get thrown both 
out of the Party and of work. So I’ve been living here since we 
moved out in ‘62. I got married once but that didn’t last long and 
I was back after a year and a half. My Irka grew up here, and 
Mom died here. When I’m gone the apartment will be passed 
on to Varvara.

I have a weird feeling that I not only have infected my 
daughter with my fear but have infected the granddaughter 
too. Iryna might seem like a self-sufficient woman. She works 
for Americans, bought her own apartment and a car and put 
Varia in college. It’s not cheap these days, but she’s afraid of 
taking action herself. The last time she was coming over, she 
mentioned in passing that she hadn’t been with a man for a year 
and she is a beauty alright. And Varvara sees a therapist. Well, 
at least we have therapists now, we couldn’t even think about 
that in my time.

Everything has changed now. No-one has any shame. You 
can live any way you see fit, you can sleep with whomever you 
want, no-one will get in your way, no party committee and 
you can dress any way you like. I have seen our poor neighbor 
downstairs a few times run into her in the hallway, a beauty, 
long legs, moves like a cat and by the way, not a bruise on her, 
not on her face, at least. I was never bold enough to talk to her 
but Polyna Eduardivna from apartment 70 once grabbed the 
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button on her coat and started interrogating her in the front 
yard, ‘Why don’t you leave him, you’re a modern woman?’ She 
didn’t protest, didn’t pretend it wasn’t her, only said: ‘Where 
would I go? I’m all alone and nobody needs me. He’s young, 
a good prospect, works for a foreign company, has bought a 
car and is going to get an apartment loan anytime now. He’s 
stressed all the time. Maybe he will straighten up one day. But 
it’s also my fault. I can’t do the housework right.’ You get the 
idea. The same old thing over again, except condoms are sold 
everywhere and no-one is ashamed to say the word, other than 
that, everything’s the same.

The cover has changed. Last week, I walked onto the 
balcony and heard someone speaking English downstairs. My 
generation is not very good with languages but it was obvious 
they were foreigners. Then I listened carefully: no, one of the 
voices is definitely my neighbor’s, the one who throws frying 
pans around, no mistaking him; he’s speaking fluently like a 
real American. And the woman’s voice puts in a sentence every 
once in a while, not with as much flair but clearly she can sustain 
a conversation.

I’ve had a hang-up about foreigners since I was a child, I 
always thought they were made out of different timber, they 
lived differently, behaved differently, felt things differently. 
Those who can speak foreign languages also seem a little 
different. I was listening, spellbound, just sat on the balcony for 
an hour, even though I couldn’t understand a thing and didn’t 
even try. When the visitors left I really wanted to have a look 
at them, but the front door is on the opposite side and I wasn’t 
bold enough to peek into the staircase. Then my neighbors put 
on show. No, not that kind of show, it’s the opposite, they were 
taken by love. You should have heard her scream! Like a cat in 
spring and it lasted for half an hour at least. I never imagined 
anyone could do it for so long. Every man that I ever had would 
poke for five minutes and goodbye before I was even turned 
on. That’s what I’m saying, a new generation. I didn’t slept that 
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night, don’t know whether I, an old lady, got excited or was 
dreaming that now at least they will live differently. You wish! 
In the morning, I walk into the kitchen and hear, “You bitch, 
what, again?!” 

Bangity bang!
Different, right!
Why am I so concerned about this? Why do I care about 

someone else’s life? Do I not have enough problems of my own?
I saw Dasha recently. There was no mistaking her, even 

though we hadn’t seen each other in so many years. Her face 
was puffy, either she’s drinking or has a kidney problem. She 
dressed fine, I would even say, elegantly, however, that doesn’t 
mean anything. Some rich people may have been too lazy to 
take their old clothing down to Frolivska and just threw them 
in the garbage, and that makes a fine wardrobe for a homeless 
person. Well, I don’t know. The only thing I see is that she’s 
walking down a pathway in a park, alone, there is not a soul 
around her, but she was speaking out loud, pretty loudly.

“This is degradation of human dignity, this is infringement 
of the fundamental principles, this is contrary to the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, as endorsed by the 
American Library Association!..” 

She walked by without looking at me. And even if she had 
stopped and recognized me, what would I have said to her? 
What’s the point?



PSYCHOLOGICAL COMMENTARY 
ANASTASIYA KORENKOVA, KATERYNA BOROZDINA

The general conclusion from the elderly woman’s 
memories of her life is this: the cover has changed, but the issue 
of domestic violence remains relevant. When listening to her 
neighbors argue, the woman once again felt the forgotten fear 
that was triggered when someone directed aggression towards 
her — be it her ex-husband, or her boss, or a street thug. And, 
as is often the case, it all began with her father.

As a little girl she suffered from her father’s behavior but 
at the time everyone seemed to live like that and she took it 
for granted. Her father was using a substitution mechanism: he 
was persecuted at work, he used alcohol to help him relax and 
took his energy out on his wife and daughter at home. That’s 
a typical defensive mechanism where a person substitutes the 
object of his anger, fury and aggression for another. The father 
could not hold his own against his bosses and would transfer 
his emotions to his family, which made the protagonist’s life 
miserable and ultimately forced her mother to leave her father. 
The little girl and later the mature woman, never learnt to 
defend herself from aggressors, protect her boundaries and 
guard her dignity and psychological health.

The protagonist says that she has infected her daughter 
and granddaughter with the fear of men. Mindsets like that 
are passed on in families in an unconscious, non-verbal, 
indiscriminate way. The elderly woman is happy that the 
times have changed, there is more freedom and women are 
now more self-sufficient. She has spent almost her entire life 
without a man and her marriage was short-lived. These days 
she’s merely observing other people’s lives and remembering 
her own. Actually, it is important for elderly people to sum up 
their lives, be able to share their memories, leave their mark in 
the hearts of the people around them and receive appreciation 
and gratitude. At this stage, a person evaluates the past and 
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discovers the meaning of life.
We see how the protagonist’s memories line up from the 

age of three to ten when her father beat up her Mom for the 
first time. That period of her childhood filled the girl’s soul with 
warmth and a sense of security, which is very important: it is the 
resource that helps get through troubles during a person’s life. 
Note that the woman does not blame the father for his brutality 
and thinks he’s kind and smart and only affected by external 
circumstances. She knows their family history well: how her 
parents got married, how hard it was to earn their living and 
take care of their daughter when they were young and how 
her father was building a career and used to relieve stress by 
drinking. The same motif that ‘everyone was drinking at the 
time’ persists and it’s assumed that it wasn’t the father’s fault.

Instead, Mom is accused for not being able to protect her. 
The daughter and her mother were used to living under the 
stress of violence that was taking place in the family, both 
physical and psychological. The woman is proud that her Mom 
eventually left the father and protected her as a child. On the 
other hand, she cannot forgive. This internal conflict most likely 
prevented her from building her own life, identifying herself as 
a woman and being a balanced and happy person.

The thoughts of her friend Dasha are bright and warm. 
The girls were close during childhood and gave one another 
psychological protection. But it is only a memory. The 
protagonist has no regrets about her past.

Overall, the old woman is content with her present life, 
cares about her daughter and granddaughter and sympathizes 
with the young neighbor. Together with her, we come to 
understand that regardless of what freedoms and equality are 
declared in the society, violence in couples and families is still a 
problem. A woman often finds herself in a dependent, obedient 
position and it’s not rare that she chooses a life of servitude.

   



HALYNA VDOVYCHENKO

CROCODILE’S LEFT EYE

The hands are shaking with tension is pressing hard on the 
ears. Not a single sound will come through to break the calm 
and quiet of the seaside. Here in the south it’s quiet and warm. 
The breeze is rustling over the desolate beach and the creased 
surface of the sea. A gull is shrieking in the glaring sky. Nadia 
feels the warm sand under her back. It compliantly crumbles 
beneath her and conforms to her curves. A dune has built up 
along her body on the windward side. Tiny grains of sand rise 
up in the air and prickle her cheeks and forehead. Tickling 
nicely...

The hands get weaker and let go of the head.
“Fucking bitch!” 
Nadia is clutching her head and rocking back and forth so 

she won’t hear the yelling, words and tones. She hums a song, 
just a melody, a short musical phrase that got pulled out of 
nowhere and goes on and on, circles around like a ring buoy 
on the water and weightless grains touch her face, check her 
sensitivity, scratch her skin and fly away. It’s so very quiet in 
the hideaway behind the sand drift. The sun, a gentle breeze, 
the hot sun is falling on her hips and stomach.

The phone rings, it cuts through the sounds of the warm 
sea water and disrupts the harmony of her protected world. 
The phone chirps its standard ringtone behind the wall, in the 
next room.

Bohdan answers sharply:
“Yeah!” 
An instant change in tone and volume,
“Aaahhh… Son of a bitch, is that you?”
Nadia takes her hands off her ears and opens her eyes. 

Tamara Fedorivna is looking at her. She probably has been 
there the whole time.

“What is it again?” she rises, shakily propping herself on 
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her elbow.
Her forearm is wrinkled, the withered skin hangs like 

a half-empty sack. The neckline of the nightgown shows the 
generous spattering of brown age spots. Her pale, colorless 
fingers — potato sprouts for fingers — are trembling when 
prying out a tablet from a silvery blister pack.

“I’ve only just fallen asleep, pass me the cup, honey.”
Tamara Fedorivna drinks with effort, the bulging veins in 

her neck move up and down.
“Phew… Push the pillow higher up… What is it again? 

Why is he going crazy? What is wrong again?” 
“Why, you don’t know?”
A half-question in reply. She has no energy or desire to 

explain. Nadia says, “You don’t know?” in a sod-off sort of way 
as if blaming Tamara Fedorivna, but that’s not her fault she has 
nothing to do with it. But wait, she has everything to do with it, 
Bohdan is her son and your husband, Nadia adds in her head. 
You married him, nobody urged you to.

“If I had to do it again,” she says, however, taking away 
the cup of water and pushing up the pillow, “There is nothing 
to talk about. Complete nonsense…” 

What was there to tell really? Should she repeat Bohdan’s 
complaints? Who is this man? What kind of fucking repairman 
is he? Why is he looking at you like that? 

The master doesn’t care though that there’s been a strong 
smell of gas in the kitchen for the last two days.

“Bwa-ha-ha-ha!” he bursts in the next room. “And what 
did he say?” Bohdan’s voice vibrates excitedly. “What? Sucked 
it up as always? And what did I tell you?! You owe me a bottle!” 

That’s quite some transition. He was only just swearing 
outrageously and now he’s cracking up.

Nadia goes to the kitchen and begins to wipe the gas stove 
and the fixed igniters, washes dishes under the water running 
hard, the water meter is turning but whatever. She cannot listen 
to that voice. It was only just furiously bouncing off the ceiling 
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and now the same baritone is warmly rumbling and it’s been 
less than a minute since the inspired brutal monologue.

Her hands are steaming red from the hot water. Her 
wedding ring couldn’t be taken off for a long time now; it had 
sneakily dug and bit firmly into the finger.

“Does it hurt?” Halka asked her once.
“I don’t even think about it,” Nadia shrugged her shoulders, 

looked at her right hand after her girlfriend and pretended to 
play a scale on an air piano. “It doesn’t bother me.”

She didn’t notice the ring on her finger neither during the 
day nor at night, nor during any work. She didn’t feel it ever.  It 
was as if it was a part of her, a peculiar phalangeal bone. Back 
in the day she picked this golden ring with a flat yellow stone, 
an onyx with a black streak, for her wedding.

“A cat’s eye,” the saleswoman said randomly.
“A crocodile’s”, Bohdan corrected her. “Are you sure?” he 

looked at his bride. “Are you sure you want a stone like this?” 
Nadia nodded. She saw a meaningful symbol in front of 

her, two halves of the same whole. She’d been wearing that 
symbol without ever taking it off and didn’t notice when she 
could no longer get it off the finger. Like a coarse wire that has 
grown into a living tree.

The water makes a throaty gurgle and stops running down 
the drain, making the voice behind the wall sound clearer. 
Bohdan’s baritone fills up the two-room apartment, the entire 
forty-four square meters of living space. In a thunderous voice, 
with obvious enjoyment, he blasts the despicable Him. Yet 
another Him who won’t let him be happy. Bohdan forms a 
harmonious, mutually encouraged verbal duet with the person 
on the other end of the phone, like synchronized swimming in 
delightful idle chat mostly of masochistic nature. Marchak, his 
old friend, the son of a bitch, is the only person with whom 
Bohdan gossips so passionately. He talks differently to others 
but with Marchak they join in the gossiping ecstasy. Everyone 
is He or She to them and everyone is a scribbler and a talentless 
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want to-be. He is published thanks to his father, and She, the 
scrawny one, is published only because she slept with the right 
person at the right time. He is a pushy type. She has money 
to burn. They cannot write but the greedy publishers choose 
to publish them and in what numbers! They only care about 
profit! Then other nobodies with chicken brains buy all that 
stuff. All the while the true talents languish in the shadows of 
glorified hacks and have to make do with five hundred units! 
But even those don’t sell anywhere! Who needs poetry these 
days? You don’t say!.. Yeah, indeed! Right! That’s what I’m 
telling you! But, only real literature will remain as a testament 
to future generations. Now humiliated and cornered. It won’t 
be like this forever and the time will come.

Twenty years ago, Bohdan was writing heart-wrenching, 
poignant poems. The freckle-faced, redheaded history student 
would listen to them, holding her breath and thus encourage 
the boy from the philology department. He would hold her 
hand when reciting the lines he had written the night before. 
They were sitting on a bench near her gate. The sole of his shoe 
was rubbing a shiny rut in the wet ground, the words were 
fluttering up, mixing up with the vibrant autumn air, taking 
on new meanings, falling down and lay still on the ground in 
the shape of maple leaves creating intricate patterns. Nadia 
remained silent but one day she gasped, you’re a genius! 
Bohdan’s pubescent cheeks blushed pink touchingly, girlishly.

That boy could be shy but the girl wasn’t faking her 
admiration. And now this woman covers her ears when this 
man is talking.

“What’s for dinner?”
Bohdan is standing in the doorway to the kitchen. His voice 

is thick and softened from chatting with Marchak, the shadow 
of a smile is trembling on his lips. He already forgot about that 
gas repairman and that damn unwashed t-shirt. Who cares if 
all the others are clean when he needs this particular one, black 
with the gray print!
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The t-shirt is now rolling inside the washing machine all by 
itself as there was nothing to add to make it company.

“Did you have to make a row?” Nadia turns around, 
wiping her hands on the apron.

“You do what you should and there will be no rows!” 
Bohdan raises up his finger didactically.

How petty, measly and congested all this is, this everyday 
routine, this family life, these dialogues between the husband 
and wife in the cage of an apartment with the ill mother-in-law 
behind the open door. You wish you could raise your chin to 
the sky — and howl like a wolf.

“Everything’s on the stove,” says Nadia.
“What about you?”
There are tones of concern in Bohdan’s voice as if he’s 

worried about her. In truth, he would like them to eat together 
because it’s more convenient and he wouldn’t have to mess 
with the pots himself. Nadia realized that a long time ago. A 
dose of warmth in the voice won’t fool her. Still, it never ceases 
to amaze her how easily and playfully her husband swings 
between the loud swearing and the concerned, ‘What about 
you?’ 

“I don’t want to eat,” says Nadia.
Tamara Fedorivna doesn’t want to, either.
“Later,” she replies. “Bring it later or do you have to go?” 
She has to go. In half an hour Nadia is seeing Halka. She 

would have gone insane if not for their infrequent meetings. 
She leaves a glass of soured milk on the table by the mother-in-
law’s bed as well as baked potatoes wrapped in a towel and a 
wool shawl.

Being with the girls is fun. These are the people that make 
her feel happy and at ease. Halka had a girlfriend from her 
previous job come over and the three of them had a great laugh 
like they’d known each other a hundred years. Nadia even 
totally forgot what was waiting on her at home. The rubbery 
despair didn’t drag inside her chest and didn’t remind her of 
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itself in any way. She didn’t even have to restrict herself. Don’t 
think about how Bohdan may react to your long absence. Two 
hours! For two hours, she was a carefree person.

The girls had walked Nadia almost all the way to her 
house. And imagine, near the booth at the bus stop, they met 
Bohdan. Nadia’s eyes bumped into the back of his head, her 
face changed expression. A sailing ship on the endless sea hit 
an underwater rock. The narrow pupil of the crocodile’s eye 
flashed dimly.

“What are you doing here?”
“I was buying a top-up card. What about you? Had enough 

fun?” The tone seems neutral, but the corner of his mouth is 
curled, it spells a row.

“Oh, my!” Halka’s friend clasped her hands to her chest, 
her eyes shining. “I know you, Mr. Bohdan…” 

He flashed with delight and bowed artistically. As if saying, 
you have uncovered my humble self. Yes, I am that poet, the 
author of those lines …

“I watch yourshow, every morning!” 
Bohdan shuddered. His smile faded and turned into a 

grimace. His face took on an apathetic expression but it was too 
late, the women had noticed his initial reaction to what he had 
heard.

“Where are you hanging out all day” Bohdan roared back 
at home. “with those brainless idiots? You just had to find 
someone like that! Normal women stay at home and these sluts 
hang out in bars!” 

He was annoyed that she confused him for some TV 
show host. Him! The poet whose name speaks volumes to 
connoisseurs. For someone as ambitious as him a mistake 
like that is painful, humiliating even. He thought a fan of his 
writings recognized him and look how it turned out. She mixed 
him up. He does actually look like that TV show host Bohdan 
what’s-his-name on ‘Good Morning!’, especially when he’s 
smiling. Nadia never noticed that before. But he hasn’t smiled 
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to her for who knows how long.
Tomorrow Bohdan will probably get his mood in balance 

but now he’s going to work good and angry at his wife and why 
not, she deserved it!

It used to puzzle, offend and antagonize her and she tried to 
excuse herself: What bars? We didn’t go to any bars. She would 
pick up a string of accusations, let it unravel, sink deeper into 
a meaningless argument and get bogged in it. Later she learnt 
to hide behind silence as if in a shell. She realized: her husband 
was recharging himself off of her like a battery. Exactly in that 
manner, off of her tears, her cheeks burning with despair and 
things slipping out of her shaky hands. Once he makes her cry 
that’s it, he’s made it. The charge is full. And then for a while, 
although not for very long, there would not be a cloud in the 
sky of his moods until the next recharge.

No, my valiant falcon, she said to herself upon that 
discovery, recharge your energy elsewhere and drive someone 
else to fights and tears. I’m not falling for this.

That’s easy to say, but try and not get dragged into it when 
the yelling is pouring down, where you have really been and 
how your slutty girlfriends covered up for you.

The self-protection know-how helps. Her hands cover up 
her ears like earphones and let the breath of a free sea inside. The 
waves hit the rocks and hiss and the monotonous comforting 
drone comes from the dark depths. The water is boiling beneath 
the sloping spur, the silvery sea foam flies off like fish scales. 
Her fingers loosen…

“...Whore!” 
...Silvery foam. It’s gleaming in the sunshine. The voices 

of angry albatrosses are coming from the sea caves. Nadia is 
listening to the birds, listening to the wind, listening to the 
waves, until the silence falls down swallowing up all the sounds 
around.

The storm is gone. The clock on the wall is ticking.
Bohdan won’t talk for a while, but the necessity will force 
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him to. ‘Where’s my white shirt? Did you see the shoe brush? 
Where’s sugar?’ Ordinary issues will make him have at least 
this kind of conversation. And then another breakdown and the 
hands habitually cover the ears. Talk nonsense all you want, I 
quit!

How could anyone live like this in such an inhuman way? 
They should be speaking to each other, talking, arguing, making 
amends, explaining, making excuses. Yes, making excuses too 
and, if necessary, explaining their words and actions because it’s 
not rare for people to misunderstand each other. So, maybe she 
should try and take the first step with him one more time? For 
the thousandth and who knows which time. Nadia is thinking 
about this at work even though she promised herself to leave 
domestic problems at the door. No way! She couldn’t do that. 
The cold gaze a yellow plaque, a black vertical line keeps her 
in sight. An onyx framed in gold and divided by a streak in the 
middle. When they were buying it, Bohdan said,

“It’s a crocodile’s left eye.”
“Why left?” Nadia asked, surprised.
“It won’t let you forget about me even for a minute, so 

you know. Even more so if you don’t want to remember, so the 
legend says.” 

The legend was about Alexander of Macedonia and the 
fortune-teller. Apparently, the military commander summoned 
the renowned fortune-teller, willing her to look into the future 
and say what it held for him. Perhaps in an effort to conceal 
the unkind information, the clever and wise fortune-teller 
told the ruler so, while Alexander is waiting for the divination 
results he must not think about a crocodile’s left eye no matter 
what. He could think about anything just not about the left eye. 
Alexander refused to have his fortune read. He could not help 
thinking about the forbidden subject.

Halka was later laughing about it, the crocodile’s left eye is 
always with you, my friend, whether you think about it or not. 
Consider that it’s watching you at all times!
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And it was, indeed. The thoughts about Bohdan, about 
why he was the way he was, whether he would ever change 
and whether she would ever solve that intricate riddle, erupted 
anywhere, at any time, in the kitchen, in front of a TV, in an 
armchair with a book, on a tram, at work at the museum, even 
during tours.

“Oleksandr Murashko was warning against blackness in 
paintings,” she narrates and sees an elongated pupil, a crack in 
the ceiling, a stone gaze of a crocodile’s eye. She loses her train 
of thought. The visitors are waiting, all eyes are on her. Nadia 
shakes her hair chasing off a sudden vision and continues. 
“Take a look at this portrait. The painter mimics the movements 
of the face and figure with elegance and precision, masterfully 
handles tonal transitions and the possibilities of light and 
shade.” 

The tireless eye shifts behind her back. It never shuts and 
now it’s staring at the same portrait that everyone is looking at. 
Always near, like a part of herself, her fears and disbelief in a 
different way of life.

Often in the midst of a conversation Nadia would get 
nervous, looking at her watch it was time to go home! ‘Just go 
already,’ Halka would say to her, ‘go sad case. The vigilant 
crocodile’s eye won’t leave you alone, anyway.’ Or she would 
just smile sadly without saying a word and nod. I understand, 
go, see ya! 

Always frank with each other, they did not have a taboo 
subject between them.

“What is it like? What would you compare it too?” 
“Well, see… It’s hard to compare it with anything. It’s like 

fireworks perhaps. But that’s a very vague comparison. Or like 
a loud sneeze, you know, the one with pleasure, the one that 
brings relief afterwards.” 

“Oh, come on. I think it’s all make-believe. An exaggeration 
made by exalted ladies like you.”

“Are you kidding?”
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“No, why?” 
“Do you really think that?” 
“Aw come on. Why then would…” 
“You know what Nadia? No offense, but I feel sorry for 

you. What have you never felt at least a desire?” 
“Why… I have. Well, in the past. I still do, sometimes. But 

it’s not directed at anyone in particular let alone my husband, 
see?”

“You mean, even in the beginning, you never had that after 
you just got married?”

“No… Well…”
“You mean yes?.. Or no?” 
“There was something of that sort… close. But still, not like 

in books or in movies, with moans and groans. That’s definitely 
bullshit. That’s over the top.” 

“Nadka, are you serious?” 
“What?” 
“Are you seriously saying all that? You’re not kidding 

me?” 
“Why would I be kidding you? That’s why I’m asking you 

like a friend to tell the truth from the bullshit. You wouldn’t lie 
to me.” 

“Listen, Nadia, why do you still hang on to that Bohdan? 
Why don’t you run like hell from him?” 

“Where would I go?” 
“For starters why not go to the movies with me. You never 

go out, you’re chicken. You’re not going to change your life that 
way. How would life know that you wanted a change? It’s your 
life, you’re living it, and you create it, no-one else. Or do you 
want to leave it to chance? I don’t understand what you are 
waiting for. You think everything will collapse without you? 
Don’t be afraid. Everyone will survive, everyone will handle 
it. And I’m not going to let you die without knowing what that 
feels like. You’ve got that? You’re a woman! How can you not 
know it, not feel it, you silly girl! I’m going to burst from anger 
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now! Goddammit! She thinks it’s all make-believe! She thinks! 
Don’t think, try and find out whether it’s make believe or not! 
We only live once!” 

Bohdan is sitting still in front of the monitor — probably 
didn’t hear her come back or pretends not to notice. Is he 
writing? No, he’s reading something on the web, the hair on 
the top of his head is illuminated blue.

The hardwood floor squeaks under her feet. Bohdan turns 
around:

“What do you want?” 
The words choke in her throat. “I’ve only just walked 

through the door and you’re already attacking me.”
“You shouldn’t be spying, standing there behind my back.” 
Anger came over Nadia: spying?! What does he take her 

for? Always blabbing about her as if she was some stranger and 
she’s sick of being someone she totally is not.

“We either start living like normal people or swap this 
apartment and live separately,” she finally spit out the words 
that she had wanted to say for a long time.

He didn’t seem surprised.
“Well, well!”
He leaned back in his chair and fixed his eyes on the screen.
“Go ahead, swap it.”
“ What are you going to swap this shack for? And by the 

way, what do you have against it, huh?”
he said, “don’t bother me, I’m busy.”
“I see,” she threw it back to the back of his head. “I see how 

busy you are!” her voice let out a betraying squeak. 
Suddenly Bohdan rose up, turned around and glared at 

her. She hit the nail on the head! His sore subject — work and 
writing. He hadn’t been writing for a long time. Maybe he’s 
trying and maybe he even attempts to start something, but in 
the end, it comes to naught. For years, nothing — no poetry, no 
prose. ‘I’m working’, he assures someone over his mobile, ‘I’m 
writing short stories. It’s not easy’.
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Bohdan is chewing his lips. The nodules below his 
cheekbones are bulging. She did strike a nerve and she getting 
a sadistic thrill from that. The foreboding of the inevitable now 
flutters inside her stomach like a hot balloon.

“Normally wives create a productive work environment,” 
his voice vibrates loftily. “And you only put sticks in the spokes 
in the wheels!” 

A sack of bitter and unfair words came untied and they 
started pouring out like sharp stones. Nadia felt intoxicated 
with the insults and hurt.

“Talentless hack!” she spits in his face.
She walked out of the room feeling shivers down her spine. 

Did she just hit the worst of his fears, the one that burns the 
most? Where did all this darkness inside her come from, from 
what depths?

He sends the choicest swear words after her. She knows 
but hears almost nothing, she has already hid in her shell. She 
hears the sea inside her covered ears. A loud noise punches 
through the barriers, something crashes down heavily behind 
her back and flies into splinters with a glassy clinking sound. 
It’s probably a table lamp.

What a shame, the neighbors can hear him swearing. ‘What 
do you care?’ she puts herself in check. ‘Let him be ashamed, at 
least in front of his own mother.’

Tamara Fedorivna grabs her hand and pulls her closer.
“Nadia, don’t leave me.” Her breath smells like feebleness 

and inflamed gums.
An uncertain brush-off hand motion is the answer as if 

she is saying leave me alone. Nadia helps her mother-in-law 
sit up and begins to rub camphor spirit into her back. Tamara 
Fedorivna is sitting obediently, bending forward and holding 
the edge of her nightgown rolled up around her neck with her 
good hand. A gray-haired helpless little girl at an evening anti-
bedsore massage session. The ribcage is the frames of a boat 
that has outlived its function.
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“Forgive me,” she mumbles quietly into her own knees. “I 
probably didn’t love him right, so he didn’t get enough of love. 
Don’t leave me, I’ll be lost with him, you know it.” 

Nadia knows she knows it all. She’s not going anywhere. 
This week, she stayed late at the museum because her fellow 
museum workers from the East were coming over, she came 
home later and Tamara Fedorivna hadn’t even got out of bed 
until she came back, afraid that she might collapse in the hallway 
as she was feeling dizzy. She had been listening the whole time, 
waiting to hear her daughter-in-law’s steps. Her daughter-in-
law, bound to the gray routine of the everyday life like a she-
dog bound to her doghouse forever, short-chain or long. That’s 
as much choice as she has, short-chain or long. She can neither 
travel anywhere nor plan a vacation. What vacation?! She 
cannot even invite her girlfriends to her placebut not because of 
Tamara Fedorivna, no. The home is clean and aired; there is no 
smell of sickness. Nadia looks after her mother-in-law well. She 
cannot invite the girls over because she’s ashamed of Bohdan 
and his uncontrollable wicked tongue; of his total control, of 
the blame and complaints that come from nowhere, of attempts 
to degrade her no matter what, of her tolerating him despite 
everything, of staying together with him. There is no way out 
of this despair.

Mom used to say ‘a woman’s happiness is in her husband’. 
If you’re lucky and able to keep your husband at your side you’ll 
be riding a gravy train, if not you’ll be left a pitiful divorcee.

Nadia used to be most afraid of loneliness. Mom’s influence 
was making itself evident. Women without husbands seemed 
disadvantaged and handicapped to her. In her head she could 
hear her Mother saying, whatever he is, he’s yours. Hang in 
there. Maybe he will change with time. It’s no big deal that he 
has issues after all he’s a professor, and he’s also a poet. He has 
his lecturing hours, his articles are published and he gets paid. 
And those famous lines that he wrote, those two lines, how do 
they go? You know those ones.
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What else do you want from a man?
Nadia used to think along the same lines too and used to 

concur with her husband even though she knew little about his 
work. She knew that writing is a hard and grueling task that 
lasted for a year, two years, five years. Eventually she thought 
perhaps he’s so fiery and unkind because his writing isn’t 
coming easily and if it isn’t, then maybe he shouldn’t force it? 
Maybe he’ll get his second wind one day. He’s writing articles 
and seems to do well, why then should he react so painfully to 
a prolonged writer’s block? He will eventually finish that book 
of prose that he’s been blabbing about to everyone for so many 
years, damn it!

But it just keeps getting more unbearable. What scares her 
most is the way she’s recently become during their fights and 
how the black slime rises up from the bottomless depths of her 
soul and leaps out like long venomous tongues.

Halka says: no husband at all is better than one like this! At 
one point Halka did a simple thing, she grabbed her little son 
Stiopka under her arm and with a suitcase in hand ran away. 
Now she’s brags. She says, she can date whomever she wants, 
live her life the way she wants and he can go looking for another 
‘get me this, get me that’ elsewhere. She doesn’t even want to 
hear about being a ‘half of a whole’. She says, she’s not a half 
or zero point five, she’s a separate entity. And she’ll only accept 
another complete entity by her side, if she meets one. And if 
not, she’s going to do just fine regardless, not everyone’s lucky.

“One plus one?” Nadia sneers.
“Exactly,” Halka concurs. “The problem that we women 

have is our endless patience. But that’s not the case with me, 
because I’d been patient for as long as I could and once the 
patience ran out I drew a line and even put down an exclamation 
mark. My ex is now free and I’m independent and sovereign.”

At least, Halka has Stiopka, now a fifth grader but Nadia 
has no children and likely won’t have any. She’s pushing forty. 
She has her Mom and her brother who married a woman with 
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two kids. They all live in the same apartment where Nadia 
grew up and are expecting another baby. When Nadia got fed 
up after several months of married life she put her stuff in a 
bag and went to Mom on the trolleybus, trying to see the urban 
landscape outside the dirty window. At the time she had not yet 
learnt how to shift her focus and didn’t know how to not react 
to the bitter words. Her brother wasn’t married yet so she still 
had a place to return. She went there and rang the doorbell. As 
soon as the mother looked into her face, swollen from crying, 
she understood everything.

“Does he beat you?” she asked.
“No.”
“Does he drink?” 
“No more than anyone else.” 
“Then go back,” said Mom. “Go back to your husband, 

woman. You are married now go back.”
Her mother’s idea of minimum candidacy requirements 

for a man was that he should not drink and beat his woman. 
Bohdan had successfully passed the test once and for all. Her 
mother believed that drinking and physical abuse were the 
only reasons to leave a husband.

“And what about verbal abuse?”
“They are only words. Tell him to get lost, honey! They 

understand when you speak their language. Once the exchange 
is over you’re done with it.” 

Nadia was sitting in Mom’s kitchen, sipping tea and 
eating pancakes that had no taste. Indeed, everything about 
her stories seemed overblown and exaggerated. He is mocking 
you? That’s a joke, the mother assured her, he’s joking, honey. 
Criticizing? He just wants you to improve and rise to his level. 
What’s wrong with that? Raising his voice when your friends 
come over? He wants to show them who the boss is at home. 
Jealous? If he’s jealous, it means he loves you. You’ll get used to 
each other, honey. Hang in there.

Her mother had someone to compare him to, her stepfather. 
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When he was drunk he used to get physical. He would jostle, bang 
his fist on the table, smash dishes and tear down the curtains. 
When he got sober, he would apologize and buy candy for both 
of them because both her mother and Nadia got their share of 
it. He appeared in the girl’s life when she was 12 and left before 
she turned 14. She hated him, drunk and stupid, so much that 
tears would start welling up under her eyelids. She would curse 
him, wishing that the ground would swallow him up, that he 
never came home, vanished and disappeared without a trace. 
She remembers shaking from disgust and helplessness. The 
neighbors called the police more than once. Nonchalant men in 
wrinkled uniforms would take her stepfather away, scare him, 
fine him and let him go. He would only get angrier because of 
those events. Where should they turn? Who should they ask for 
help?

Her stepfather drank himself to death and relieved her, 
her mother and her little brother of his pointless presence. 
Nadia would shudder at the slightest memory of him, the scary 
thoughts that once raged in her childish head and the blind hate 
that she used to choke on. But her mother would remember him 
more and more fondly with every passing year and would add 
more and more details about the unknown pages of the life of 
a man who wasn’t really that bad and, apparently, cared about 
her and the children but was hiding his feelings from strangers.

It was from her mother that Nadia once heard, Bohdan is 
falling for you like nobody else, honey, and someone like him 
will wash your feet and drink the water that you leave. Nadia 
nearly vomited at the words. She imagined it all literally. Only 
Halka, then her fellow school mate, snorted, remember Nadia, 
he who demeans himself will demean others when he has the 
chance. These things are related. Nadia soon and more than 
once saw for herself that Halka was telling the truth. Bohdan 
would improve his self-esteem at her expense. He weighed her 
down like he was climbing on a stool trying to rise higher. He 
was feeding off the energy of her despair. That’s what it really 
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turned out to be, that ‘washing of the feet and drinking the 
water.’ What a gross saying, ewww!

The thoughts of family problems cast shadows under 
her eyes and reflected on her face with a mark of loneliness. 
A watchful observer would look and see that something was 
eating at this person and won’t let her enjoy life. Nadia only 
laughed outside her home. She had totally forgotten what 
it was like to have a good laugh together with Bohdan. Only 
outside her door would her spirits skyrocket. She walked out 
of the front door of her house a woman of uncertain age and 
she came to the museum a young woman with a glint in her 
eyes and a blush in her cheeks from the morning air. She could 
recover in a matter of minutes. Sometimes it seemed to her that 
everything still lay ahead.

But at home everything would return. Bohdan didn’t look 
for reasons to complain, he would throw complaints around 
to his heart’s content without any reason. Complaints,  control 
and jealousy, the triad for home use. Maybe he was faking that 
he was jealous, so he could slam the door and go on a spree God 
knows where. This is a response to your escapades, woman. 
Like you, like me, an eye for an eye.

It was not the family relationship of her dreams. What she 
ultimately got was a marriage of enslavement and a marriage 
of degradation. After a few years of living together, it became 
clear that it was time to separate but there was no place to go 
back to or where to lay her head any longer. Soon her mother-
in-law fell ill and Nadia felt herself chained like a dog, at a dead 
end. There was nowhere to go and no-one with whom she could 
leave the ill woman.

The phone rings. It’s Oleh. She can’t remember the last 
time she talked to him but she immediately recognized his 
playful tone. She was replying hesitantly because she knew 
Bohdan was listening. However, she couldn’t tame her voice, 
it was lively and warm. Where did that warmth come from? 
The apathy dissipated, the tiredness faded away. No matter 
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how hard she tried, she couldn’t infuse her voice with tones of 
indifference. What would you do with that voice?

“Who is it?” Bohdan is in the doorway. “What’s going on 
again?” 

She’s trying to say anything that crosses her mind into the 
phone and interrupts the person on the other end in order to 
talk herself and drown out the voice behind, all of Bohdan’s 
questions and comments, just so Oleh, her and Halka’s former 
school mate, cannot hear what her husband is saying. What a 
shame. She so wanted to chat with her friend, hear what was 
new with him and laugh at his jokes.

She walked into the hallway, Bohdan followed her, she 
walked into Tamara Fedorivna’s room, he continued to follow.

“Okay,” says the voice on the phone. “I’ll call you 
tomorrow, or you give me a call when you can.”

Oleh overheard their verbal spat and understood 
everything.

“Was it that friend of yours?” Bohdan is getting more and 
more fired up, paying no attention to Tamara Fedorivna. The 
old lady is trying to raise herself, looking for her glasses on 
the nightstand for no reason. “The one that got to the top by 
stepping over everyone?”

“What is wrong again?” Tamara Fedorivna’s arm is 
shaking, feeling around for a dip in the pillow to prop her 
elbow, totally unable to support her weightless body.

“Shut up!” Nadia’s voice rises to a shriek. 
But first she sneaks a look at the screen of her mobile to 

make sure that she has disconnected and Oleh won’t hear her. 
She even feels amazed at her cautiousness. Then she flies off the 
handle like a slob of a woman in a marketplace who won’t let 
anyone spit in her salt.

“Shut your mouth! Who got to the top? Stepping over 
whom? What do you know about my friends? What do you 
know about them? You! Underrated! Unfulfilled! All you’re 
good at is being jealous and talking nonsense! Blaming everyone 
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for your failures! Everyone but yourself! Just shut up, I’m telling 
you, you hear me?!”

Bohdan stands there, thunderstruck. He gasps for air to 
reply and freezes without saying a word, his head tilts back and 
there is endless surprise in his eyes. There is something to be 
surprised with, right in front of his eyes, a beast emerging from 
his silent wife, shedding its scales. That’s exactly how Nadia 
is feeling insider herself right now, like a merciless reptile. 
She had been playing a victim for so long, got so used to take 
groundless taunts that she now knows precisely where to hit 
to defend herself. She knows her husband’s sore spots well: 
lack of talent, incapability, powerlessness. She can be cruel too 
and until recently, quiet and submissive. She would never have 
known what she was capable of if not for Bohdan.

“Son!” Tamara Fedorivna rises up. Her bare arm is no 
longer shaking, the skin is like a scrunched up wrapping paper. 
“Don’t listen to her! You’re a talent, son! Your ‘Mangal’ is the 
best thing I’ve ever read!”

“What are YOU blabbing about?!” Bohdan emerges from 
his stupor seemingly relishing the chance to redirect his anger 
at someone else. He leans over his mother and yells in her face 
as if she was deaf. “My poem is called ‘Mongol!’ How many 
times do I have to say that?! When will you finally remember? 
It’s ‘Mongol!’ Goddamn it!” 

Nadia is having a dream: she’s in a circle of people, 
everyone is sitting on a chair and looking at her. Say something, 
it’s your turn.

“Why me?” she shies. “I didn’t ask to speak. For the time 
being, I’m only listening.”

“We’re not talking about you right now,” the people in 
attendance exchange glances. “We are commenting on Oleh’s 
story. What can you say about what you’ve just heard?”

Nadia agrees to speak, she somehow knows what Oleh has 
just been sharing with everyone. She does have something to 
say.
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“I relate to him,” says Nadia. “His story is so intimate and 
so painful, it follows him like a crocodile’s tail. Do you know 
what I mean?” 

Everyone nods affirmatively, Yes, we do! Oleh nods too, a 
crocodile’s tail, that’s exactly what it is.

“That’s why he reacts to stimuli that way,” Nadia’s voice 
is growing stronger thanks to the unanimous support. “I know 
that feeling. Nobody may notice the tail but you know it’s there. 
It grew centimeter by centimeter, long, muscular and strong. 
And then one moment, when you sense danger, when you’re 
under attack, or you need to deter an attack it happens, or when 
you merely think you’re going to be attacked, the tail reminds 
you of itself. It grows in strength and bang, you hit the attacker 
with force. Take that! It’s the only way a crocodile can react. Hit 
first before you get hit.” 

Oleh is looking at her sadly and doesn’t say anything. This 
is some other Oleh. Nadia has finally taken a closer look, it’s not 
the man she was expecting to see but she’s somehow different, 
too. She’s not herself with those thoughts about a crocodile’s 
tail.

The streams of water start running, their sounds pull 
her from her dream and into the gray haze of her room in the 
morning. The light in the hallway is on and cigarette smoke 
is coming from the bathroom. Bohdan is in the bathroom, 
smoking, rustling a newspaper or pages of a book and coughing. 
He flushes the water again.

Nadia sits up on her bed and puts her feet on the floor. It’s 
time to get up anyway. Who was that man in her dream? Oleh 
but not quite Oleh. She hadn’t thought about him for a hundred 
years until yesterday’s call and now he was in her dream and 
on top of that, attending some psychological support group or 
where had they just been?

The band of her fleece bathrobe gently wraps around her 
figure. Her well-worn leatherette slippers chill her feet, she 
should have bought new ones, warm and soft, a long time ago, 
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but never had the time. Nadia walks to the kitchen, strikes 
a match, the gas flame lights up under the kettle like a blue 
flower. This is what will happen next. Bohdan will enter and 
say something nasty instead of a ‘good morning.’ Some people 
work out in the morning but Bohdan gets a recharge from his 
wife’s annoyance. He must get a fresh dose. He desperately 
needs to induce a surge of emotion. It doesn’t matter what kind, 
it just has to be strong. The best thing would be if she yelled or 
acted brutal, or both. Lately, Bohdan has been provoking his 
wife into an outburst. He’s no longer surprised by her rudeness, 
he even waits for it. Then, a grimace of discontent slips off his 
face for a few minutes and his eyes are filled with relief.

Stupid! For years she didn’t realize that he needed this 
verbal spat in the morning like a plant needs water, like she 
needs a cup of strong coffee. She used to cry, generously feeding 
him with her emotions. But now she’s changed and it’s up to her 
to decide how to respond. She can throw him food or ignore his 
request. Now she’s as calm as a crocodile. Indeed she is. And 
she has a tail, of course! She’s finally grown one and learnt to hit 
with a swinging blow. How does that make her feel? What does 
she feel right now, it’s more like sadness. She’ll see how it goes. 
Maybe she’ll get a taste for it.

The hissing of the water under the kettle’s lid shifts into 
a higher register, it’s about to whistle. Bohdan’s steps in the 
hallway. One, two, three, counts Nadia. In her mind, she says 
like an announcer, ‘And now the nasty!’ and even chuckles a 
little. Bohdan, where’s your morning dose of hogwash? Come 
on stranger, say your lines, I know your habits as if they were 
mine. And he kindly accepts the invitation.

“What’s that foul smell?” He scuffs towards the fridge. “Or 
is that you?”

He leans over and sniffs her. Nadia lowers her eyes and 
sees his bald spots: a jester bows before a queen. Then he stands 
up straight and declares as if stating the obvious,

“It smells like a male, sour, day-old sperm. Slut!” 
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The mighty tail contracts and goes off forcefully, knocking 
Bohdan from his feet and throwing him through the window. 
A disturbed murder of crows takes off and he is already 
floundering about in the crown of an ash tree at a 7th floor 
level and the branch under him bends dangerously, horror in 
his eyes. There is chaotic fumbling of his hands trying to find 
support. The branch cracks dryly and snaps with a sound like a 
gunshot. The crocodile’s tail shatters that vision into splinters. 
A bowling strike knocks down all the pins in the arrangement. 
The curtain falls down. That’s it for today, until night, the kettle 
is boiling.

Nadia turns off the gas stove, pours the boiling water 
into the teapot with a heap of pure whole black tea leaves, her 
favorite.

“Make me some too,” her husband orders “And two 
teaspoons of sugar.”

Ignoring him is her answer. In complete silence with only 
the clock ticking, Nadia is brewing coffee in a cezve. She’s 
thinking about having to be at a clinic in an hour. Two cups on 
a tray in her hands, tea and coffee, she floats to the mother-in-
law’s room. Bohdan follows her with an ironic look. He didn’t 
receive a proper dose of emotion and didn’t get any tea, either.

A tiny cloud of steam is hovering above a black lake of 
coffee in Nadia’s hands. For a moment it looks like a dark 
mouth open wide, with white foam inside it, like a boiling pot 
about to boil over. Nadia chases the vision away with the shake 
of her head.

The doctor is a gray-haired man with a tidy moustache 
and a short trimmed beard. Pink puffy hands, round glasses. 
He calls everyone ‘Katrusia,’ and everyone calls him ‘Katrusia’ 
behind his back. Does he know that she wonders?

Katrusia treats his patients like an old friend. An old 
girlfriend, Nadia corrects herself in her thoughts. ‘All your 
beauty lies before me’ he sings without words, only humming 
the melody, when he approaches the chair. But Nadia recognizes 
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the song, she knows the words. What a naughty jerk.
“Well, well, well,” says the doctor after a few seconds. “No 

big deal, Katrusia, it’s an allergy, an ordinary allergy.”
“An allergy?” Nadia raises her head.
“To sperm, you may get up now.” 
Out on the street, Nadia comes to her senses, angry with 

herself for acting like a stupid little girl. She even started making 
excuses.

“My husband and I have been together for many years and 
nothing of this kind has ever happened. What allergy is this?” 

Without stopping to write, the doctor was looking at her 
over the top of his round glasses.

“An allergy to sperm,” he says as if talking to an unreasonable 
child, “and not necessarily, ahem, your husband’s.”

Nadia almost gasped: ‘What do you mean?’ What a stupid 
girl. Now tell Bohdan that you’ve got an allergy like that and 
he won’t think two ways about it. Clearly, she’s been sleeping 
around.

“Where have you been this time?” he greeted her if she 
was just a little late from work. “Haven’t been hanging out 
enough yet?”

She wished she really did have someone.
A relationship between two people, husband and wife, 

Nadia is pondering about it while she is taking the dried clothes 
off the balcony, removing the clothespins and throwing the 
stuff into a cracked plastic basin. Here’s an example, Nadia 
and Bohdan. What does she give him? She cooks, does the 
laundry, cleans and sleeps with him. As each of these points 
is mentioned, an item of clothing falls down like a bead of a 
counting frame. He gets the full service, all inclusive, spiritual 
needs? That’s beside the point.

What does he give her? Socks fly into a pile of clothes, one 
by one. Nothing.  Nothing? N-O-T-H-I-N-G.

What does she need from him? Nothing.
Really, she hasn’t needed anything from him for a long 
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time as long as he didn’t mess with her.
He’s been working a long time towards this, now she has 

a total allergy to him, his voice, walk, back, habits, clothes, 
scent and now sperm everything. The memories, the future, 
the present, are the problems clear? Of coursethey are. What do 
you conclude from this? What’s the solution?

“Nadia!” calls Tamara Fedorivna. “It’s time for my shot! 
It’s six o’clock.”

When Tamara Fedorivna had a stroke, Bohdan was scared 
that he would be left to face the trouble alone. But soon he 
realized that it was the other way around! From that point on, 
Nadia would be securely bound to their home, because of all 
people she wouldn’t leave an old helpless woman alone. Then 
he got out of hand, he would stick pins into her that hurt more 
than ever before. He even recalled and started mocking Nadia’s 
first love. That was too much. She once told him everything 
herself, in detail and now he had something to mock.

The tip of the ampule cracks open, hidden inside a patch of 
cotton. The needle slowly enters the glass opening and extracts 
the transparent liquid into the syringe. Nadia does everything 
automatically, using habitual movements, even says something 
to Tamara Fedorivna ‘Turn around, let’s make it in the right 
one today, the left one is all bruised.’ Meanwhile, she’s thinking 
not everyone understands the problem of having a grumpy 
husband or a grumpy wife. Only those who have experienced 
it know how unbearable it is.

Halka understands but her response is way too blunt.
“You’re not capable of taking action!” she states 

categorically. “Your problem is non-action! You’re miserable! 
Do you understand that? Life evades you, you’re a stone lying 
in its way. Do you hear me? Your inability to take action is 
making you miserable. Leave him!” 

“Where, a simple question, where?” 
“Why not to my place?” says Halka, “Seriously, first to my 

place and then we’ll see.”
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Nadia shakes her head no. What’s Halka’s place, her one-
bedroom apartment?

“What do I do?” she asks. 
“I would make a deal with him, pragmatically and 

cynically,” says Halka. “And if not, I would kill him. One 
day, my ex grabbed a kitchen knife and chopped the dining 
table with it. And I grabbed a knife, too and rushed to get him. 
You should have seen how scared he was! They’re only brave 
around a timid chicken.”

Nadia is walking home avoiding puddles, shielding 
herself from the slanting gray rain with an umbrella. Let’s do it 
this way, she says to herself, even moving her lips (she has the 
strange habit of talking to herself). If it were up to you, what 
would you do for your own pleasure? Would you change your 
job? No, I wouldn’t change my job, I love my museum, replies 
the other one, the one with a choice. Then what? Then I would 
be growing potted orchids. Bohdan hates them because they 
take up space on the window sill so he cannot smoke out the 
window. She had an orchid once and it bothered Bohdan.

Okay, what else? I would adopt a dog from a shelter. A local 
newspaper publishes pictures of rescued pets on the second to 
last page in almost every issue but my husband doesn’t like 
either dogs or cats.

Next, she would rearrange the furniture in their apartment 
because it’s been in the same fixed places forever, too little free 
space, too much of what’s redundant.

Well, okay. Next, she would make salads and eat 
homemade cottage cheese. However, she has to buy meat, meat 
above all, meat by all means, her husband would not take a 
dinner without patties or steak and he considers all herbs and 
vegetables merely optional additions to the main dish. And 
homemade cottage cheese is considered food for the elderly.

So, says free Nadia to unfree Nadia, you’re living someone 
else’s life. Without flowers, without a dog, in an uncomfortable 
home, surrounded by unnecessary stuff and eating food you 
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don’t like. What’s there in your home that is your own? Even 
your student photo album and childhood books are stored in 
the basement or overhead storages at Mom’s place. You close 
your eyes and cover your ears because, like that song, when 
your husband isn’t barking then he’s grumbling. And if he was 
only grumbling, it wouldn’t be as devastating as his need to 
degrade verbally.

And what about Bohdan, whose life is he living? Is it his 
own? Did that shy boy that she used to be in love with have to 
eventually turn into an angry bad-mouther? It’s cold, so cold 
with him, therefore, he probably feels as cold with her. The 
lack of love is the foundation of the insurmountable, eternal 
annoyance. That’s the honest answer. Nadia resolved to say 
it out loud. Listen, she said to herself, stopping in a puddle, 
enough of covering your ears and closing your eyes! There is no 
love! And combined with lack of fulfillment, it’s a destructive 
mixture. Like sulfuric acid, it eats away at everything around.

She was warming her hands holding a cup of rose tea when 
Bohdan walked into the kitchen. He poured himself some tea 
from a vacuum flask, too and sat across the table like a coffee 
house visitor sits next to a stranger, except he didn’t ask if the 
seat was taken. He carelessly spilled some sugar. His teaspoon 
kept clinking and clinking against the glass. In the silence, the 
sound was unbearable. He unwrapped a candy then another 
and pushed the scrunched up wrappers towards Nadia, almost 
right up to her cup, as far away from him as he could. He 
shoved them at her as if she was a garbage woman. Nadia fixed 
her glance on the scrunched up wrappers and leaned forward 
slightly as if trying to read them. She rose to her feet and with 
a broad movement she knocked down everything that was on 
the table, wrappers, candies, her cup, his glass of tea — and 
nothing broke, just spilled over the floor. Bohdan sprang back 
and stared at her, are you nuts?

“Dear Lord,” she said into the wall without raising her 
voice. “Dear Lord, separate us! Dear Lord, make it so that we 
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don’t have to be together otherwise I’ll kill him!”
The nodules below Bohdan’s cheekbones bulged but he 

quickly composed himself, even seemed happy and started 
throwing stone words at her.

Under Nadia’s hands, a high wave is rumbling, it’s 
approaching and its distant roar is frightening. Something’s 
going to happen. Help me, Lord. Give me strength, have mercy.

He was drinking the whole night all alone, didn’t answer 
the phone, inflated like a tick. He trudged heavily down the 
hallway to his room, reddened and bloated, slammed the door 
and within a minute he was snoring. A victorious cantata of 
fierce growling and virtuoso whistling passages was filling 
the home. Then suddenly the harmonious orchestra reduced 
to a cacophony, the magnificent melody untangled and scary 
unfamiliar sounds wedged into it. What’s going on?

Don’t go there, Nadia orders herself. Don’t! Whatever 
happens, don’t. He’ll take care of himself. The sounds behind 
the wall envelop her shoulders in cold. Like a wild animal that 
got trapped. Don’t go, says Nadia to herself. You’ll go later.

When’s ‘later?’ 
She springs from her seat and pushes the door open.
He’s lying face up, twisted awkwardly as if he was trying 

to do a bridge exercise and collapsed. His face is blue. A 
cauldron of hell is boiling inside a wide-open mouth until it 
chokes and freezes. Bohdan is not breathing. Nadia rushes to 
her husband but cannot move him, a sticky, heavy sack, totally 
unwieldy. Groaning, she turns that body over, a piece of vomit 
spills from his mouth onto her knees, she punches him between 
his shoulder blades, pummels him with full force. He’s not 
breathing.

“Nadia, what’s going on there?” screams her mother-in-
law. “Ahhhh, what?! Nadia, what is it?!”

He’s not breathing. Nadia punches his back, keeps 
punching and punching. Finally Bohdan’s body shudders and 
a fountain of stinky mash spills out from him. His thatch of hair 
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is messy, thick magma is flowing from his mouth and nose.
“Khak, khak!” Bohdan grabs himself by the throat, looks 

around with a crazed look, his eyes are dim, he painfully rests 
on Nadia’s knee.

“What… are you… What are you doing to me, bitch?!” 
The crocodile’s yellow eye increases in size, grows the size 

of the ceiling, watches steadily from above how Nadia gets up, 
disappears behind the bathroom door, takes off her messed 
up clothes, stands in the shower under hot and then icy water, 
until she finally begins to feel something. She’s cold. Changes 
into a plush bathrobe, walks to Tamara Fedorivna: “You hear, 
everything’s fine now” — and, accompanied by the renewed 
sounds of snoring behind the wall, makes herself a bed in the 
kitchen on the floor,out of what’s at hand a rag doormat, a 
blanket and a plaid. Her eyes are dry, her lips are pressed into 
a thread-thin line. Her thoughts are swirling and settling in her 
head, weaving a nest around the decision.

Break away from here. Break away from here before the 
determination fades and she will see how it goes. What do 
people do in situations like this? When in despair like this? 
There must be something that they do to find a way out. Or is 
her story unique?

Who was it seeking a nanny with a degree, offering to 
live in a tiny room in a mansion? Who was it hiring seasonal 
workers? She would take anything. She’s had enough of all this, 
enough. What, will he not give his mother some water? Will he 
not find someone to give her injections? What made her think 
they wouldn’t take care of themselves without her? Of course 
they will.

Tomorrow, tomorrow will be the crucial day for her. Run 
for your life, Nadia, before it’s too late. It’s not too late yet no 
matter what.

The yellow eye is not sleeping either; it’s staring from the 
dark. Behind the wall, there’s snoring serene and calm. The 
wind inside the kitchen ventilation system doubles with a 
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barely audible howl, singing backing vocals.
The phone is buzzing and buzzing. It’s Halka.
“Hello, Nadia, hello!” The morning voice is ringing.
Halka is asking a favor. She feels bad about burdening 

her friend with her own problems, but will Nadia be able to 
water her potted flowers, at least twice a week? It happened so 
unexpectedly, surprise and all.

“My kid and I and… ahem… you know who… long story 
short, we’re flying to Turkey for two weeks. I’ll bring you the 
key and tell you all about it. You will come over? That’s even 
better! Do come, we’re at home. Nadka, what is it? Are you 
laughing or crying?” 

Over at Halka’s place, when listening to her girlfriend 
who is blushing, either from the good wine or because she is in 
an elated mood Nadia notices that she clearly looks younger. 
Captivated by the story about her husband, with an ingenuous 
girly smile, Halka almost forgets why Nadia came here. She 
springs to her feet and shows how to lock the front door, first the 
bottom door lock, then the top one. To open — do the reverse.

“Don’t mix it up,” she says. “On the seventeenth, call this 
number and tell them the water meter readings.” 

“Halka,” says Nadia, “may I please stay at your place?” 
“What did you say? No, really? It can’t be true,” Halka 

pours some more wine into the glasses. “You can stay!” She 
doesn’t even seem too surprised. “Okay then, the gas repairman 
will come over tomorrow, I’ll call him and until then don’t use 
the top left burner. Will you remember? I better remove the 
knob so you don’t turn it on accidentally. Okay. What else? 
Nothing, everything’s good,” she hugs Nadia. “Don’t be afraid. 
We’ll figure it out.”

The first night, Nadia is lying sleeplessly listening to the 
sounds of someone else’s home. The pipes hum differently and 
the elevator rumbles differently, only the crocodile’s left eye 
habitually flickers in the dark. She doesn’t miss anything, only 
keeps hearing Tamara Fedorivna’s voice in her ears, as if she’s 
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calling her.
She spoke to Bohdan on the mobile, told him the phone 

numbers to call if they needed a social worker to come visit his 
mother and gave the number of the nurse living in the house 
down the street. He was replying a little confusedly and absent-
mindedly. She was expecting rudeness but there wasn’t any. 
He was asking the numbers again, his pen didn’t work. ‘Oh, 
one thing,’ he remembered, ‘Where did you put the salt?’ 

Nadia was examining herself in the big sliding cabinet 
door mirror, detachedly and carefully, as if for the first time. 
Her clothes lay under her feet. A crazy thought overtook her. 
If she saw this body without the head she wouldn’t know it 
was hers. She never examined herself so carefully head to toe 
under a bright light, certain that no-one would catch her doing 
it. Now her body let her have a good look, showing itself from 
all sides, the neck, the shoulders, the back, the buttocks, and 
the breasts that were somehow small, not sure if pretty but 
probably not. The stomach and the bush between her legs, the 
hair unexpectedly light in color and the legs, plump, sort of 
okay, or maybe not. How can you form an objective opinion of 
yourself, of your own body?

“Are you from the utilities service?” she asked the 
repairman.

“No, I’m just a private repairman, don’t you remember 
me?” 

She recognized him. He had been over at her place several 
weeks ago when there was a gas leak in the kitchen. Halka gave 
her a hand then and called a professional.

“Don’t worry, I take responsibility for my work,” he said.
Nadia made a phone call to the museum and said she 

would be late. She was laughing at his jokes and he was looking 
at her up and down, as he had the previous time but she hadn’t 
noticed then but did notice now. He liked her. No, she wasn’t 
encouraging him by laughing she was just having fun. After 
he had finished and washed his hands, his eyes met hers when 
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he took the towel from her hands. She fixed her gaze on him, 
stared into his eyes and then her hand slid up from his fingers 
and under his plaid shirt, under the sleeve rolled to elbow and 
he tensed, took a few seconds to make sure that he was really 
feeling this woman’s hands touching him and only after that 
did he pulled her close to him and started whispering some 
heated silly words.

What happened next made her deaf and blind. She emerged 
from under the heated avalanche of emotions for a moment 
when she heard somebody’s sob or long moan, her own. She 
was weeping, thus freaking out her once-in-a-lifetime lover and 
he was stroking her shoulders unable to understand why this 
woman was crying. Why was she crying so hard if she made it 
so unambiguously clear what she wanted?

Nadia had nothing to say to him. She never even tried 
to find out what was it that Halka kept talking about; never 
responded to advances and curious looks, never crossed the 
line that she had drawn herself. And it turns out that none of 
that was an urban myth or women’s tales, it was true and it was 
real. All the while she, by choice, had been vowing herself for 
twenty years to living with a man who never gave her what this 
stranger did, the stranger who she was seeing for the second 
and the last time.

Now she knew the answer to the question why? Why had 
Bohdan been bullying her so routinely and intensely? He was 
unable to induce that kind of explosion, earthquake, tsunami or 
he believed that she was unable to respond. Of course he knew 
he probably had something to compare. Now he finally had a 
reason to say what he had said many times about ‘women’s 
deceitful nature’ but Nadia no longer cared.

The man in the jewler’s workshop did not even look at her. 
After hearing her request, he leaned over the ring finger on her 
right hand.

“How did you let it come to this point? Now only a needle 
file might work.” 
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“What?” 
He silently showed her a narrow three-sided file.
“So, what should we do, cut it off?” He propped the loose 

glasses on his nose and finally raised his eyes. “Keep your hand 
steady.”

It seemed that the sharp instrument, similar to a nail file, 
would not be able to stop at the right time. It didn’t hurt, the 
ring split and released her finger.

“Are you sure you want to sell it for scrap? I can give you 
the stone back, we don’t need the stone, only the metal.”

The man pried it up and pressed on it — and the yellow 
eye with a black pupil popped out into the wall and deflected 
sideways with a short dry tinkle. It flew somewhere under the 
cabinet. The jeweller bent down grunting.

“Don’t bother, I don’t need it.”
Nadia rubbed her finger. This groove will surely stay 

forever like a scar.
Somewhere, in the dusty corner of the room where 

no sunbeam, no eye, no broom and no rag ever reaches, the 
crocodile’s left eye was staring into the dark. It was following 
the woman downstairs from the workshop, down the sidewalk 
to the traffic light, down the crosswalk...

Р. S. A year later, Bohdan married the union’s secretary, a 
spinster who had been giving him a sign of interest for ten years. 
He published a book of flash fiction and was suffering because 
no-one noticed it or gave a word of feedback, neither good nor 
bad. A single pompous review appeared, credited to that son-
of-a-bitch Marchak which they wrote together. His wife turned 
out to be ranting and demanding but Bohdan put up with it 
, it was better than Nadia’s haughty silence and he knew it 
was haughty, always sensed it and no-one could convince him 
otherwise. Tamara Fedorivna was spending most of the time 
in the hospital where Marchak’s daughter-in-law was working. 
He helped to have the old woman placed there and transferring 
her to a rehabilitation center then at home for a while and back 
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to the hospital.
Halka married. She and her son live in her husband’s 

mansion outside of town. Halka has found a new hobby, 
evergreens.  She plants them in what used to be a vegetable 
garden in intricate arrangements,  juniper, pachysandra, buxus, 
mahonia.

Nadia lives in Halka’s apartment. There are orchids on 
the window sill, mostly white but also some pink ones. There 
are no accommodation opportunities at the moment but there 
have been changes at the museum. Nadia was appointed head 
of the Western European art department and will soon go to 
a conference in Vienna. She has received her travel passport 
already and has been working on her language skills for a few 
months now, attending German language courses three times a 
week. She’s learnt how to make a decent presentation on Josef 
Grassi and Martino Altomonte. In terms of her love life, she’s 
searching and will keep searching until she finds someone, at 
least will keep trying. Forty years is only the equator of life, 
says her new friend who celebrated his fortieth anniversary 
about twenty years ago. He’s a pretty interesting man. They sit 
next to each other in German class.



PSYCHOLOGICAL COMMENTARY 
ANASTASIYA KORENKOVA

There is psychological violence taking place in Nadia’s 
family. The situation had been gradually heading towards a 
dead end over the course of twenty years. Symbolically, the 
protagonist’s name is Nadiya (Ukrainian for hope), which 
implies that even after such a long unhappy marriage, a positive 
change is possible.

At the beginning, we see the approach Nadia uses to control 
the situation of her husband’s aggression. She intuitively shuts 
off her sensory channels and in her mind, she is transported to 
a safe place by the sea. That is her imaginary shell — an image 
that helps her protect herself and remain whole as much as 
possible.

There is a vivid description of the wedding ring and the 
story of its purchase. The ring symbolizes the extent that Nadia 
has ‘coalesced’ into that marriage and her role of a victim in 
it. When buying the ring, her husband resorted to suggestion 
to put her under his control when he said that Nadiya would 
always remember him and always be bound to him. At the 
same time, the ring is a symbol of her own choice — the choice 
of a way of life and the lack of faith that she deserved better. 
Indeed, her husband was all she could think about. He drained 
her of her energy. She bound herself to him first with love, 
then marriage, then the illness of his mother and playing an 
energy vampire. Bohdan’s behavior involves constant control, 
complaints and sexual jealousy. The jealous behavior is a form 
of psychological violence.

For years Nadia had been refining her defense strategy 
against harassment by the closest person to her, her husband. 
She believed that she needed to hide and shield herself from 
him and display arrogance and put-on calm. It was her way 
of not sharing her energy with him. Naturally, after a while, a 
feeling of hopelessness and exhaustion set in. Then, she began 
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to reflect on what was going on in her life.
Paradoxically, her unfulfilled husband’s aptitude for 

creative writing was channeling into verbal aggression and the 
tendency to gossip about the people he knew.

Bohdan compensated for his professional underachievement 
by belittling his wife and Nadia understood that. There had 
been no emotional connection between them for a long time 
and he treated his wife as a housemaid. Their sex life was also 
extremely poor because of hard feelings and lack of trust. (A 
prime example of psychological unfaithfulness was Bohdan’s 
mockery of Nadia’s memories of her first love.) Eventually, 
Nadia’s body began to send signals such as an allergy to sperm. 
Nadia also had anorgasmia as a form of protest against the 
possibility of satisfaction with her husband.

We can clearly see the impact of Nadiya’s mother’s 
mindset with regard to the need to have a husband and the 
shame of being divorced. Her mother did not consider verbal 
abuse and other forms of psychological violence to be violence. 
Her mother held the view that a woman without a husband is 
inferior and taught it to Nadiya who got stuck in her marriage 
for many years.

At home, Nadia was the energy donor. It was as if the life 
of her mother-in-law and the comfort of her writer husband 
depended on her. Her categorical and resolute girlfriend 
Halyna did not only support Nadia but also pointed out the 
pathological nature of her relationship with her husband. 
However, Nadia was not prepared to acknowledge it and take 
action. You need to be prepared to acknowledge your problems 
and change your life. As the saying goes, people change for 
either inspiration or desperation. Nadiya’s situation was one of 
desperation overload where there was no strength left to take 
abuse and emotional hunger. Where she felt like a crocodile 
with a humongous tail of hopelessness and pain.

A crocodile here is a meaningful, multilayered symbol. It 
stands for day, night, time and morass; effort, secrecy; powers 

Psychological commentary
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of evil, hell; death; hypocrisy and fakeness; mercilessness, 
anger, persecution, thirst, dumbness and recovery. All of these 
are present in the internal world of a miserable wife, a victim 
of circumstance. She’d been hiding her feelings, waiting a long 
time for change, living in hell and almost buried herself in the 
gray monotony and repulsive routine.

There are four spheres in which all people process a conflict. 
The first sphere is the body: a person may become sick because 
of troubles and hardships. The second sphere is the mind: a 
person either tries to escape the problems by immersing him/
herself in work, or opts for total inaction. The third sphere is the 
social environment: a person seeks contact and support from 
the people around him/her or, on the contrary, limits his/her 
social circle. Finally, the fourth sphere is spiritual life: a person 
responds to the circumstances by imagining how the situation 
might unravel. Nadia’s response in that regard mostly took the 
form of fantasies and dreams and the feeling of being a reptile 
gave her self-control, strength and a sense of security.

Eventually, an internal dialogue began between the 
protagonist’s two subpersonalities: free Nadia and unfree 
Nadia. She began expressing her needs in marriage and thinking 
about her expectations for her life and her own desires.

It was important that she was receiving support from 
her girlfriend and could see an example of independence and 
determination. When Nadia made a decision to change her life, 
life itself started pitching solutions such as Halka’s apartment 
or the gas repairman.

The ending of the short story is very optimistic, even 
though not entirely unambiguous. We understand that life is 
not a simple thing and all problems cannot be solved at once. 
However, with hope and faith in one’s own worth, a person can 
overcome a lot.



NATALKA SNIADANKO

DARK SHADES OF CZECH CRYSTAL

She never had this feeling in her dreams before. In fact, she 
hardly ever had any feelings in her dreams. When she would 
wake up, she would remember blurry faces, scraps of phrases 
and some half-guesses, but if she had ever felt anything in her 
dreams, it was something most mundane, cold, heat, an urge 
to run away from someone, or fear that she might not wake up 
at the right time, which usually came before the alarm clock 
rang. However, the feelings she had in her dream today were 
intense and semiconscious. It was panic and terror, but at the 
same time, curiosity and confusion. As if she was about to be 
punished, but she didn’t know for what exactly. In her dream, 
she was a little girl again who had broken the crystal vase — 
Dad’s birthday gift from his colleagues. She had never seen 
Dad being particularly fond of that vase or even taking notice 
of it. Most of the time, the vase stood in the farthest corner of 
the china cabinet and once a year Mom or she, Halyna, would 
wipe the dust from it. Today, Halyna took the vase, without 
asking and placed it on top of the corner of the blanket that she 
used to cover her hideaway under the table, pinning it down. 
She called it a cave and liked to hide there, turn on a desk lamp 
and read until night.

Every time, Mom would grumble that Halyna was soiling 
the blankets, gathering dust and spoiling her eyes but she never 
made her daughter get out of the cave until her father came 
home. As soon as her father appeared at the door, her mother 
would sternly order Halyna to clean everything up. Her father 
himself never expressed his feelings, maybe he had nothing 
against her game, or just didn’t care. He usually didn’t care 
about most things related to what was going on at home.

But that one time, Halyna was sitting in her cave, turned 
awkwardly for a moment and accidentally pulled on the corner 
of the blanket. The vase fell down with a thud and smashed into 
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tiny shiny splinters.
It happened at 12:23 PM, Halyna remembered that because 

at that very Moment, she was staring at the small lines on the 
green round face of the massive clock with golden-hued hands, 
as she wanted to see the hand start to move and shift to the next 
line, thus marking that another minute had gone. Halyna was so 
focused on watching the ever elusive movement of the minute 
hand that she forgot for a moment about the vase standing on 
the edge of the table and sat more comfortably on the blanket, 
the blanket slipped down and the vase slid down to the floor. 
The vase was ugly, heavy and covered with countless tiny sharp 
cutaways that always gathered dust and it was impossible to 
get rid of that dust, even by soaking it in water with cleanser for 
a long time. When the vase crashed to the floor with a terrifying 
bang, painfully hitting Halyna’s pinky toe, the little girl felt 
some kind of relief that she would never again have to wipe off 
the sticky grime and prick her fingers on the sharp cutaways.

But then Mom came in, groaned and covered her eyes with 
her hands in terror:

“What will happen now? Your father will kill you for his 
favorite vase! I don’t even know what will happen when he 
comes home.” 

At first, Halyna could not quite understand why her father 
would suddenly be concerned over the vase, just another one 
of many given to him as a gift. He was a manager at a small 
clothing factory and his birthdays were always celebrated by 
the entire staff. The employees would pitch in and buy a present 
and each time it was either a painting of a bouquet of purple 
roses on a bright green tablecloth bought at the local souvenir 
marketplace, or a massive classically-shaped crystal vase. The 
vases stood empty on the top shelf of the cabinet in the hallway 
and would get filled only a few times a year, when her mother 
would be given flowers for the Teacher’s Day, the First Day of 
School, or the Last School Bell Day. Mom was an elementary 
teacher at a school nearby.
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That day, Mom was sweeping the splinters around the 
table meticulously for a long time, constantly repeating the 
same phrase: ‘I don’t know what will happen when he comes 
home. Don’t know what he’s going to do to you. It’s going to be 
something terrible.’ Gradually that phrase crept into Halyna’s 
brain, like a splinter of glass from a broken vase wedges under 
the skin and Halyna felt scared. She tried but couldn’t imagine 
what her father would really do when he comes home, scold 
her, or pull his belt out and slowly bring it close to Halyna’s 
face like he used to do when he wanted to punish her for 
something, or just in case, ‘as a precaution,’ as he called it. He 
liked to boast that he never beat women. ‘Even my own wife 
and daughter,’ he would add. But since he believed belting to 
be the most effective method of discipline, he used the belt on 
Halyna in the manner of threateningly shoving it in her face. 
Halyna would sense the belt’s smell of soiled leather and dust 
from the father’s trousers, which he rarely washed to save them 
from wear and tear and instead hung them on the balcony every 
once in a while, believing that it was as effective as cleaning. 
They used to hang Halyna’s school uniform next to the father’s 
trousers, too and she only had one, so it could only be washed 
on weekends and during the week. The uniform reeked of old 
sweat and the school bathroom.

Every time my father shoved the belt into Halyna’s face, 
she thought he would once change his mind and whip her. 
Maybe this time because of the vase he would, if her mother 
thinks that the vase is so valuable to him. Hours would pass, 
but Halyna’s imagination still couldn’t get over that belt, the 
father’s frowning face and his annoyed voice: ‘What, again? 
Again?’ He used to say that when he was angry. Halyna 
couldn’t always understand what he meant exactly. Her father 
spoke little, thinking it was a women’s thing and his sullen 
facial expression did not necessarily mean that there was any 
solid reason for it. He could get angry at just about anything: 
the loud sound of a spoon hitting the sides of a teacup when her 
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mother was stirring sugar, burnt eggs, an over salted soup, a 
ripped off button on a coat, or her mother or Halyna wearing a 
skirt that was too short or even the color of the kitchen curtains 
that he suddenly noticed:

“How much longer are these horrible rags going to hang 
here? I’m going to bring a piece of fabric tomorrow, you will 
sew new ones.” 

“Okay,” hurriedly concurred Mom who never argued 
with her father when that kind of persistent aggressiveness was 
ringing in his voice.

In fact, Mom rarely ever argued with Dad, the power of 
her protest was barely enough to not say anything in response 
to what he said, but mostly she, like now, said yes to everything 
right away. But on the contrary, my mother did not want anyone 
at all to agree with him, and that annoyed him even more. In 
moments like that, he silently and menacingly leaned over the 
table, with his head resting on his mighty fists and every once 
in a while would yell harshly.

“Why don’t you say something, is it really that hard to 
change the curtains?” 

“I already said I will,” my mother hurriedly replied again.
“The problem is that’s all you do is make promises but 

never keep them.”
My mother was silent. My father kept nervously tapping 

his fingers on the table for a while and then sharply opened the 
fridge.

“Why can’t you ever buy fresh milk? This went sour a long 
time ago.”

People in their family hardly ever drank milk. Sometimes, 
extremely rarely, my father would drink a glass before going 
to sleep or add some to his coffee. But more often than not, the 
sour milk that everyone had forgotten about was merely an 
excuse for starting another fight.

“Oh, I’m sorry, I forgot, I’m going to go and buy some 
now,” my mother replied in the same obliging manner.
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“Who needs it now anyway, you should have thought 
about it earlier. At least wash the shelves properly, look how 
dirty they are.” My father took the cut open milk bag out from 
the fridge and demonstratively threw it on the floor. The milk 
was spilling on the gray linoleum, my mother silently watched 
the runlet flow under the furniture, which meant that she would 
have to move the cabinet aside to wash the floor otherwise 
it would stink in a few days. My father silently watched my 
mother quickly spring to her feet, fill a bucket with too hot 
water, sharply pour too much detergent into the water and 
then in the same sharp manner put the bucket with white foam 
buildup on the top down on the floor, the water spilled over 
and gleamed in the light with a soapy rainbow.

“Well, you can’t even put the bucket down right,” my 
father sneered crookedly. My mother shot a look of anger at 
him but did not break the silence, only fiercely rubbed the floor 
with a rag, as if hoping to scrape off her unspilled fury.

“It’s good that the milk spilled, otherwise you would’ve 
never washed the floor here,” her father flings and walks out of 
the kitchen.

That day, Halyna and Mom slowly and silently picked 
the tiny splinters from the vase. Then took them to the garbage 
container outside, then swept and vacuumed the floor and then 
washed it. Halyna was meticulously rubbing the floor with a 
damp rag, carefully looking at different angles to see whether 
some tiny shiny splinter was left lying there. The floor was 
gleaming under the sunlight with colorful soapy streaks.

“Let’s move the other vases on the shelf further apart so 
there would be no visible empty space,” suggested Halyna. 
“Maybe Dad won’t notice.”

Halyna was sitting on the couch, wrapping herself in a 
blanket, but just could not get warm, she was having the chills.

“Okay,” Mom concurred half-heartedly. “But that’s not 
going to help.”

“Why don’t you just leave him?” Mom’s girlfriend asked 
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her after hearing another story about the milk spilled on the 
floor, a tantrum over tasteless sausage, or my father’s trousers 
not being ironed well enough.

Mom and her girlfriend are sitting in the kitchen, drinking 
brandy that a visitor had brought with her and black tea, which 
Mom is reluctant to brew properly even for her friend because 
good tea is hard to get and my father gets very angry when 
the tea runs out. To avoid another tantrum, Mom buys cheap 
broken tea, which is easier to find and mixes it with harder-
to-find expensive tea, but nevertheless she’s still afraid to put 
more tea into the tea pot and the tea ends up lighter in color 
than the brandy.

“Where would I go?” asks Mom. “I live here.” 
“Well, you don’t have to live with him,” says her girlfriend. 

“You earn your own living, this is your apartment, he’s not 
even registered here, you have a grown up daughter. What’s 
stopping you?” 

“How am I going to live alone, what are you talking about? 
After all, we live a life as good as anyone. The neighbor lady 
downstairs is bruised all the time. And the neighbor upstairs is 
taken away by the police every week, he gets so drunk that his 
children have to call them.”

“So, do you want to wait until the same thing happens to 
you?”

“It won’t happen to us.”
“Ask the neighbor lady upstairs and the neighbor lady 

downstairs, they will tell you the same thing.”
“Well, we don’t have the same situation as they do.” 
“Their husbands, once they sleep it off, probably also 

promise that that was the last time and will never happen 
again.” 

“It’s easy for you to say, you can do what you want, you 
don’t have a family.”

“Okay, let’s pretend that I am him and tell me what exactly 
would you want to change.”
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“I’d like him to stop yelling at me.”
“Good.”
“Stop overthrowing clothes down from the shelves in the 

closet when he thinks they are not laid out right or when he 
cannot find something.”

“What else?”
“Stop interrogating me every time I come home an hour 

late.” 
“Go on.”
Her mother was silent.
“Is that all?” asked her gilfriend.
“No. I just don’t know how to word it so you don’t get 

offended.”
“I know he doesn’t let you see me. Don’t be afraid, I won’t 

be offended and I’ll leave before he can meet me on the stairs.”
Her mother blushed profusely. Her girlfriend continued:
“See, you know well what it is exactly that you don’t like 

about your life. And now, try and say clearly what you do want 
with your life.”

“I don’t know. Well, I wouldn’t want to be alone like you.”
“I understand that.”
“But I don’t want to go on living the way I do now anymore, 

either.” 
“I understand that, too. But again, that’s what you don’t 

want. And I asked you about what you do want. For example, 
what kind of a present would you want to receive for your 
birthday?” 

“I don’t know. He always gives me a perfume. His secretary 
sells it. She picks them for him, too.”

“Do you like it?” 
“No.”
“What kind do you like?” 
“I don’t know.”
“Why don’t you buy the kind of perfume that you like?” 
“Well, I still have the ones he gave me, unused.”
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“Are you afraid that he will notice?” 
“No, I don’t think he knows the scent. I never use it, but he 

gives me the same perfume every 
year.”
 “Well, it’s kind of silly to buy what you already have.”
“You don’t have a perfume that you like.”
“What difference does it make whether I like it or not. I do 

have a perfume.”
“There you go and your life is like that. Someone decides 

for you how you should live, but you don’t have the courage to 
even admit yourself that you don’t like it.”

“Well, I don’t know. I’m tired from all this. I want peace of 
mind.” 

That day when the vase broke, Halyna fell asleep on the 
floor under the table. Her mother decided not to wake her up. 
She was waiting for her father who was late from work and 
didn’t call. Her mother was too busy for Halyna. She was on 
the balcony, smoking and drinking the yellowish tea without 
sugar, brewed for the hundredth time. The tea was making her 
nauseous or maybe she was nauseous from smoking. She didn’t 
smoke often, her father didn’t let her.

Halyna was having a dream about how a few weeks ago, 
her father came home not entirely sober, woke her up in the 
middle of the night and made her scrub the bathtub to a shine 
with a toothbrush because he thought the bathtub had not 
been washed very thoroughly. All of her mother’s attempts to 
protect Halyna were in vain. Her father was resolutely pushing 
her away and waved off anything she was saying.

“A girl must know how to scrub a bathtub,” her father 
kept repeating and pointing Halyna at another imaginary stain. 
With the old toothbrush with it was impossible to scrub stains 
off the old yellowed enamel that totally woren off in some 
places and revealed rusty holes. In her dream, the holes would 
come alive and show Halyna their black teeth. She woke up 
to the loud sound of the entrance door slamming and felt the 
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drops of cold sweat trickling down her back. Her father had 
come home. As was often the case, he was not entirely sober. 
Halyna automatically looked at the clock ase she’d been doing 
all day, the clock was showing 12:23 again, or 12:23 AM, as a 
digital clock would show. She was still seeing rusty stains on 
the unwashed bathtub in front of her eyes, Halyna was shaking 
in fear.

“Why aren’t you sleeping?” he looked at his wife and 
daughter in surprise.

“Dad, I will never do this again,” Halyna hysterically 
threw herself at her father’s feet and started sobbing so loud 
that everyone went silent for a moment.

“Honey, stop,” the mother freaked out.
“What did you do to her?” the father looked sternly at his 

wife.
“I broke your favorite vase,” Halyna was gulping with 

sobs.
“What vase?” the father couldn’t figure out.
“The crystal one that they gave you at work,” replied the 

mother.
“Don’t know what vase you are talking about. So, she 

broke it, what the heck. Why are you crying so hard?” 
Halyna sat on her bed, trying to shake off the unpleasant 

feeling after the dream about the old childhood incident with 
the broken vase. She rarely remembered that incident and every 
time she felt that that day, something very important happened 
to her and no matter how many times since then her mother 
tried to intimidate her by saying, ‘your father will come and I 
don’t know what he will do to you,’ she was never scared again 
and never felt the gluey humiliation from her own feebleness 
and desperate helplessness.

The phone rang, her mother was sobbing on the other end.
“Dad died, Halia,” she uttered. “And I was so awkward, 

I was looking for blankets to cover the mirrors and broke his 
favorite vase. You know, that Czech one that they gave him at 
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work,” and then her mother started crying even harder.



PSYCHOLOGICAL COMMENTARY 
LIUDMYLA NYKONENKO, KATERYNA BOROZDINA

The broken vase that was supposed to adorn the home is 
not the worst loss that the characters of the short story have 
experienced. The crystal splinters from the vase cannot be 
compared at all to the lost love, trust and security in the family. 
And probably no-one in the family ever estimated how much 
has been shattered and broken in their relationships. They got 
used to living that way.

Unfortunately, ruined communication between parents 
inevitably affects the child, depriving him/her of the feeling of 
security. In this family, both the mother and the daughter suffer 
from psychological violence: insults, threats and intimidation, 
which cause emotional insecurity and an inability to protect 
themselves.

This kind of violence is gender-related, it is a manifestation 
of the historical power imbalance between women and men 
that leads to discrimination of women and girls. The risk of 
becoming a victim of gender-based violence is greater for 
women and girls than it is for men.

When a girl suffers any form of violence, it ruins her 
self-respect, distorts her ties with adults and undermines the 
formation of the concept of equality between women and 
men. Most likely, in adulthood, that girl will tend to have 
a dependency on her boyfriend or husband because Dad’s 
behavior, who used to ‘rule’ and degrade the family while 
everyone else tolerated it, had set an example for her.

What are other likely implications for a girl growing up 
and developing under such circumstances? These also include 
increased anxiety, low self-esteem, lack of confidence in herself 
and her abilities and psychosomatic disorders. A person may 
still experience such consequences for a long time even after 
emerging from the situation. All this will have a negative effect 
on her personality formation and development.
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Little Halia was made to be an infallible listener to her 
mother and hear complaints about her father’s abuse at 
every opportunity. Mom was immersing her daughter in the 
atmosphere of anxious anticipation, unable to cope with her 
own fear of domestic violence: ‘I don’t know what will happen 
when he comes home,’ ‘Your father is going to kill you.’ 

Her mother was afraid to protect herself and her daughter, 
effectively leaving the girl in a dangerous one-on-one situation 
with her abusive father, which ruins trust in both parents. The 
intimidation was reinforced with the threats of physical violence 
from Dad. Cleaning up at night, arguing in the presence of the 
child, anxiously waiting for her drunk father to come home that 
is the main storyline of the life of the family and particularly 
the girl.

The short story describes a typical situation where a 
vulnerable, defenseless women are the scapegoats for their 
husbands. Usually, it is physically, psychologically and 
financially the most dependent family members (children, 
elderly people, or women) who end up in this position. And 
while adults have some resources to overcome the difficult life 
circumstances thanks to their social circle (friends, colleagues, 
relatives, etc.) and the ability to receive advice from various 
organizations, the children are left to face their problems alone.



YEVHENIYA KONONENKO

DAD’S IN A GOOD MOOD

You never get used to it, the earthquake before your eyes, 
the terrible pain on the top of your head that makes you want 
to rip your scalp off your skull, or teeth sliding across your face. 
Every time he clinches her so that her arms are locked and she 
cannot even scratch at his face, it is in those moments what she 
craves to do the most. Her mother, she would always find a way 
to scratch her Dad’s cheek or chin. And all she can do is moan, 
not so much from pain but from helplessness because when it 
finally stops and he will throw her on the couch or bed, she will 
have no strength left for neither anger nor protest. She’s can 
only sob for a long time, spluttering, sometimes so hard that 
she’s afraid she may not recover. But she does and she does, 
she notices that the pain, which seemed unbearable to her, is 
barely a tingle and sometimes it goes away completely. In those 
moments, she always remembers her brother.

“It doesn’t hurt me at all!” her brother used to cry with 
tears in his voice when their Dad was dragging the boy by the 
ears or hair in anger.

Dad’s anger never came down on her but perhaps there 
was no need, anyway. When Dad was thrashing her mother or 
brother, her hands and feet would be paralyzed and she would 
lose her voice. She would become numb and shudder to a halt, 
unable to run away so she didn’t have to watch the action, 
unable to even close her eyes and shut her ears.

After the ‘mischief’, Dad would be in a good mood — for a 
while, which depended on the intensity of the ‘mischief’. Then 
he would be sweet and even charming. He jokingly referred 
to what was happening as the ‘dance of the wild.’ Everyone in 
their neighborhood envied their family, especially her mother 
who always wore all imports, as Dad was working in commerce. 
That was a long time ago, in another world. Her childhood fell 
on the days of the U.S.S.R., before the great change. These days, 
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half of the students have at least one parent working in the 
marketplace. Back in the day, she was the only one whose Dad 
was working in commerce.

As a reminder of her happy childhood, there is an amateur 
but good family photo in their Kyiv apartment, Dad, Mom, her 
brother and her. She and her mother are cuddling with Dad, 
strong and kind. Her brother is standing a little off to the side. 
He doesn’t look like a victim of violence, either. If only some 
photographer had captured that ‘dance of the wild’ that Dad 
used to put on every now and then!

“Why are you getting B’s in math? I keep trying to teach 
you, freaking blockhead. How many presents must I bring to 
those stupid teachers and he still cannot get A’s in school?” 

“You used to barely get C’s yourself!” his son would yell 
back, fittingly reminding him of what Dad himself used to tell 
them when he was in good mood.

“Are you going to teach me how I should have studied, 
you poor sucker, instead of studying yourself?” Dad would 
shake her brother’s head by grabbing his ears and then try to 
break his resistance and knock him against the recently bought 
wall unit and then Mom would come running to free her son 
from the father’s rage. It’s unclear what she cared about more, 
her son’s head or the glass doors of the cabinets, which they 
had bought on credit and not even repaid yet. Then Dad would 
switch focus from his son to his wife.

“And you, you fatass loser, you never cook your man some 
good patties. You only want me to buy things for you! Get her 
some bobbin lace! Get her some crepe! And if only it was just 
for her, but for all her gossiping girlfriends, too!” 

Indeed, her mother always asked Dad, when he was in a 
good mood, to get some imports for her girlfriends, annoying 
ladies with whom they used to get together in the kitchen or 
under the cherry tree in summertime and gossip with relish 
about each other’s husbands. They use obscenities, holding 
their hands over the gold-toothed mouths. More than once, 
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she would run away from them to Dad who, if he was at 
home, would read her a book or tell stories. She would hug 
Dad around his neck and forget about the ritual ‘dance of the 
wild’ regularly performed in the hallway of their house in 
Chukhryniv: her mother’s shrieks and her attempts to protect 
herself with her arms, her brother’s wailing and attempts to 
free himself from Dad and she, as always, speechless but not 
her vision and hearing. She would watch the scary movie and 
couldn’t look away.

She’s been a part of the movie for a long time, the star of 
it. She saw an Italian film recently where a man was slapping a 
woman hard in the face. Their whole family was watching the 
film when she and her husband were visiting her parents.

“What a bitch,” said Mom. “It serves her right!” 
“I wonder, does the actor hit the actress for real or pretend?” 

asks her husband.
“In movies, there are ways to do this so they don’t actually 

hurt anybody! Such a cute lady, how can you hit her for real?” 
replied Dad who, when in a good mood, always displayed 
quite a bit of humanity.

And she remained silent, even though everyone present 
expected that she would also have her say in the family 
discussion. At that moment, she, more than anything else, 
wanted to give her husband a slap in the face. Make that slap 
sound just like in that Italian movie. But then he would grab 
her again and start shaking her, biting her face and dragging 
her by the hair. And he would do this not in her parents’ home 
but back in their Obolon apartment in Kyiv. Shake her until he 
shook out everything that’s inside of her. And then throw her 
down on the bed and to disappear for a few hours to avoid 
hearing her hysterical sobbing.

“If only you knew how disgusting you are when you’re 
weeping, or laughing, or whatever that is that you’re doing! All 
you’re good for is to beat the living crap out of you! I just don’t 
want to go to jail because of you!” As opposed to Chukhryniv, 
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in Kyiv, domestic violence sometimes, although not always, 
lead to criminal prosecution. But there was one guy from 
Chukhryniv, married to a girl from Kyiv, who miscalculated his 
wild force during a domestic fight and later could not defend 
his case.

So, after a thrashing, her husband goes out and comes back 
drunk, sometimes bringing her a bouquet of flowers or a bottle 
of wine. How wonderful that the flowers and the wine do not 
depend on the severity of the beating but on the amount of 
money her husband has at his disposal. He lives off of part-time 
jobs, feast today, famine tomorrow.

“If he had money, it would at least be understandable why 
she put up with it. Dad, when he was in a good mood, would 
become a perfect man! He always cared about his family, 
and always brought the money home! He’s pretty old now 
but still runs a women’s lingerie booth in our marketplace in 
Chukhryniv!” My mother tells her friend Yuliya that she is the 
only person in their institution who knows about her problems 
with her husband. It is not the first time that they have drink 
together, a bottle of  ‘post-mischief’ wine in the college’s storage 
room.

“A pretty good Chilean wine,” says Yulia. “better than a 
French or Italian for the same price.”

“He buys the first one he sees and minds only the price. He 
hasas no clue about wines himself. He drinks only state-made 
vodka or moonshine made in our Chukhryniv.” 

Yulia is a research worker and she is a storage room keeper 
in college. They became friends despite the differences in the 
educational level and family status. Yulia is a divorced woman 
whose company married women should avoid, at least that’s 
what her mother always taught her.

“Stay away from those divorcees! All they do is look for a 
girlfriend’s husband to get into their bed! How many of those 
bitches had a thing for your Dad! It’s not bad if he beats you, it’s 
so much worse if he sleeps around!”
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But she’s not afraid that Yulia might be interested in her 
husband. She has a lover who is an academician and another 
who is a foreigner. Why would she want a serial unemployed 
laborer?

“You know, I nearly smashed this bottle over his head!” 
“Well, why didn’t you?” 
“What would we be drinking now, then?” 
“We would have bought something to drink!” 
“I used that repay bouquet to slap him in the face many 

times. So now he’s bringing me bottles instead.”
The women went silent.
“You know, I can’t take this any longer. Sometimes all is 

quiet, for weeks even, but I’m anticipating. That’s the scariest 
thing. I wish it came faster and went.” 

“Then get a divorce! Marriage should make life easier, not 
more complicated. You said yourself that the best year of your 
life was when he was working away from home!” 

“I wish he had never come back! But he did and everything 
was bothering him for a whole month as if he was making up 
for the time he’d been away!” 

“If you were good without him, that’s a sure sign that you 
need a divorce!” 

“Easier said than done! Then again, I’m not alone! Our 
daughter loves him! He never beats her! It’s all on me!” 

“You gave birth to your daughter at a very early age and 
she, as opposed to mine, is already grown up. She doesn’t need 
Mom anymore. If she loves him so much let them live together. 
And you start thinking about living separately.” 

“But then he will start beating my daughter when 
something goes wrong!” 

“Then it’s going to be your daughter’s problem of how to 
defend herself from him. She must have a boyfriend already!” 

“She does and more than one. But Yulia, it’s easy to give 
advice. You’ve never been in my place.” 

“My mother divorced my father who had been making 
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things bad for both her and me. I’m not saying this is good. 
The best thing would be to make the man you love be what you 
want him to be but that can be very hard.” 

“That’s impossible! You’ve never had your head slammed 
against the wall, Yulia! You’ve never been shaken so hard that 
you saw sparks fly! You know the saying — ‘to see sparks fly?’ 
You read it in books sometimes, but I have the impression that 
the authors don’t know what it means.” 

“And you seem to be proud of knowing what it means to 
see sparks fly…” 

“I wish I never knew! But when you find out, you can 
never be a normal person again!” 

“Okay, accept the role of an abnormal person who loves 
being dragged by the hair and her face bitten.” 

“I don’t love that how can I love that?” 
The women were silent again. Yuliya was sipping on the 

Chilean wine with relish. After all, the battered wife was doing 
the same. Finally, she spoke again.

“Back in our Chukhryniv, no one knows anything about 
normal wine. Everyone likes it sweet. Dad used to always bring 
my mother port, red or white. And she together with neighbor 
women, whom my Dad couldn’t stomach and neither could I, 
would sit around and drink it.” 

“You said, your parents had a large parcel of land on the 
outskirts of Chukhryniv,” remembered Yuliya.

“Yes! There’s an orchard there and also oaks, pines and 
birches! They privatized a patch of woods after the Soviet 
breakup.” 

“Would they build you a cabin so you could live there for a 
while? You could be helping your father selling lingerie.” 

“There is a cabin there!” 
“Do they live in it?” 
“No! We have a large house. They built a couple of 

extensions and porches, but they also built another.” 
“Does it have heating?” 
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“It has everything. These days, even in Chukhryniv, every 
house has everything. It has two bedrooms, a kitchen, a porch 
and a bathroom. They built it for my brother should he decide 
to return to Chukhryniv.” 

“So why don’t you move in there? Your old father won’t 
let you work at his shop?” 

“It’s not about that they won’t let me move into the house.” 
“Oh my God, why? You told me yourself, your brother 

lives abroad and nobody knows when he’s coming back.” 
“First of all, my husband knows where it is. Second, 

why did you leave your husband in Kyiv? One answer: Your 
husband kicked you out of the house. And why did he kick you 
out, because you’d been sleeping around, with a married man, 
no less.” 

“You mean, every house in Chukhryniv has got sanitation 
now, but the locals still don’t have heads on their shoulders?” 

“One local girl got persecuted when she filed a suit against 
her husband! He had broken her arm! It was my husband’s 
classmate! They were both laughing it off together in our 
kitchen. Go ahead and file it! No-one would open the case 
unless she had become disabled as a result of battery and not 
recovered within twenty one working days! And, she had the 
cast removed in two weeks! If he had broken her leg it might 
have been different.” 

“Arms and legs better be okay. And those guys shouldn’t 
perhaps be sent to jail?” 

“They shouldn’t because there they would be obsessed to 
find and punish the one who put them in jail. That has happened 
in our Chukhryniv, too.” 

Yulia poured some more wine, pushed the glass across 
towards her friend and expressed a keen interest in the bloody 
stories of Chukhryniv. Life is monotonous and gray and here 
it is such a storm of passion! It never happens in the tolerant 
circle of her lovers. The battered wife became animated. She 
liked talking about the subject pertaining to her own fate but 
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somewhat distant. An old storytelling strategy came into play. 
“We had an incident once. He seemed an intelligent man, 

a PE teacher at school. He used to pummel his wife and never 
gave her presents afterwards!” The tone of the battered wife 
was slightly ringing with pride, she gets beat but still receives 
gifts. She took a sip of the Chilean wine. “The PE teacher’s wife 
had tricked him, whom he didn’t want at all, into marrying her 
and so he would beat her in every possible way! She persevered 
and persevered until all the love was gone, as in my case. She 
felt she was better off alone than with him and she herself was 
from a family with many children and had nowhere to go. She 
couldn’t divide the house. He had a nasty heartthrob affair with 
a teen. It carries many years in jail more than breaking an arm 
does if you can prove the case!”

“Again, if you do prove the case!” remarked Yulia.
“Yes, it’s not easy to prove their dark deed, that’s the thing! 

And that woman, the PE teacher’s wife, pretended for a long 
time that she didn’t know anything. All the while, she’d been 
spying on him and taking her time. He was having fun and 
stopped beating her. She should have settled for that but she 
had already lost her mind and she was obsessed with putting 
him in jail. She caught the teen sitting on the teacher’s lap in the 
school’s storage room at night and called the police. Nothing 
might have happened because the cops were drinking on duty 
but one of them was jealous of the teacher and his own wife.” 

“Whom he must have been pummeling, too…” 
“Probably, but listen to what happened next. They filed a 

report for child sexual abuse, right there! The teacher’s under 
arrest and in custody until trial! But the teen’s Mom raised a 
racket, my daughter is a straight-A student, an athlete, a master 
of sport in gymnastics! And they brought a certificate that the 
teen was still a virgin, so, there was no violation of the law! He 
got released  before his trial and all the blame was pinned on 
the teacher’s wife!”

“And she was sued for defamation?” 
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“She was found hanging. They ruled it a suicide. Some 
say he did it. Others say he told her: hang yourself, or I’ll kill 
you and it will be a horrible death. Our Chukhryniv was built 
around farms. The houses are all half a kilometer apart. There’s 
no use screaming, especially at night in wintertime.”

“You can do anything you want in your apartment in Kyiv, 
too and no-one will come to help. It’s the inviolability of the 
home, after all. Poor lady! She did what she could to protect 
herself!”

“I don’t feel sorry for her. It was her own fault. No matter 
how he used to beat her, he would have suffered so much worse 
in jail. She shouldn’t have forced him to marry her.”

“But you didn’t force your husband to marry you…” 
“Are you kidding?! He was all over me, he wouldn’t leave 

me alone! He used to stand at the fence, waiting, from 7PM until 
I would come out,” the battered wife recalled her unmarried 
days with a hint of pride.

“But it didn’t work out for you, either and you want to 
break free from him.” 

“I do! I really do! I envy you, Yulia, for being alone, for 
never experiencing the things in your life that I have.”

“Not really. My father was a domestic tyrant, too. And was 
getting on my and my mother’s nerves so much, even though he 
was never threw punches. And my mother divorced him. I felt 
better, even though we moved into a worse place but without 
him. When he was in a good mood, my mother never forgot 
what he had been doing when in a bad mood. And not only did 
she not forget but kept reminding him of it all the time.” 

“The women in Kyiv are smart. In Chukhryniv, if your 
husband is happy, forget what he is like when he was angry!”

“It’s not all that good in Kyiv. My mother would see a 
domestic abuser in every man. She used to literally throw 
tantrums in front of her married girlfriends, why do you still 
live with him? He’s degrading you and you keep trying to 
please him anyway you can! None of her girlfriends wanted to 
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talk to her anymore and she was angry. I was a teenager and 
sensed it. And she would yell at me for the hundredth time, 
they don’t want to come see us, keep making stuff up, one is 
sick, another is busy, all because I’m telling the truth that one 
should not live with a hellraiser! It’s a bad example for their 
daughters! When a woman forgives a man for his bad treatment 
she betrays womankind of the world! And later, she wouldn’t 
let me build a relationship with anyone. I kept hearing her all 
the time say, how can he treat you this way?! How can you take 
all of this?! I have no idea how I even got married. But it was not 
for long! My husband left me after she threw a fit in front of him 
for the umpteenth time, saying that he didn’t care about me and 
didn’t tend to the baby! But I loved him! And that was domestic 
violence, too, except it wasn’t by my father it was my mother!” 

“But she did get a divorce and so did you — and that was 
it, you managed to start a new life!” 

“Yes, I later managed to get her out of my life! But it took 
me my whole life!” 

Yulia was about to tell her how she managed to move out 
from her mother’s home, but her battered friend was not ready 
or prepared to listen, only to talk. The problems of domestic 
violence that had been defeated took a backseat. The women 
went back to the problems of violence still undefeated and 
threatening. In the half-lit college storage room, the horrible 
stories and legends of Chukhryniv were coming alive.

“There was this one woman in Chukhryniv, I never saw 
her, but my parents mentioned her so many times that it seemed 
like she was an old acquaintance. My mother, even though she 
was a Communist party member, used to cross herself when 
she was talking about her. Her name was Melaniya.” 

“Melaniya?” 
“Yes, Melaniya. A rare name, the name day is only once 

in four years, every leap year. No-one else had that name in 
Chukhryniv. All of us, old and young, had names like Olia, 
Valia, or Natalia. But her name was Melaniya. I heard more 
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than once, do you want to end up like Melaniya? The mention 
of her was used to instill fear in young women.” 

“So, what did she do?” 
“Her husband used to beat her badly and not just when he 

was angry. One day, when he hit her very badly in a forbidden 
area, she pushed him into the cellar, the hatch just happened 
to be open. He hit the back of his head on concrete and died 
instantly. When they got him out, the police filed a report that 
he fell by accident. Melaniya spent the next few days at home 
crying but then went running to make a confession. My parents 
remember it all. Dad always used to say, never leave the cellar 
hatch open or it will bury you. So the poor woman went to jail. 
Malaniya never returned to Chukhryniv. She died in jail.

“Oh my God! Chukhryniv is full of horrors, but it looks like 
such a picturesque place from the outside! In summertime, it’s 
just heaven!” Yuliya and her foreigner boyfriend once dropped 
by Chukhryniv during a roadtrip of Ukraine.

“I would never call it heaven” the native of Chukhryniv 
paraphrased the national poet, once again emotionally reliving 
the horrible story of Melaniya.

“Sure, what kind of heaven is that? You don’t even have a 
restaurant there. We had to drive a long while until we found 
a place to eat.” 

“Yes, Chukhryniv is off the highway! Even if there was 
a restaurant, who would go there? Everyone has their own 
meatballs and pickles at home. But listen what else happened 
in Chukhryniv.” 

The next story was of the storyteller’s own family or 
actually her husband’s.

“His grandfather, infuriated, pulled the ladder out from 
under the feet of his wife who was running to the attic for cover 
from her husband’s rage. The incident got covered up, it was 
ruled an accident and they found witnesses, even though there 
had been no-one near. But unlike sinner Melaniya, that old man 
never repented and never confessed. He continued living as if 
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it was really an accident, and lived a long life. Digging in the 
garden, alone, she died suddenly, like a righteous person. No 
widow married the young widower again, even though he had 
a very good house. In fact, a large portion of the money we 
paid for our Kyiv apartment was from the sale of that house. A 
painter from Kyiv bought it.”

“Isn’t that the house on the hill to one side, the one with a 
small tower?” 

“That’s the one. The painter built the tower. And my 
husband’s grandfather built the stone house… Yulka, I cannot 
live like this any longer! There’s blood all around and the sparks 
flying!” 

“You’ve told me so much today! My information input 
centers are overloaded!” Yuliya put her hand on her forehead. 
“You need to open a help office for female victims of domestic 
violence in your Chukhryniv.” 

“There is such a thing?” 
“There is and more than just one. I work at one, part time 

and helped my mother get a job there. She hates rowdy men. 
Her protest energy has found its sensible use.”

“Why didn’t you tell me? You knew the problems I had 
and you didn’t tell me? You think this wine that my husband 
brings after another bout of ‘mischief’ is all the wine we’re 
going to have? There will be other wine!” 

“Of course there will be! But remember, I told you about 
that crisis center many times before! There’s a psychologist 
there and a lawyer…” 

“Why would I need a lawyer? The PE teacher’s wife also 
went to a lawyer at the village council and what good did that 
do her? Dad told me that Melaniya had a lawyer visit her, too, 
but it didn’t help anything. Melaniya went to jail for a long 
time. No, that’s not for me. And I don’t need a psychologist, 
either. How do I tell a stranger about all of it, that my husband 
is dragging me by the hair, about to rip my scalp off? I’d rather 
die than tell anybody about all of it!” 
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“It’s up to you. Nobody’s going to drag you there by the 
hair against your will.”

“Yulia, that’s not funny!” 
“But you said yourself that you used to go to a priest in 

Chukhryniv and tell him everything!”
“You can’t compare it! He’s a priest! He wouldn’t tell 

anybody except God!” 
“Do you believe in God?” 
“I don’t! If there was a God, he would have put my husband 

on the straight and narrow! Now tell me, Yulka, would there be 
domestic violence if there really was a God in heaven?” 

“Why do you ask me? Talk to the priest about that! You say 
you don’t believe in God, but you trust the priest!” 

“I do!”
“What’s his name? Father Feofan? Father Feofil?” 
“Father Fedir. What a fine church he built in Chukhryniv! 

Even my Dad started going there!” 
“When he was in a good mood?” 
“He’s mostly in a good mood now in his old age, more so 

than he used to be.” 
“Maybe you should bring your husband to the Chukhryniv 

church of yours more often, then? What’s it called?” 
“Voznesenska! Father Fedir prays for everyone during 

service, Melaniya, her husband and my husband’s grandpa and 
Grandma...” 

“And the PE teacher’s wife…” 
“No, he doesn’t pray for her. She took her own life, after 

all. You can’t pray for people like that in church.”
“Poor woman, she doesn’t even deserve a prayer for the 

repose of her soul! Of all of your stories this one struck me the 
most.” 

“What about mine? Didn’t my story strike you? Why don’t 
you say something, Yulka? Does my story not strike you? You 
hear me? Doesn’t my story strike you?” 

“So, what does Father Fedir think of your situation?” 
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Yuliya rechannelled the energy of her hurting friend who, it 
seemed, was about to burst out crying.

“He kept talking about humility and about repentance. 
That my husband is a sinner for allowing himself to be violent, 
but I must not be the one to judge him, only God.” 

“Then maybe we should stop right here and later God 
will reward you for humility and punish your husband for his 
‘mischiefs’.”

“But that’s so unfair! I’ve didn’t do anything wrong! He’s 
always picking a fight with me over nothing! Here, look! Let me 
turn on the light, why do we have to sit here in the dark? Look! 
These are his fingernail marks on my arms! See this? They’re 
even festering! Sometimes I even have a fever during the first 
day!” 

“But you need it to last twenty one working days! You told 
me yourself! Otherwise you can’t sue him!” 

“I don’t want to sue him! I want to live separately from 
him, that’s all! Listen, Yulia, maybe that center of yours could 
buy me a small apartment, at least a studio? It would be a real 
help to a victim of domestic violence! Yulia, they live on money 
from abroad! They’re rich! They really should help women who 
have nowhere to go!” 

“Can you imagine if they would have to build entire blocks 
of apartment buildings with at least two hundred women in 
each? And where would they put those women then, in a textile 
factory? It’s all automated, there’s no need for that many hired 
hands.” 

“I’m not going to a textile factory!” exclaimed the victim 
of domestic violence with tears in her voice, but then realized 
that no-one was actually going to send her off to that imaginary 
factory and burst out laughing and Yulia burst out laughing, 
too and they both were laughing for such a long time that the 
door lady came to check what was going on in the storage room 
and why those two women were not going home, even though 
the working day was long over. So, the girlfriends left having 
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finished their Chilean wine.
They said their goodbyes at the bus stop, for they lived at 

the opposite ends of the city.
“You know what else Father Fedir was telling me that I 

had to respect myself more. Then your husband would also 
respect you more.” 

“That’s exactly the idea that I’ve been trying to drive home 
to you all this time,” replied Yuliya. 

“But it’s not fair to say that! I respect myself, I work hard! I 
show up for work the next day and not after twenty one days!” 

The bus arrived and interrupted the conversation that had 
lasted a very long time that day.

And what is the plot of this story? There is none, because 
a plot emerges when the actors are prepared to face their fate. 
A plot begins when at least some of the characters are prepared 
to change their fate themselves. Inertia does not create a plot, it 
only sets up another Chukhryniv life story with a more or less 
tragic ending like the family stories of the PE teacher, Melaniya, 
or the storyteller’s husband.

“Everything dies eventually,” philosophically spoke the 
grandson of the grandparents, handing his wife the telegram. An 
anachronism that’s inappropriate in the age of mobile phones 
and e-mail. Her parents’ generation in Chukhryniv generally 
do not use the Internet, but they all have mobile phones.

“We sent you a telegram in case you’d need it for a leave 
application at work,” the mother cries over the phone. 

Dad died precisely when she and Yuliya were sitting in the 
storage room and drinking the post-mischief Chilean wine but 
her mother didn’t know. He didn’t come home from his booth, 
and didn’t answer the phone. She ran to the marketplace. He 
was sitting behind the counter with his head thrown back and 
staring into the distance with his dead eyes.

“Died at work like a true communist,” cries her mother.
“Shall we go today or tomorrow?” she asks her husband.
Of course, all of Chukhryniv was at Dad’s funeral. Even 
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her brother came from abroad. Father Fedir said the last rites 
prayer for the former Communist Party member and asked the 
people in attendance to forgive the deceased all his sins.

“Had he ever sinned?” people would say. “He kept 
working until his last day and bringing all the money home.”

After the funeral and the feast, the closest family members 
gathered at the new cabin. Her mother, she and her husband 
and her brother with his wife.

“When are you going back?” her mother asks her son.
“We have come back,” he replies.
“Take the big house then and I’ll live here.” 
“We’ll figure that out,” says the son. “Father wasn’t ill, was 

he?” 
“He wasn’t,” replies the mother, “and he was feeling 

fine in the morning of his last day but he had some sort of 
premonition.”

“Premonition?” everyone asked in unison, surprised.
“Premonition because, believe it or not, a few days prior… 

he said… he apologized for… the dance of the wild that used to 
take place in our home.”

“What dance of the wild?” the son’s wife asked.
“Dad would sometimes batter us all, like we weren’t  

human,” explained the son. “But most of the time he was in a 
good mood.”

And the mother continued:
“I said to him, why apologize, we have long forgotten 

everything! I had and the kids, too! But he said, give my 
apologies to the kids. I said, never mind the kids, never mind 
the apologies, you have given them your all. And he said again, 
give me a word that, if I can’t do this myself, you’ll apologize to 
them for me. So, here you go, I have fulfilled his wish.”



PSYCHOLOGICAL COMMENTARY 
LIUDMYLA NYKONENKO, KATERYNA BOROZDINA

It makes sense to look at this story of dismay, hidden 
despair and succumbing to violence from several perspectives. 
The first one is the strategy of comprehensive assistance to the 
particular community where destructive norms of behavior and 
interaction are widespread. The second one is the psychosocial 
support of the particular family. The third one is the support 
of the particular victim of violence. Of course, the efforts of 
psychologists, social workers and lawyers will be most effective 
if the work is performed in all three areas simultaneously. Let 
us examine them in more detail.

With every approach, it is necessary to take into account the 
gender component. Women, more often than men, suffer from 
severe forms of violence: domestic violence, forced marriage, 
etc. This is the main obstacle to achieving equality between 
men and women. Equality is a key element in the prevention of 
violence against women.

The unwillingness to ‘wash dirty linen in public,’ the lack 
of confidence in receiving quality support, the stereotype that 
‘beating your wife is a sign of love,’ which is passed down from 
a mother to a daughter, especially in rural areas, the lack of the 
most basic information about the forms and manifestations of 
violence in a community are all the reasons why women conceal 
incidents of violence. It’s the same vicious circle over and 
over again: the previous generation has raised their children 
according to the principle, “bear with your husband,” the 
current generation acts the way it was taught in childhood and 
will teach the same to their children — the future generation.

The characters in the short story not only accept violence as 
an element of relationships but even justify it. Such justification 
is an evil that will not allow a break from the circle of violence 
because usually, the husband, who acts as a tyrant at home, 
is a patient, level-headed and nice person in the eyes of the 
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people around him. Many of his acquaintances have nothing 
bad to say about the man who would change his mask at home 
and become unbearable for his family. This is why one of the 
biggest fears of such people is that their tyrannical tendencies 
may be revealed. The same can be said about the woman who 
is a victim of violence. Often, outside the home, the woman 
generates an image of a happy family with a protector husband 
who guards and cares rather than batters or degrades her. The 
woman may take the ruination of the ‘fairytale image’ no less 
hard than violence itself. Such a position is common among 
representatives of different generations but especially the older 
one.

Comprehensive support of the community, where physical 
and psychological violence are normal and widespread, mainly 
begins with collaborating with the community leaders who are 
prepared to invest their time, effort and influence to address the 
problem.

In this short story, the figure that has the respect and trust of 
Chukhryniv residents, particularly the protagonist, is the priest 
of the local church. In other communities, the same role may be 
played by teachers, medics, or businessmen — the profession 
does not matter. The trust and respect of the community are 
the decisive factor here. A leader who has the trust and respect 
and has the requisite prior knowledge, can disseminate the 
information quickly and effectively, engage as many people as 
possible and initiate the behavioral change in the community.

The behavioral change may also be initiated through 
‘equals consulting.’ In the short story, informal conversations 
between the protagonist and her colleague Yuliya show this 
type of awareness-raising. By confiding in a person who has 
gone through a similar life crisis and found a way out, a victim 
of violence can begin to articulate possible ways out of the 
difficult situation and make the first steps in that direction. 
After a referral for professional counselling, such conversations 
may serve the function of social support that a person needs.
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Also important are the resources of social services whose 
employees are responsible for taking care of families in difficult 
life circumstances — which also includes domestic violence that 
causes psychological trauma in all family members. It should 
be noted that a family member who commits violence may also 
require special help. It may be inferred from Dad’s quotes in the 
short story that he has realized the destructive effect of his own 
actions and feels guilt before his children and wife. It is entirely 
possible that adopting non-violent ways of conflict resolution 
and communication in the family would have changed the lives 
of its members for the better.

Activities at the community level or specifically at the 
family level make changes at the individual level easier. But 
what does a victim do when s/he is left one on one with violence 
and the inner circle is not able to help and change?

A person who is willing to help a victim of violence (such 
as the short story’s protagonist), while trying to facilitate 
individual change, usually bumps into fears common in 
victims. These include fear of condemnation by the inner circle 
(relatives, neighbors, colleagues, etc.), fear of uncertainty and 
fear of taking responsibility for your own wellbeing and life. 
There are many such fears and inner obstacles — often too 
many.

The freezing reaction may take hold in the behavior of 
a child who has been living in a situation of chronic violence 
from an early age (“I’m not here. I’m like dead. Don’t beat 
me.”). When that child grows up, it will be hard for him/her 
to actively oppose violence in adulthood. This type of behavior 
is characteristic of the short story’s protagonist. An aggressive 
reaction against the abuser may also take hold where a child 
tries to protect him/herself at least in some way, which is 
characteristic of older and more active children. Such behavior 
can provoke new cycles of violence and extreme brutality that 
is hazardous to health — down to a threat to life.

Professional psychological and legal guidance helps 
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untangle fears, conflicts and uncertainties. To that end, an 
individual strategy is developed that takes account of the 
psychological characteristics and the needs of a particular 
person and his/her inner circle. In any case, the long journey 
begins with the first step. That step may be a call to a hotline 
for prevention of domestic violence that guarantees the 
professionalism of its consultants, anonymity of the caller 
and ability to stop the conversation at any moment to ensure 
psychological safety of those calling for help.



SERHIY OSOKA

THE BITTER SCENT OF THE FATHER

When the alcohol is almost finished and the glass is 
standing on the table like a twist in the dark, droopy and 
nervous, the window with heavy brown curtains begins to 
show through before the eyes like it always does on cold nights. 
The balcony door reveals itself in the dark, half-closed, letting 
in cement dust and outdoor odors of the crooked children’s 
swings and frozen wintery sand. Inside the room, the odors get 
cracked and chipped and become heavy and ominous like my 
inability to get out of here, at least once, at least for a short while 
and take a deep breath. I am destined to stand here, leaning on 
the doorframe, sneakily peel the paint off the door and force 
it under my fingernails. I’m holding my arms straight down 
by my sides and listening to his voice that has long stopped 
reaching my brain and instead sinks under my skin. It no longer 
makes my heart pound or makes me look down, only my hands 
twitch nervously time and again and my legs get heavy as if 
stuffed with wet sawdust. Every door behind my back is closed 
and only occasional startled sighs from the hallway tell me 
that there’s life outside this room. However, opening the door 
is not that easy a task. Before I open the door, I must hear all 
his words, take every pin under my skin, all the vomit, all the 
miasma with which he fills the crumbly eclair that is my body 
every night like a skilful pastry chef. I can only shift from foot 
to foot every so often so he doesn’t notice, wiggle my toes inside 
my socks and try hard not to yawn. When the voices outside go 
quiet and the TV goes silent and he gets tired of his own voice 
he finally lets me go and I can lock myself up in my room and 
with an imaginary knife, rub off everything he has slapped on 
my skin half the night.

For a long time, my hatred for him remained a secret, but 
it was there from the very start, since the day I first saw his 
grey herringbone wool coat, his black sweater and his shoes 
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polished to an unnatural shine. His eyes with dark circles from 
past binge drinking had no use for niceties, they immediately 
cut through anyone. His fingers, accustomed to grabbing and 
choking anything that offered any resistance, be it a fish, a job, 
or a woman’s breast, would leave bruise marks every time. His 
numerous notepads, bound magazines, newspaper clippings, 
photo albums and postcards with airplanes and tanks on 
them, perfectly stacked in drawers, edge to edge, were fraught 
with danger. His glossy leather belts hanging on the inside of 
the closet door would sneak up on you like snakes with the 
promise of a close encounter. Nothing could hit quite as calmly 
and indifferently like those belts wrapped tightly around his 
reddish hand. At first, they made some brakes inside of me 
squeal. I was hearing things fall on a cold and hard surface but 
after a while, the apathy and decadence of his big black belts got 
the better of me. I could feel the forked leather tongue burn my 
back but nothing inside of me would shake or move anymore, 
except time and again, my nerves would burst spontaneously, 
making me jig like a fish on a hook.

I was often haunted by the same fear. I had a vision of 
somebody’s feet tromping at our door at night and our secure 
door lock fighting back and buzzing under the pressure from 
the hairy arms but ultimately giving in. Of three or four big bad 
guys stumbling into the room where we are all sleeping. And 
while my temples will be getting covered with cold and tacky, 
almost slimy sweat and my hands will be clutching my blanket 
until they cramp and turn white and some insurmountable 
dam will stop the scream inside my throat, the bad guys will 
be methodically killing my mother, my sister and him. Well, 
maybe the sister will slip away. I likely won’t. I’m sleeping in 
the corner near the balcony door. I’m going to be hearing their 
evil laughs and guttural growls and wait for my turn. They will 
take their time. They’re going to step over the pearly streams 
of red with disgust and throw blankets over the faces to muffle 
the croaks. Finally, one of them will slowly walk up to me, grab 
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me by the hair, push me into the pillow and slash my bulging 
throat with a knife. I’m going to be twitching just like the others, 
catching the glimpses of the ceiling, the top closet shelf and the 
chandelier in bright flashes, croaking and trying to breathe, 
already covered in hot, tacky blood from head to toe. But before 
I go silent for good, before I fall into an endless sleep, I’m going 
to see his ugly feet with patches of hair on his toes and badly 
trimmed nails stop twitching and freeze still. That will be the 
best thing I would want to see before I die.

He and my mother got along well. She liked the way he 
got up from bed in the morning and shuffled in his crooked 
cavalryman’s gait to the kitchen to make her coffee. She 
probably liked the way his eyes would bore into her and how 
he would grab her tightly in the dark-lit hallway, leaning all 
over her. She liked the smell of his aftershave lotion in the 
bath towel. She loved his worn-out slippers and underwear. 
She loved the poems that he copied off from somewhere and 
photographs with him as a military officer. She used to lay his 
pants on the ironing board in an airy and dreamy fashion like 
a bride would handle her veil. I, on the other hand, avoided 
touching his things. If I had to wash the dish after him, I first 
let the water run over it. I never read the newspapers after he 
had read them. I hated the movies that he admired. And any 
activities that he engaged me in would stir anger in me which, 
however, I learned to tame that very quickly.

The worst thing was working out. He would wake me up 
at six in the morning, I would wash my face, walk out into the 
hallway and do a lot of squatting, bending and jumping. He 
would stand next to me in a striped bathrobe, make a wry face 
and give me instructions. He would pick on every inaccurate 
move, curling his lips with disdain. Words would fly out of 
his mouth like empty tin cans straight into my face. He would 
stand over me and the smell of his lotion would be unbearable. 
He would threaten me that the next day we would both go for a 
morning run all the way down to the river and swim together. I 
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totally couldn’t see myself walking into the water near him. He 
swore he would give me a monthly fitness test and if I failed, 
I would be facing the ‘drilling.’ And just moments before my 
skin would rupture from rage and my pointy bones would 
pierce through him, he would spit disdainfully and say gruffly, 
‘Dismissed.’ I would lift myself up from the floor and trudge to 
the shower to wash away his workout. It wouldn’t wash away 
so fast, though and I would go through a good half-day, filled 
with it to the brim and boiling with rage.

If I managed to run off to my Grandma or stay at my friend’s 
for a sleepover, I was happy. But I couldn’t pull that off often. 
In fact, it was extremely rare and sporadic. He wouldn’t give 
me a chance to run off just like that. When I would come home 
from school already overwhelmed with a sense of foreboding, 
he would bark at me sharply to come into the room and inform 
me that I could change and eat something, but he’d be waiting 
to have a talk with me in the evening. He didn’t care to have the 
talk right there and then. He wanted to make me wait, revel in 
the anticipation and get enough of picturing the creaky closet 
door opening and the belt being wrapped around his hand. 
That was his innocent man’s sport in the home where there 
could only be one master.

On days like that, what I wanted the most was to disappear, 
or, if not disappear completely then at least to occupy as little 
space in this world as possible. I would hop on the couch and 
wrap my arms around my knees. It made me feel like I was 
really becoming smaller. That brought some relief but not for 
long. In the evening he would bark at me in the same sharp 
manner to come to the living room and then he would give 
me an hour long lecture about some imaginary bad marks, not 
knowing what I want to do in life, or making too much noise 
when taking off my shoes in the hallway. I had nowhere to run. 
All I wanted to do was to just slump down onto the floor and 
fall asleep.

However, he probably would never have broken me 
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completely if not for the dog. The dog’s name was Tiapa. They 
adopted the dog but then they got tired of her. They kept letting 
her outside on her own until she picked up ringworm. There 
was no way the dog could get ringworm at home. As soon as I 
came home from school I was ordered to take her to Bazylevkyi 
Hill, tie her leash to a tree and leave her there. It wasn’t that 
I couldn’t disobey. I didn’t even remotely think that I could 
disobey.

The leash was red. I remember it very well and in detail, 
the length, the texture of the fabric, the shape of the buckle. The 
dog looked pitiful and scruffy but cheerful. She was running 
through springtime puddles, wagging her tail. She couldn’t 
know what kind of a mission I had been assigned. The mission 
was too hard. It was bearing on me with all its weight — and I 
broke down. I walked into the nearest liquor store and ordered 
myself a bottle of beer ostensibly for my father. They gave me 
one. I was dragging the dog through the streets with solitary 
cottages scattered along, across the tiny bog, across the small 
creek, sipping from the bottle, spilling the beer on my jacket and 
coughing. I was hungry because I didn’t get to have dinner and 
so I got drunk quickly. For as long as I could, I tried to keep the 
thoughts out of my head and not burst out sobbing. But once 
we stepped onto the tiny bridge over the small river underneath 
the hill I fell down onto the bridge planks and sunk my head 
down into the water. I vividly remember green duckweed and 
dark colored watermeal touching my lips, a crushed tin can 
floating down the middle and the water smelling putrid and 
oozy. I don’t remember tying the leash but what I do remember 
though was how I was running away from the dog crying loud 
and how the world was hanging over me and pushing down 
until it split me in half. I don’t remember how I got home. The 
dog followed me about an hour later. She got washed, combed 
out and treated with an ointment as if nothing had happened.

Since then I had become real quiet and hopeless. For a 
while, he would still call me out to have a talk and give me the 
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belting, each time offering me to pick the execution tool myself. 
I would indifferently point at one of the belts. But the belts had 
kind of withered and the pain had also withered. It no longer 
reached anywhere inside of me. I was standing there, bent over 
and sensed the smell of his lotion that was the scent of a willow 
tree and freshly paned wooden board with some almost cognac 
note, an Asian scent, a green one. These days, I can smell it 
when I want.

Eventually, I got rid of my father, I mean, my stepfather. 
When he started drinking and smashed a light bulb against my 
mother’s face. I grabbed that same red leash and lashed him. I 
knew he would hit back and waited for it. First, he hit me with 
his booze breath and then punched me in the face, leaving a red 
bruise and a scratch from his finger ring on my cheek. I let out 
an evil laugh, slammed the door and ran to the village to call 
my grandDad.

Two days later, his belongings were sitting outside the 
door, already packed. And he was sitting on the couch in my 
room for the last time, meek and jaded. He was reaching his red 
hands out to me, crying and asking forgiveness. A heavy splash 
of sunlight lay on his shoulder. There were some hammers, 
pliers and chisels scattered around beneath his feet. I could not 
forgive him and I did not want to forgive him. I had nothing in 
me. So, I slipped out of his drunken, sweaty arms and rushed 
out of the room, carefully, as if walking on bumps so that I 
didn’t step on any of the tools.

Now, when the evening falls and a bottle of brandy is 
agonizingly glowing in the dark, I hear the balcony door creak 
and the curtains become heavy and still. Now he’s going to call 
me. A moment before that happens, I peel the paint off the door 
and force it under my fingernail.



PSYCHOLOGICAL COMMENTARY 
ANASTASIYA KORENKOVA, KATERYNA BOROZDINA

In this piece, the memories of the boy’s childhood are 
permeated by dislike of the stepfather, an alcohol abuser who 
was abusing the ‘right of raising’ with the silent consent of his 
mother. The stepfather would brazenly demonstrate his power 
in the family by resorting to ‘military’ and anti-pedagogic 
methods. The fact that he never gained respect in the eyes of 
the child generated even bigger antagonism and hatred in him.

The short story describes common types of violence — 
psychological and physical.

The protagonist’s memories suggest a deep autistic 
disorder, a total loneliness of an adolescent person. This is typical 
of children growing up in dysfunctional alcoholic families. 
When they grow up, they carry the pain of a lost childhood 
inside them for a long time without sharing it even with their 
close ones. This pain becomes a heavy stone that prevents them 
from living and enjoying life.

In an alcoholic family, where there is no trust and security, 
children are under constant stress and often feel helpless. The 
text describes the desire to disappear or become small to avoid 
suffering. Having experienced this as a child, a person will not 
be able to fully express him/herself, be him/herself, accept his/
her expressions and understand him/herself later in adult life.

If we read the text carefully, we will identify the intuitive 
strategies used by the protagonist for overcoming the traumatic 
situation. They are minor self-injury (forcing paint under the 
fingernails), persistent fears, use of alcohol and tendency to 
escape a conflict situation instead of accepting and resolving it. 
There is a description of clear sensory markers that will trigger 
memories of the stepfather in the future, scent of the lotion, 
glossy belts. For the boy, home was a battlefield and a hazard to 
both body and soul.

Children in such families live with the feeling of being 
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deserted and unwanted and do not feel loved. They often have 
unstable or low self-esteem because their parents locked in a 
‘dependent/co-dependent’ dyad do not praise them enough. 
The success criteria are undefined; the child does not understand 
the adults and is excessively criticized and degraded. The 
description of a morning workout is an emphatic illustration 
of this: ‘He would pick on every move, curling his lips with 
disdain.’ 

The child gets extremely negative messages and ideas from 
the parents: ‘I am not needed, I am unimportant, I cannot do 
anything right, I cannot be trusted.’ He is constantly haunted by 
the feeling of anxiety and insecurity about tomorrow. In such 
families children are not allowed to make mistakes and because 
of the lack of support in childhood and weak family roots, the 
individual does not feel the ground under their feet for their 
entire life.

Children from such families most often feel anger that 
stems from sadness and pain. But a child cannot express anger, 
s/he is not allowed to, which over time leads to a general 
depletion of feelings. If you do not accept and do not express 
your feelings, eventually you stop feeling. We see the denial 
of body sensations and the feeling of fear in the part of the text 
about the leather belts that the stepfather used to punish the 
boy.

Children from families of alcohol abusers use a lot of energy 
just to survive and protect themselves. Often, productivity, 
accomplishment and efficiency in life are not even the question. 
Survival replaces growth and development.

A very traumatic moment was the situation with the dog. 
The protagonist was forced to commit violence himself and 
that took whatever strength he had left to counter his fear 
and dislike of the stepfather. The conflict involving physical 
violence against the mother, when the son rose to her defense, 
became crucial.

Individuals with similar experiences do not trust the world 
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and other people, their feelings are suppressed and that is why 
they cannot become truly close with others and build healthy 
relationships. They suffer from depression, frustration, bad 
feelings and fear of the future. It is common that they use alcohol 
to dull the suffering, now in the present time the narrator has a 
bottle of brandy on the table.

It is important for an adult to reflect on his/her life story 
and acknowledge that there are certain personal development 
problems that need to be addressed for the sake of living 
a fulfilling life. It is necessary to make a decision to step out 
of being a victim and steer your own life course. In this case, 
parents can be a graphic example of how not to raise children 
and build a family.

We would recommend working with a professional who 
will help to rid the deformed childhood and get over the loss of 
the real childhood. The way this grieving naturally works is not 
productive until adolescence, as a child lacks self-awareness 
and critical thinking. During the period of transition, the trauma 
of being raised in an alcoholic family has a negative effect on 
identity formation of the unique and dignified personality. 
Later on, the outcome of such development becomes an obstacle 
to creating your own family.

After a person acknowledges, accepts and addresses his/
her childhood situation, s/he will be able to build productive 
strategies for adult life.

Psychological commentary



LARYSA DENYSENKO

FALLING FLAT LIKE A PANCAKE

 “I already have the approval of the lady working here, 
the lady with the nervy face, so I only need your signature,” 
said the man with the loud plummy voice. With a voice like 
that, he should be singing in the opera instead of delivering 
clean bedding. Marina squinted her eyes and when she raised 
her head she saw the woman at the desk staring at her, waiting 
for a confirmation. Did she give an approval or not? That’s 
how Marina became the lady with the nervy face. And it was 
obvious to the junior staff.

Staring back at her from the mirror was a woman faded, 
jaded and weary, with a bright lipstick forming a horseshoe 
but not the good-luck kind of horseshoe. Her elaborate makeup 
and goopy eyes reminded Marina of a tablecloth in a roadhouse 
in Crimea. It was so dirty that it would be impossible to clean 
and nobody would bother to, so someone dyed it maroon as if 
that would have made food and drink stains less visible against 
the backdrop.

‘Why would a woman want a degree? Who needs it? 
Five years of shaking her butt in front of college boys instead 
of having children like a normal woman? Take my wife for 
example, she finished trade school, had a son, and then I made 
her a hotel manager with no expectations to do anything. Well-
fed, well-groomed and warm that’s what her husband used to 
say about her. He was telling the truth. That was exactly how 
it was. 

Except it wasn’t his son, it was another man’s child. And 
it wasn’t exactly a trade school that she finished but hotel 
management school. Her Dad didn’t let her continue her 
studies. He said he couldn’t see any talent in her. ‘What can 
you be except maybe a school teacher? But first you sort things 
out with your own son, raise him and then you can tamper with 
other children.’ 
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She had a child at an early age, before she was nineteen. She 
came to visit Viktor in the army and he told her: ‘Since you’re 
here, don’t screw around Marina. Everyone comes here only to 
bring food and get laid or else the guys won’t understand.’ 

She did bring food—sausages and pancakes and a three-
litre jar of stewed fruit and some plum buns. The army fellow 
later complained that it caused nausea and diarrhea and he 
asked her to bring apple buns next time. She got laid that day, 
too. And so, Ivan was conceived. Now, it was Marina who 
had nausea and suffered from diarrhea for a long time and not 
because of buns.

And he didn’t even want the buns from her anymore. He 
didn’t take anything else, just gave his patronymic and they 
parted ways. He went to Odesa, first to a navy boot camp, 
then the Navy. Marina went back to her parents and then to 
a maternity hospital. ‘Entirely different concepts,’ noted her 
friend Anzhela. The future held no apple buns for her. There 
was Ivan Viktorovych but no future, go figure.

Her lawful husband’s name was also Viktor, an exquisite 
man, ten years her senior. However, he looked well over forty 
because of the weight of both his body and his job. Even back 
then, he was already holding some authority at the office and 
used to talk about how careful he had to be, walking the ‘knife’s 
edge of corruption,’ and at some point that ‘knife’ became 
just an ordinary piece of cutlery, the one that makes it easy to 
cut warm meat and stuff one’s face. Did she take advantage 
of that? Of course she did because she belonged to him. He 
never adopted Ivan. The matching patronymic was convincing 
enough to ‘stop people from talking too much.’ 

At their wedding Marina overheard their mothers talk 
about how her husband ‘took her with another man’s child.’ The 
main theme of the event was he took her and not just her but the 
child, too. That alone made her husband worthy of sainthood! 
He was a hero in the eyes of both mothers. They didn’t say that 
to each other though, but to everyone interested and there were 
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quite a few as everyone was dying to know what had she done 
to hook such a fine lad that he took her as a wife, let alone with 
a bastard son.

Viktor’s mother was calling Ivan a ‘by-blow,’ and there will 
come a day when she will say it out loud, throw it in Marina’s 
face and then Ivan’s face, too. By that time though, Marina and 
Ivan are not going to shudder anymore. It’s like giving blood 
for testing by jabbing your finger with a sharp needle, it hurts 
every time, but the pain is less each time.

Marina’s Mom was calling Ivan her ‘grandbaby.’ Marina’s 
husband didn’t mind the ‘grandbaby’ when he married her 
dear daughter. It’s such a burden, people, such a burden, such 
a shame you know. ‘She ruined her life by having a baby, but 
we’re God’s people, aren’t we, how could she abort the baby? 
She was so young. She was still a child herself. No, don’t say 
that, he didn’t force her, just tricked her, talked her into it, 
used her and then ran off on his ship but we would never put 
him into a wedding suit anyway. Not that type of a person. 
You can’t rely on someone like that but Viktor does carry that 
burden, see? We had almost given up hope.’ Then she would 
burst into tears.

Every time Marina overheard her Mom’s confessions 
about the intimate details of her life, she would blush and stifle 
the scream inside of her, as if someone had pulled her out of the 
womb and was slapping her butt cheeks lightly, saying: ‘She’s 
got a tail!’

Her marriage with Viktor was like sugared honey, thick 
and sticky. Probably that was because they already had a child. 
All the rails had been laid, all the routes established, the schedule 
finalized, work-home-work-home-vacation-work-home.

Some people stick with it for the sake of a child, others put 
up with a child for the sake of someone. However, the patience 
always runs out and it’s usually before the marriage ends but 
after the relationship is over.

After the wedding, Marina was on maternity leave for a year 
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taking care of Ivan. Viktor kept waiting for the ‘real maternity’ 
to begin when his young wife, unburdened by work, would 
get pregnant again and give birth to the ‘real Viktorovych.’ The 
wait was in vain. Two years passed. Marina was beginning to 
feel rusty. She enrolled Ivan in kindergarten and signed up for 
accounting courses. Viktor didn’t interfere and didn’t object but 
he was oozing with skepticism. ‘If you never learnt to count at 
school, you’re brain dead.’ 

Still, he did help her get a manager job at an affiliated hotel 
later on. Viktor’s then-boss remarked, ‘Why does she stay at 
home doing nothing? She never gave you a child, she might 
as well at least bring a penny home.’ Some people live by the 
rules, some by unspoken rules or the law of God and some by 
the high opinion of their bosses.

They used to go to church, too, particularly on Easter when 
they would wear traditional embroidered shirts, line small 
baskets with ritual cloths and put all kinds of food in them. 
They would invite guests and gather at their home. Marina 
would make sure that everything went smoothly and that 
Viktor would not get angry should he lose to the kid at egg 
tapping. She had to be quick enough to tell him she accidentally 
had given him a cracked egg.

One day at a party, the wife of one of Viktor’s deputies 
moved her chair next to Marina and started whispering: ‘Don’t 
beat yourself up, Marina, his secretary hasn’t been able to get 
pregnant by him for the past two years and she’s been trying. 
Your husband’s sperm is dead.’ She burst out laughing, threw 
her head back and started coughing as if she had choked on his 
dead sperm herself.

Marina could not remember the first time it happened. 
Maybe it was when she was retelling him a humorous story 
from her conversation with Anzhela after some party and 
quoted Anzhela who had said, ‘Viktor the Second.’ It was 
perfectly obvious what he read into that joke. However, to this 
day she still cannot tell whether she just hunkered down at the 
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right moment or his punch missed her forehead and landed 
on the wall above her head. It left a dent in the wall which 
they covered with a mockingly peaceful landscape painting, a 
pastoral love scene in a flowering meadow. You can’t decorate 
your forehead like that, although some brilliant green and a 
bandage would be quite a sight to behold. ‘Don’t you dare call 
me that you should be bowing to me for taking you, a barren 
woman and your bastard son.’ 

That day, he didn’t show her how exactly she was supposed 
to bow but he did another time.

He had a habit of grabbing her head with his paw. Back in 
the day, they used to kiss like that, he would hold her head in 
the palm of his hand, gently as if supporting the tilting head of 
a baby, but that changed.

Now, he would grip her head tightly with his hand and 
then either push her away forcefully causing her 0ne time to 
draw blood with the clasp on her dress  or make her bend down 
and pull her face against the fly on his pants. You wouldn’t 
know what he considered a punishment and why. It reminded 
her of how Ivanko was excitedly gripping shoddy toys from 
the glass ‘fish tank’ standing near the entrance to the shopping 
mall with an eerily similar metal claw crane. One play cost fifty 
kopecks. But here it was free, absolutely free.

She felt the need to talk to someone about it but how and 
who? Sometimes it seemed that her laptop was the only thing 
willing to listen. Among the ads for new vacuum cleaners, 
yoga training, women’s strength training, judo for boys and 
family vacations in Turkey, it would also show contacts of legal 
counsels even though Marina wished that she didn’t see it. 
Everything was fine. In her world of family vacations in Turkey, 
women’s strength training, homemade croissants, Ivanko’s 
judo competitions and efficient vacuum cleaners, there was no 
place for complaining.

She could talk to Anzhela but Anzhela hated Viktor openly 
and vehemently. ‘He’s a corrupt dork, how can you live with 
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him? I don’t get it.’ If she could not understand how one could 
live with Viktor, how do you explain to her why you still do if 
it’s so unbearable? 

One day they started talking about football and Viktor 
had his eyes opened. ‘Listen, it turns out that she can at least 
talk about something!’ he scoffed with contempt. That was in 
reference to Anzhela who taught in a Polish university, wrote 
several scholarly books and read so much! There’s something 
she can talk about, football. Viktor didn’t realize just how much 
he humiliated himself with that remark.

She had no idea if she could tell anyone about things like 
that or like the paw grip, for example. Even when you talk to 
yourself, you want to hide your nervy face in your hands just 
so you don’t recognize yourself in that woman, the woman who 
can be grabbed by the head and thrown away like some rotten 
vegetable.

When you set about to sort out your own life like some 
beans, it’s easy to get confused separating the seeds from the 
chaff. ‘What are you mad, woman? You’ve got everything, 
your life’s better than anyone else’s.’ The mother believed that 
her daughter was lucky. Her husband didn’t have an abuse 
problem, got her a job and brought money home. The house was 
full, the fridge was filled to the brim, and they spend vacations 
abroad. Their life is like a TV series rather than the reality.

Marina would nod because that was true, until one day 
she lashed out. ‘Why is it that when people talk about abuse, it 
never crosses their minds that abuse is not just alcohol but the 
abuse by people of feelings, relationships, faith!’ The mother 
shrugged her shoulders. She did not have a clue what it was 
all about and said: ‘Go to church and pray to God to give you 
a baby boy. Things will get better. You have to live up to your 
marriage.’ 

Did she have to make excuses for everything, even for 
being unable to get pregnant for some reason? Before the whole 
world, before her husband with his dead sperm and even before 
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God, she had to get naked, pull down her panties, shamelessly 
spread her legs wide making it seem like an orgasm and pray: 
‘Dear God, give me a son, I beg you. Make him come out from 
me and bring love back into our marriage.’ The love was there 
before, wasn’t it?

She couldn’t understand why her husband, who used to 
whisper her name at night so sweetly that the vowels so full of 
love would fall out without reaching her ears and get all covered 
in pillow feathers, could turn into someone calling her a ‘dumb 
animal’ to her face and putting his claw down on the back of 
her head. Now he would shove all the sweet, dreamcatcher-like 
vowels of his wife’s name down her throat.

Her mother-in-law would say, ‘Why are you so sluggish? 
What else do you want? I get a toothache just looking at you. 
You’re tired? Why are you’re so tired? I had three kids to take 
care of, plus the home, the cattle and my husband. I used to fall 
flat like a pancake and so should you. 

Fall, lay down, feel the death inside your entire body and 
get back up. Where’d you only get that I’m tired.’ 

She would fall flat like a pancake, lay down, feel the death 
and get back up. One day she was packing suitcases for vacation 
and before she noticed, she put some good sneakers, jeans, 
jackets and sweaters instead of season-appropriate shorts and 
t-shirts into her and Ivanko’s suitcase. ‘What’s going on in your 
head? What are you thinking, woman?’ Viktor was drawing 
closer. ‘Are you drunk, or did you just bleach your brain to go 
with the hair?’ Then his paw came down.

On some days, everything was fine. Marina didn’t know 
what to attribute it to as everything seemed normal, work, 
home, Ivan coming home from practice, Viktor coming home 
from work, TV, kitchen, dinner and phone conversations. Then 
the next day, she would wake up and be scared to move when 
he was around. She learnt to wake up without an alarm clock 
before everyone else so she could make and serve breakfast. 
Then she would curl up by the window and sort through utility 
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bills, delivery orders and other paperwork, so that he wouldn’t 
even think about looking deep into her eyes, see something 
hideous in there and make her shiver until night.

Still, she was feeling constant pain inside of her, the kind of 
dull pain you feel after you take a few pills or say some soiled 
prayers. It was not getting in the way of her work. It lurked 
and lay low but never went away. She remembered how her 
stomach used to hurt when she was a little girl and didn’t want 
to go to kindergarten and now in her adulthood, she had the 
same sensation for a different reason.

At first, she tried to avoid eye contact with her husband 
but he would flare up, ‘Why do you hide your face like a cat 
that stole the meat?’ And if she did look at him, she didn’t do it 
the way he liked, or he didn’t like or what he himself imagined. 
‘Why are you staring at me? You need money, what do you 
want this time?’ 

Her coach at the woman’s strength training was telling 
them that a woman’s strength was all in her weakness. ‘You 
have to sincerely admire your man! Even if you think what’s 
there to admire? You have to admire him. Since you are the 
queens, you must have picked the kings. As soon as you realize 
this, you’ll see how strong he is and how lucky you are that 
he chose you. He’s going to feel that the look in your eyes has 
changed. He’ll be very grateful and strong and you’re going 
to feel that he will certainly give you some present and will be 
very gentle in bed. You have to look at him like the one and 
only God, like you are worshipping him, he will definitely feel 
it.’ 

After the training, Marina came up to the coach and 
confessed that she couldn’t look at her husband admiringly and 
that she was doing something wrong every time because her 
husband would get nervous and blame her. The coach sighed 
and suggested finding good eye drops. ‘You need your pupils 
to dilate from adrenaline, only lovers have eyes like that, try 
it, it will definitely help, men are like that, they love with their 
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eyes.’ 
Marina didn’t experiment with eye drops, she bought some 

brandy. Didn’t have the courage to look Viktor in the face, fell 
flat like a pancake. He didn’t even pay attention when going 
to bed, except maybe kicked her in the butt but without anger, 
more as a precaution. In the morning, he left a twenty hryvnia 
bill on the dresser. ‘Get yourself some water, take the edge off 
or wash your face, you slob. Ugh.’ How’s that for a present? It 
worked.

Ivan turned ten years old. There are marks made with 
colored pencils on the pantry door, height at age two - eighty 
centimeters, height at age ten  - one hundred and forty. ‘What 
kind of nonsense is this? What are these, measurements for a 
coffin? Phew. Better make some fresh borsch but make it the 
right way, with pork, not turkey meat. The kid is starving 
on your salads, is that the right food for a man?’ She went to 
squeeze beetroot juice, got the pork out of the freezer, was 
thinking about a coffin for her marriage, fifty five centimeters 
in length and freaked out as if she was burying a child.

She couldn’t remember where she heard it ‘To be you is 
to discover yourself.’ It’s important to know what you can do 
and have done. It made her wonder. She could give birth, count 
and keep silent. ‘Entirely different concepts,’ as Anzhela would 
remark.

It was time to pack up and go home. She gave a friendly 
nod to the security guard and the desk woman on duty, wished 
them happy holidays and thanked them for their greetings.

The street lights illuminated her shadow, an awkward 
figure of uncertain gender. She turned back to look at the door. 
In the dark, the Christmas wreath with red ribbons, cones and 
bells reminded her of a funeral. Frost was biting her cheekbones, 
which must have been wet with tears. They hurt so much. It 
seemed that should she say or think something or her face 
would crack like an easter egg.

Marina noticed something gleaming in the dirty mushy 
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snow. She bent over and wiped away the snow with her mitten. 
It was the Virgin Mary with the baby on a card, a poor man’s 
icon glaring like an Eastern woman dressed all in gold, silver, 
emerald and ruby, whom her husband kicked out of their home 
into the cold. ‘This baby is a by-blow, you’re no wife to me 
anymore.’ And clapped his hands three times, or maybe just 
threw her out.

Marina picked it up, brushed away the dirt, put it in the 
inside pocket of her fur coat and whispered” ‘Everything will 
be alright, everything will be alright now.’ Back home, she hid 
Virgin Mary between the books then she came to her senses, 
pulled it out and slipped it under her sweater like a mustard 
plaster. Viktor was away partying, Ivan was at Grandma’s.

Overcome with grief she fell flat like a pancake on the floor 
carpet that had been cleaned before the holidays and started 
crying for herself. She cried heavily, sobbing loudly, and 
panting. Her heart hurt and she was thinking about how easy it 
was to pick up a lonely woman with a child in the dirt out in the 
street, in desperate weather and hide them inside your pocket.

But God has no such pocket and neither do people.
All that remained was to either find someone to finally talk 

about this sickness, that she cannot breathe, about how much 
her heart hurts, or learn to live with it for as long as there’s 
breath left in her. Marina tried to sigh of relief but couldn’t. 
There was no pain, her body felt the death.



PSYCHOLOGICAL COMMENTARY 
LIUDMYLA NYKONENKO, KATERYNA LEVCHENKO

Violence ruins feelings, relationships and fates. It also 
affects the physical condition of the body. When a person 
regularly experiences humiliation, the feeling of fear, guilt, 
shame, sadness, despair and hopelessness, it is reflected in facial 
micro expressions, a certain expression that gets fixed on the 
face. Posture may also change (drooping shoulders and arms, 
bowed head, etc.). The body and soul adjust to the physical and 
emotional pain.

A victim of violence is not always aware of the effects, but 
potential participants in conversations and work read them on 
a subconscious level. Thus, the people around the short story’s 
protagonist, Marina, identify her as a woman of uncertain age 
‘with the nervy face.’ Besides, a victim often attracts potential 
abusers by sending unconscious signals as if saying: ‘I know 
how to to be a victim, I have experience, I am ready for this sort 
of communication.’ 

How and why does this happen? One important factor is the 
family environment in which the person grew and developed. 
Adopting the behavior patterns prevailing in relationships 
between the parents, grandmothers and grandfathers and 
friends of the family is the basic premise of a child’s social 
survival. The child perceives these patterns as signs of love and 
care.

The short story lets us trace the echoes of the family 
heritage. At her wedding and later in family life, the protagonist 
is negatively encouraged time and again to ‘endure and thank 
the abuser’ by both her own mother and her mother-in-law: 
‘Fall, lay down, feel the death inside your entire body and get 
back up…’ But why have we come into the world? This is a 
rhetorical question for everyone to find their own the answer.

Even though little is said in the short story about the 
protagonist’s son, it is clear that arguments between the adults 
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affect his self-esteem and his attitude towards the family 
institution. To accept himself as a boy and future man, he needs 
to have a positive attitude towards the adult men in his inner 
circle. We assume that in this situation, Ivan’s gender-role 
identification may be complicated, as it is hard to admire the 
stepfather who abuses his Mom.

A victim’s low self-esteem is usually reinforced by the 
people around who regularly stress on the victimized person’s 
inferiority as if that justifies violence. Over and over, the short 
story’s protagonist is blamed for having a child outside of 
marriage and her intelligence is belittled.

To justify violence, proverbs and examples of other families 
are used and most often they are gender stereotypes: ‘Beating a 
wife is a sign of love;’ ‘Loves his wife like a soul, shakes her like 
a pear tree;’ ‘Why are you fussy? You live better than others. 
You’re not bruised, are you?’ ‘You must endure,’ ‘You have to 
obey and submit to your husband,’ etc. Such stereotypes may 
be relayed by both men and women.

In the short story, the mother and the mother-in-law want 
to marry the woman off as quickly as possible, to teach her to be 
silent, obedient and submissive. Here, the root of the problem lies 
in the stereotypical thinking of all characters, except Anzhela, 
regarding the place and the rights of a woman in a family 
and society. Having been raised in the spirit of conservative 
patriarchy, these people cannot adequately appreciate another 
person’s right to freedom and security.

Victims of violence often start to believe in their own 
weakness and inferiority and justify such treatment of them. 
The short story vividly depicts a typical situation where a 
person, having got rid of one destructive relationship in which 
she suffered from degradation, then keeps choosing partners 
who recreate her habitual scenarios.

Unfortunately, sometimes when seeking outside help, 
a person runs into unprofessionalism and fraud. There is a 
wide array of weird methods, ranging from sorcerers who 
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offer ‘miraculous’ means to pacify the abuser (spells, charms 
and various potions of unknown composition and origin) to 
trendy trainings of scientifically unconfirmed effectiveness. 
An example in the short story is the advice to use dilating eye 
drops. Did that help in repairing the relationships in Marina’s 
family? No, but a failed attempt is not a reason for giving up 
looking for a solution.

Finding a way out of the situation of chronic violence 
requires a focused effort and fundamental transformation of 
the ways of interaction from both the woman and her inner 
circle. It may be difficult to break the circle of violence without 
outside help. The sources of positivity on the road to self-
respect, happiness and psychological comfort may be support 
of friends through hard times, assistance from professionals at 
civic organizations and calling a special phone helpline.

Any help and care working towards the return to self are 
acceptable. Even if the first steps (for instance, failed professional 
advice) do not lead to the desired outcome, remember that you 
have to keep putting one foot in front of the other. Every step 
brings you closer to a comfortable and happy life. Even if this 
road to self-respect, care, love, happiness and comfort requires 
time and effort — it is worth it!



YURIY ANDRUKHOVYCH

JULIUS, OR DARK INDIGO

 Julius Grodt is the one we read about in Physiognomical 
Fragments by the great Lavater (1775): ‘What an inhuman Brute! 
What a Monster! The only one of his Kind! Satan incarnate! A 
Manslay’r without Mercy and Temp’rance! Swollen with Fury 
like a Ghoul with Blood, silent and quiet!’ And a few lines 
below: ‘In his evil Doings without Need or Necessity, never 
had that Lecher [Julius Grodt — Y.A.] known no Moderation, 
he would torture Girls, Women, his own Mother and Childr’n; 
a Miser such that no Moralist would explicate, no Actor 
would impersonate and no Poet would describe: such was his 
Stinginess that even in the last Days of his Life, he drank only 
Water rath’r than Wine.’

The last detail remains somewhat ambiguous. Perhaps 
Lavater refers to the fact that a few days before the public 
execution, the prison administration ordered to serve wine to 
Grodt, which he rejected? But what has stinginess got to do 
with this?

Like all prominent writers and scholars of the time, Lavater, 
when writing about Grodt, does not shy away from neither 
ridiculous exaggeration nor cheap thrills: ‘He did his Deeds 
only in the Dark of Night; by closing the Shutters in his House 
tight, he would turn Midday into Midnight; he would lock 
and bar every Door in the House. The House is that Plund’rer 
and Murd’rer’s infernal Hell; all alone, immur’d inside, that 
Murd’rer had shov’d all his stolen and plund’r’d Goods into the 
deepest of Vaults and the narrowest of Crevices and Holes and 
then at Midnight would extract them from every Nook and pore 
o’er them in Admiration as soon as his Conscience would send 
him the last futile Signs by taking his Sleep away. Besprinkl’d 
with the Blood of Innocence, he danc’d with Laughter on the 
Day he wed the Woman whom he later batter’d to Death above 
the Grave that she had herself dug, as he had so order’d her. 
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Always apt to fulfill the blackest of Expectations, he laugh’d at 
his evil Deeds, for which he had to end his abominable Life on 
a breaking Wheel.’

Julius Grodt is so significant for Lavater’s physiognomic 
theory that the researcher covers quite some distance from 
Zurich to Lviv — just to meet the monster who by then had 
been imprisoned and is about to be sentenced to death. By the 
way, in one of his less known letters to Goethe, Lavater boasts 
that he cannot but take the opportunity generously offered by 
the European history itself and will certainly go on a trip to the 
‘remote Parts where savage Sarmatians had rul’d only recently 
and now the Time has come of the enlighten’d Monarchs, 
benevolent to Sciences and Progress.’ By monarchs, he means 
the Habsburgs, and owing to this detail, which for some reason 
is mostly overlooked by biographers, it is perfectly safe to say 
that Lavater’s departure to meet with the ghoul did not take 
place until 1772, when Galicia was merged into Austria, even 
somewhat against the will and desire of the latter.

In Lviv, the Swiss traveller was in for a surprise bordering 
on chagrin. When reporting on Grodt’s case, the European 
newspapers, which guided Lavater, had many inaccuracies. 
After all, the Western world had always had trouble 
comprehending the Eastern European realities. Likewise, this 
time the newspapers mistakenly reported that the prisoner was 
held in the dungeon of the Bridgettine nunnery in Lviv. In fact, 
Brygidki would become a prison a whole dozen years later 
under Caesar Joseph II.

Not finding any trace of Grodt in neither the 
abovementioned nunnery nor its vicinity and also burnt twice 
on misleading directions to Svirzh Castle and Pyatnychany 
Tower from various well-meaning strangers, Lavater had to seek 
patronage from among the local dignitaries, themselves not yet 
too familiar with the new locality and eventually even reached 
Governor Pergen himself. The latter, ‘in the name of promoting 
Science and Arts,’ not without some rather ritualistic rigmarole, 
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granted him permission to visit the convicted Grodt at the place 
of his confinement, that is, the legendary Correctional and 
Enforcement Facility #40, also known as Sorokivka, in the town 
of Druhobich.

On the third day of his trip from Lviv by an extremely shabby 
carriage on broken dirt roads, Lavater, noting as an aside that the 
‘Journey of these declining Parts towards Europe may yet last 
a long Time perhaps an entire Generation; but the Habsburgs 
will handle that!’ finally reaches the abovementioned town 
but, in his own words, when approaching the prison facility, 
loses himself in a fog so thick that he ‘could neither ride nor 
walk.’ It seems this episode is redundant and has no relevance 
to the conversation between the researcher and the criminal in 
a special lockup cell at Sorokivka described below. However, 
a careful reader cannot get rid of the impression that Lavater’s 
narration is becoming foggier and that the inquisitive scholar 
is all the more audaciously represented by an irresponsible 
fantasy writer.

Lavater needs the most graphic proof of his physiognomic 
theory, so, ‘manslay’r and vampyre’ Julius Grodt almost becomes 
the central case study for him and the features that Lavater 
ascribes to his face take on a phantasmagoric grotesqueness.

So, when the first volume of Physiognomical Fragments 
is published on Easter of 1775 (an exceptionally luxurious 
and expensive and given the printing capabilities of the time, 
simply unprecedented edition, in quarto, with countless 
copperplate engravings), one of the first connoisseurs notes, 
not without irony: ‘This is a Book I yet saw not in my Practice. 
What Pictures are collect’d herein! What Faces! Puffy and thin! 
Righteous and sacrilegious! Evil and sweet! Twist’d, crook’d, 
etc.! And so many Snouts, Noses and Mouths that even sitteth 
not on Faces at all but hangeth freely in the Air! <...> From what 
I understood, Pastor Lavater seeth a Human Head, or rather a 
Face on it, as the Board on which the Nature is written in the 
natural Language: Herein dwelleth an elevat’d Mind! Here is 
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a patent’d Moron! Here is an inconsolable Soul! And here is a 
Poet! And here is a Criminal and a Butcher! And this Barber 
cutteth Throats with a Blade! And this is a Lawyer! And this is 
a Critic! And that is a great Statesman! And this one here is a 
Bluebeard, no doubt!’ 

The last sentence above leaves no doubt that the ironic 
reviewer is talking about Julius Grodt. At the time, he is the 
one referred to across all of Europe as Bluebeard the Second or 
Bluebeard of Druhobich (La Barbe Bleue de Druhobitch). 

However, by his birth and previous life, Julius Grodts was 
not a native of Druhobich. It is impossible to say with certainty 
where he drifted into the town from sometime in the mid-
1760s. It is known for a fact that he came from the war mainly 
known to historians as the Seven Years’ War, although it could 
be rightfully called World War One. Its theater encompassed 
not only Europe but also the North of America, the Caribbean 
and the whole of the Atlantic. Nobody knows exactly where 
Julius Grodt had fought during the seven years of war. Certain 
sources identify him, not fully reasonably, as a ‘veteran of 
combat in Saxony and Bohemia.’ 

The last name Grodt is in fact a shortened variant of his 
real last name Gerodt, the Poles were hearing Herod in it — the 
prosecution would later exploit this phonetic trick during the 
judicial lynching. Some say, however, that Gerodt is not the full 
long form, either and originally, his last name in German was 
Ruethgerodt. Moreover, Julius was his middle name rather than 
his first. His first name was Heinrich, or Heinz, but no-one in 
Druhobich addressed him that way. From the beginning, they 
called him Schwabian. That, however, couldn’t last long, as 
the nickname matched too many people and practically every 
Germanized person was called Schwabian.

The townsfolk of Druhobich mostly kept ‘Schwabian’ 
Grodt at a distance. Not to mention that nobody ever, not once, 
saw him in a church, either Greek Catholic, Roman Catholic, or 
Protestant, or even in a synagogue, in fact, everyone avoided 
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him always and everywhere, not only because he was a 
newcomer but also because of his very peculiar appearance. 
Without getting into a redundant description, let me just 
say that, looking for the most convincing confirmation of his 
physiognomic theory, Lavater will not make his trip all the way 
from Zurich to see him in vain. Julius Grodt’s face seemed like 
it was patched together from pieces of dozens of other faces. No 
company would invite such a freak to join its circle.

Julius Grodt himself was willing to live entirely separately. 
The war, with all its entrails turned inside out and limbs 
ripped off had made him a psychopath who, as it seemed 
sometimes struggled to keep his hands, accustomed to killing 
and destruction, to himself. But the war had also made him a 
mid-size proprietor. The money Grodt had brought back from 
the war, with all its stomachs cut open and skulls cracked wide, 
was quite enough to purchase a parcel of land with an old 
abandoned palace on the outskirts of Druhobich. He gradually 
settled into it surrounded with all kinds of outbuildings and 
altered to suit his needs. Once again, nobody knew what 
those needs were. The first thing Julius Grodt did was double 
the height of the stone wall around his manor and put huge 
padlocks on each of the four gates. That was his closed world. 
No-one would even dream of peeking inside.

According to a rumour, as reflected in the official reports 
to King Stanisław Antoni Poniatowski from the then-elder of 
Przemyśl, independent landlord Julius Grodt ‘categorically 
rarely leaves his Vorwerk, except to procure seeds.’ It cannot 
be established now what seeds was he referring to and what 
was supposed to grow from them. Either way, we cannot 
trust certain inferences made at the time that, apparently, the 
mysterious seeds were supposed to grow into a tall tower with 
a viewing balcony in the middle of Grodt’s manor. However, 
that he did begin to build a tower is true.

Another bunch of rumours concerned the mineral springs 
that Julius Grodt had apparently reclaimed on the grounds of 
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his manor, after which he had begun to supply drinking water 
with a distinctive sulfur odor to pharmacies and taverns in 
Lviv. That caused a whole wave of unkind whispering about 
his dealings with demons, particularly Asmodeus who was 
responsible for the heat treatment in hell’s steam baths. (The 
latter circumstance will also work out in court.)

All gossip culminated in the subsequent idea that Julius 
Grodt had actually been killed back in the seventh year of the 
Seven Years’ War. Thus, some popular magnetist, maybe even 
Mesmer himself, took hold of his body and put him back on his 
feet. It was also said sometimes that it wasn’t Mesmer and that 
Julius Grodt was one of the first half-successful experiments 
by the young Caliostro. Now he is a walking corpse that must 
fulfill the sorcerer’s will and destroy the entire place by horrific 
evils yet unheard of, as well as gruesome. Where else would a 
nomadic dead man settle if not the town that had once resolved 
that its name would be Druhobich? (TN — Ukr. dial. “on the 
other side.”).

Just half a year after settling into the new place, Julius 
Grodt felt that he could no longer take care of the household 
alone. He had been given enough physical strength and he was 
handling the construction of the tower quite well but there was 
no way that looking after the livestock, poultry and garden 
beds, cooking and cleaning could all fit into his working day. 
That’s when he got his first maid. All that is known about her 
is that she had a small hump, as well as both a wolf jaw and a 
hare lip. The girl probably worked fairly and never loitered, so 
Julius Grodt must have been pleased with her. However, after 
a while, he put up notices at crossroads that he needed a maid 
again.

There have been discussions of different accounts as to 
how many girls overall, with more or less visible birth defects, 
he had hired as maids within a year or two. The most moderate 
of them claimed three and the most radical claimed ten. The 
thing is that the public attention had not always been riveted 
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on the life of the Schwabian hermit. After a while every new 
maid vacancy notice would cause vague anxiety and a bad 
premonition among the Druhobich townsfolk.

It was always the same scenario. Julius Grodt murdered 
the first girl after she got pregnant but refused to get rid of the 
fruit of their spontaneous lovemaking. At the time abortion was 
punishable by death and a horrible one at that. The maid told 
Grodt that she would never do it. He listened to her refusal with 
assumed calmness, although it seemed like parts of his face 
were about to twitch and tear apart in all directions. A day or 
two later, he told her to take the shovel, go to one of the remote 
outbuildings (the so-called storehouse) and start digging a hole 
inside of it, her height in length and at least two cubits in depth.

According to the investigation reports, on the third day, he 
‘beat her to Death inside that Storehouse with an iron carriage 
Thill and bury’d her in the Hole which [she] herself had dug, 
after which he strew’d her with Soil and retreat’d to his Chamber 
to have Dinner. That Felony he manag’d to conceal.’ 

The sequence of events of each subsequent murder that 
took place within Grodt’s possession over umpteen months 
was not substantially different from the first one.

Now seems to be the right time to turn to the accounts of 
an anonymous guard at Druhobich’s Sorokivka who, during his 
night vigils in the prison hallway, never missed an opportunity 
to have an odd chat with the already convicted Julius Grodt. 
Within a relatively short period of time, the watchman and his 
ward, for various reasons got along with and almost befriended 
each other. Thanks to that, the accounts of the Anonymous 
unambiguously reveal some alternative perspectives on the 
whole story.

The first thing that comes to attention is the very uncommon 
motivation that propelled Grodt in his crimes. To understand it, 
we should at least contingently and peripherally gallop over his 
life story.

All he remembered about his childhood was poverty and 
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abuse and as he was the eleventh son in the long brood of eternally 
starving brothers and sisters, his father and stepmother, without 
a long hesitation, sold him at the first opportunity to a soldier 
recruiter. At the time, cannon fodder may have just been the 
primary export of many European provinces, especially those 
where by virtue of the natural genetic characteristics, peasant 
sons grew strong and crude.

Julius Grodt’s fate was not unique. Julius Grodt himself 
was unique. The fact that the boy was really drawn to books 
and learning and that in church school, he had gladly learned to 
read in three languages and could do that three times as fast as 
the priest, was just another reason for his father to get him out 
of the house. Julius Grodt wouldn’t be able to say whether he 
had come of age by that time. Either way, the exquisite frame, 
the shoulder width, the stature of a grenadier and various other 
conditions allowed him to pass all circles of the recruit’s hell 
with honor and become a good soldier.

The last phrase, however, is true to fact only on the surface. 
Yes, he was a good soldier and his hands never tired of bayoneting 
the enemy or throwing grenades at enemy positions, but every 
campaign in which he was involved inevitably caused an almost 
unbearable mental suffering in him, which time after time 
translated into various mental deviations, including hysteria 
and hallucinations. After the end of the Seven Years’ War, he 
fell into a depression so deep (which could not be relieved even 
by the most advanced medical treatments such as bloodletting 
or ice bath) that the commanders, showing common sense and 
unexpected graciousness, signed his resignation letter and paid 
off his reward for many years of service at once.

Despite the obvious fact that he had survived through so 
many expeditions and combats, for some time Julius Grodt had 
considered himself not quite alive anymore. Even the plundered 
books, which made up three quarters of the possessions, he had 
looted in battles and which he later formed into a big library, did 
not inspire as much as baffle him. When choosing Druhobich, 
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he trusted the name and decided that only living beings who, 
like himself, were not quite alive could settle here. With great 
displeasure, if not to say disappointment and frustration, he 
soon discovered that here, too, people were making love and 
giving birth to new people. The latter was significantly worse 
than the former. As he understood, the demon of sex could 
not be eradicated from existence but giving new births and 
multiplying life?! Why — so that life would later be destroyed?! 
He couldn’t let that happen.

He would kill his maids, in his own rather metaphorical 
words, when they were ‘attempting to escape.’ An attempt 
would be the fertilization and pregnancy and an escape 
would be child birth. Grodt was offering them a chance to 
liberate themselves by having an abortion, but not one of them 
accepted his proposal. It seemed like the same series involving 
yet another hiring of yet another maid and digging yet another 
hole would never end. The right thing to do would be to avoid 
copulation and fertilization, so, Julius Grodt hired only the 
ugliest girls who in no way should arouse sexual attraction. But 
the demon of sex prevailed anyway and none of them rejected 
their master’s advances.

One sleepless night, he decided that the only way to stop 
the horror was through marriage. He agreed to multiply life 
and that was a capitulation.

The future wife was proposed to Julius Grodt by the local 
marriage agent nicknamed Basileus — he was the one who 
established the namesake matrimonial company whose services 
would be used by more than one generation of Galicians for 
the next two centuries. The girl descended from Druhobich’s 
burgesses and at seventeen and a half years of age, she was 
beginning to be considered too old. Her name was Blanca-
Melania and nothing attracted Julius Grodt to her quite like the 
position of her father. The latter was the chief superintendent of 
the local cemetery or, as he grandly entitled himself, the ‘guard 
of the Necropolis Gate.’ Grodt read a very special clue in that 
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and offered his hand to Blanca-Melania without hesitation. For 
her, it was almost the last leaving stagecoach. She was close 
to having a half-mocking label of ‘spinster’ tagged on to her 
forever. Her contemporaries described her as a human being so 
nondescript, obedient and ever-acquiescent that her own choice 
wasn’t even a question. She never allowed herself to speak 
out at all, especially in her father’s presence. She met Grodt’s 
proposal with silence and a barely noticeable, although slightly 
brusque, twitch of her eyelid — the left one, apparently.

The wedding ceremony was held almost in secret. As if it 
was essentially in the public eye, but at the same time, paying 
utmost attention that there wasn’t too much of that eye. The 
more than restrained fashion was perfectly consistent with the 
personalities of both parties to the agreement, their reticence, 
humbleness and truth be told stinginess. The cemetery band, 
subordinate to Mr. Superintendent, did however play at the 
wedding, but somehow that didn’t make things any jollier.

So Julius Grodt’s married life began. The young couple 
retreated behind the gate of the walled-off possession and, it 
would seem, this whole sorry excuse of a story could end there 
and the decomposing remains of the tortured maids could 
slowly decay into nothingness and oblivion. But He Whom 
Julius Grodt stopped believing in during the war decided 
otherwise.

The transcripts of court hearings in causa of Julius Grodt 
are riddled with not only grammatical errors but also glaring 
inconsistencies. The judicial machinery can be felt to croak and 
moan strenuously, incapable of making neither sense of the 
letter nor the spirit of the law. The confusion between Latin, 
Polish, Ruthenian-Lithuanian and German formulations, which 
scream here and there and in a more innocent situation could 
pass for an amusing proto-Dadaist exercise, is the most telling 
evidence of the transitional situation at the time. The place of 
the Res Publica, Sarmatian and archaic, was being taken by 
storm by the resplendent Vienna Empire, novel, masonic and 
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enlightened. For the criminal justice, it spelled a turn towards 
the Constitutio Criminalis Theresiana, a highly progressive code 
which at last had at its conceptual core the scientific knowledge, 
humanist ideals and practical sense. Fortunately for lawyers, the 
Theresiana, in formali and quoad materiale, did not completely 
break with the erroneous practices of the Middle Ages and, 
not entirely in accordance with the progressive views of the 
reformer Caesaress, the fairly reliable inquisitorial principle 
remained in effect. In other words, as before, torture played 
the crucial role in establishing the truth, of which the most 
effective were considered to be breaking hands and feet with 
thumbscrews, burning with candles and not least stretching on 
the so-called rack.

The rack was used on Julius Grodt twice.
The first time was when he denied in court all allegations 

of a series of brutal and deliberate murders committed on the 
grounds of his private possession. The charges against Grodt 
were brought to attention! ‘on the Basis of public Perception and 
Evidence,’ that is, rumors and gossip. Besides, the indictment of 
Julius Grodt was supported by his ‘physiognomic Properties of 
Monstrum Rarissimum’ and ‘Possession of various Books in the 
French Tongue.’ 

Unpleasantly surprised by the defendant’s categorical 
refusal to confess, the high court, after a brief deliberation, 
resolved to test him by torture ‘and may Our Father’s Mercy 
not let the Truth hide itself.’

When engaged, the rack, which remembered well the recent 
tortures of Carpathian brigands, Hungarian counterfeiters and 
one Syrian fugitive, did its job and twenty eight minutes into 
the execution, Julius Grodt passed out from the methodical 
stretching of his joints. According to the executioner, that 
was not a bad result, few delinquents made it even to twenty 
minutes.

After deliberating again, the judges resolved that as an act 
of mercy to the defendant, they would postpone the second 
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torture session until afternoon and should he suddenly confess, 
they would consider whether to use the rack for the third time. 
A few hours later, Grodt was stretched on the rack again. This 
time, the executioner was changing the slope more frequently, 
which made the stress on the joints keep increasing and 
decreasing. After twenty three minutes, Julius Grodt croaked 
out his confession before he passed out for the second time. The 
judges sighed with relief and, wiping their sweating foreheads 
with the handkerchiefs, some scented with Cologne and some 
with Paris perfume, graciously agreed that there would not be 
a third session.

Next day, Julius Grodt repeated his confession, this time 
in accordance with the procedure in the courtroom, ‘freely,’ 
‘without the Threat of Torture and Torture itself,’ and ‘with 
Tears in his Eyes and with great Repentance.’ (Apparently, at 
that very moment, several reporters present in the courtroom 
begin speculating about the unnatural blue color of his beard. 
One of them even labels it as ‘dark indigo.’) Thus, the sentence 
of death by wheel (Raedem) was pronounced. It was the third 
most common method of capital punishment behind hanging 
and beheading and was used on ‘murder’rs bold and reckless,’ 
especially in respect of crimes ‘between spouses.’ Julius Grodt 
perfectly met at least the latter criteria for the wheel. In any 
case, the court so ruled.

The process could be considered to have been brought to 
its fair conclusion. The only thing left unestablished was the 
date of the execution. Why it took the lawyers much longer to 
determine than the trial itself will be discussed later on.

According to those same newspaper reporters, the 
reconstruction of the fatal events that had taken place in Grodt’s 
possession generally looked like this.

When going away from his home sometimes, mostly for 
domestic purposes, Julius Grodt would leave his wife a weighty 
bunch of keys to all rooms. However, there was one key in the 
bunch that he, when preparing for departure, always removed 
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and took with him. That was the key to the so-called storehouse.
But then one day, the inevitable happened: Julius Grodt 

went on his trip, forgetting to take that key. The reporters have 
different opinions as to whether it happened by accident or he 
decided to test his wife’s loyalty that day and left the storehouse 
key on purpose. The thing is that Blanca-Melania could not 
have helped but notices her husband’s special attention to that 
one key. One day, in reply to her question why he always took 
it out of the bunch, Julius Grodt, usually short-spoken, only 
murmured: ‘Live and don’t ask.’ However, other publications 
and reports quote that phrase thus: ‘Don’t ask and don’t go in 
there.’ 

That was enough to make Blanca-Melania live constantly 
thinking of the secret of the storehouse. So, when she noticed 
that this time the key to the storehouse was left in the bunch, 
she instantly began a hard and exhausting struggle against the 
temptation. She was dying to take a peek into the forbidden 
space, at least for a Moment. But still, the obedience prevailed. 
It was an outrageous effort on the part of her usually paralyzed 
will.

On the day when Julius Grodt was supposed to return, she 
was sitting on the grass under the crooked pear tree in their 
garden, embroidering the shirt for their younger son who was 
right there, beside her, playing tin soldiers with the older son. 
It is worth mentioning that Grodt’s older son was already five 
years old and the younger son would have soon turned two.

Then some unfortunate rat (or a cat, or even a rabbit, 
according to other accounts) came out of nowhere, took one of 
the soldiers apparently a chief commander and ran away with 
it down the lane along the outbuildings. The baby burst out 
crying and the older one was also about to cry at such a sneaky 
impudence. Blanca-Melania chased after the thief, especially 
as that rat (weasel? beetle? stag? dung? scarab? stoat?), or 
maybe even a grass snake, or a worm, or a viper, was wriggling 
away with the stolen toy rather clumsily and it seemed not so 
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impossible to overtake it. But the moment Blanca-Melania was 
already going to put her stiffly starched cap down on the damn 
rat (spider? hamster? ground squirrel? groundhog?), the latter 
nimbly slipped into the storehouse through the gap under the 
door.

‘Why, you,’ Blanca-Melania thought to herself, ‘wait till I 
get you…’ She rushed to get the keys and quickly found the one 
she had never yet used. She barely managed to turn the stiff key 
in the padlock but could not take it out. She just left the whole 
bunch with the key sticking in the padlock outside and burst 
into the storehouse.

Clearly, she didn’t find the tin commander there (was it 
there at all?), but instead she found... Well yes, decomposing, 
now mostly skeletonizing, remains first of one maid, then 
another, then all the rest. The ground, randomly dug up here 
and there, started slipping from underneath her feet and she 
passed out from horror and stench.

It is unknown how long she had been lying next to the 
dug up holes. She was brought back to life by the increasingly 
louder crying of the kids coming from outside. Stifling the cry 
of despair inside her chest, Blanca-Melania walked out of the 
storehouse and tried to lock it again. Like the first time, the key 
turned in the lock but would not come out. She wrestled with it 
for a good hour. The kids were standing nearby and would not 
stop sobbing. The sun was setting. Her husband was about to 
arrive as he always came back before dusk.

Blanca-Melania was just detaching the storehouse key 
from the rest of the bunch when the entrance gate familiarly 
creaked and the master rode into the yard on a cart. The woman 
quickly stepped away from the storehouse and minced on her 
buckling legs towards him.

Once sat down to have dinner in his chamber, Julius 
Grodt started leisurely asking her about the latest news. ‘Why 
are you so pale, my lady?’ he asked suddenly. ‘I’m not feeling 
well, I’m having my monthlies,’ she mumbled a rather absurd 
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explanation. ‘You had them last week,’ her husband reminded 
her. After a minute’s heavy pause, he asked whether she had 
gone to the storehouse. ‘How could I, my lord,’ was her reply, 
‘when you have the key.’ After those words, she passed out for 
the second time.

When she opened her eyes again, her husband was standing 
up to his full height of a grenadier, leaning over her and jingling 
the unfortunate bunch of keys. ‘Where is the key?’ he asked for 
probably the tenth time. ‘Didn’t you have it with you?’ replied 
Blanca-Melania with a question. Letting out a heavy sigh and 
without saying another word, Julius Grodt walked out of the 
chamber.

When a quarter of an hour later he was furiously walking 
from the storehouse back to the mansion, the older of the 
children was already disappearing behind the gate. The mother 
ordered him to hurry as fast as he could and call everyone he 
met, but first and foremost, her brother and her cousin, to the 
rescue. She, in turn, holding the younger son in her arms, just 
barely sneaked into the unfinished tower, where she barricaded 
herself into a small room, no more spacious than a parrot’s cage, 
on the fifth floor. Part of the neighborhood and the road could 
be viewed from the window and Blanca-Melania kept asking 
the boy more and more often whether there was dust rising and 
whether he could see her brothers on horseback.

Julius Grodt did not think about looking for his wife in 
the tower right away. First, he walked around the garden and 
the pond and combed the elder and hawthorn bushes. After 
pondering for a minute where he should go next and whether 
he should go in pursuit outside the wall of his manor (‘She 
won’t get far with the kids’), he heard a sudden baby sob from 
the tower and laughed with every piece of his torn patchy face.

When Blanca-Melania’s brother and cousin, leading a 
whole dozen of well-armed mounted policemen, stormed into 
the Grodt’s possession through the wide-open gate, the first 
person they saw was Grodt himself. ‘Take the monster alive!’ 
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shouted the Sturmbannführer, young and hot like gunpowder, 
unsheathing his épée. But the master did not even think about 
resisting at all. He was sitting on the threshold of his unfulfilled 
dream about a tower, holding his head in his hands, not reacting 
to anything in another fit of complete collapse. The increasingly 
deeper darkness was falling around them. The policemen 
walked inside the tower with lit torches. They found the 
murdered boy some twenty steps below the murdered mother.

I would never want to reproduce here the detailed account 
of the fatal injuries and wounds that were inflicted on the two 
victims to spare you from even the smallest of the atrocities 
described therein. Only one quote will suffice. In Annals of 
the Land of Druhobich, we read that ‘he [Julius Grodt] took 
the Child, eighteen months of age, by his Foot and smash’d his 
Head against the Wall, after which the Baby was still alive for 
a little while.’ In the same Annals, the Compiler and Observer 
adds: ‘By the way, I saw not a Thing in those Acts that would 
attest that J.G. murder’d his own Mother, as Scholar Mr. Lavater 
writes. Unless the Scholar refer’d not to the Miscreant’s own 
Mother but the Mother of his Childr’n.’ 

After long deliberation and consultation with theologists 
and astronomers, the high court set the date of the execution of 
the judgment of death for July 7, 1777. The combination of as 
many as five sevens signified a happy liberation Urbi et Orbi of 
all humankind and the local neighborhood from the abominable, 
bloodthirsty monster. The fact that the monster would be killed 
in a rather abominable and bloodthirsty fashion not only did 
not draw a single complaint from increasingly enlightened 
consciences of the day, but was even viewed as a perfectly 
necessary act that, along with the obvious secular reasoning 
(severe intimidation of the citizenry to prevent crime), had a 
dual ethical/religious purpose.

One facet of this duality was aimed at placating God and 
reconciling with him and therefore, protecting the country and 
the nation from God’s wrath for the evil doings committed by 
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the black sheep. The other one meant a preliminary, advance 
condemnation of the criminal (or poor sinner, in religious 
terms) to the torments of Hell while he was still alive, so he 
would go to the real Hell a little purer and partially punished, 
which would improve his chances of transferring to Purgatory.

That is why Julius Grodt was sentenced to the more severe 
of the two forms of execution by a wheel — von unten auf. It 
meant that first, his feet and legs would be crushed by iron 
maces, then his ribcage and shoulders and finally his spine. 
The goal of this first stage of the execution will not yet be the 
death of the convict. During the second stage, his body, which, 
as a result of countless fractures in his bones, will have become 
unusually flexible, will be woven between the spokes of a 
large wheel, which will then be hoisted to the top of a tall pole 
and thus exhibited as a didactic showpiece for the people to 
wonder and publicly condemn. ‘While on the Wheel,’ wrote a 
contemporary prison doctor, ‘he could remain alive for a long 
Time yet, sometimes even not half a Day but a whole Day or 
two. The Wheel with the Delinquent woven between the Spokes 
would stand there for some Time after his Death — until the 
last of his Remains would fall down to the Ground in Pieces.’

The Compiler and Observer of the Annals notes that the 
day of July 7, 1777, was too gloomy and cold for the season, 
along with dull never ending rain. Despite such an unpleasant 
weather, the wheel ceremony was honored with the presence of 
Governor Heinrich Auersperg (also known as Slovenian), not to 
mention entire hordes of smaller and smallest dignitaries. And 
a little further on: ‘[Julius Grodt] wish’d to lie Face down, but it 
had to be five strong Men to turn him o’er on his Back, for him 
to once again pray to God in Heaven. He refus’d and so, they 
blindfold’d his Eyes and start’d to break him von untem auf 
with iron Cudgels. He scream’d with wild Pain, but neither his 
Possessions, nor his Riches, nor his stubborn Character help’d 
or sav’d him.’ 

Due to a historical coincidence, on that same day, Caesar 
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Caesar Joseph II had a meeting in France with the then 
fashionable writer Voltaire, who, in loving memory, presented 
the monarch with his Dictionnaire philosophique portatif. 
There were three years remaining until the Caesar would 
abolish torture. There were ten years remaining until he would 
abolish capital punishment.

Julius Grodt just made it.
The more time passes since then, the more reason there is to 

critically review the entire causa Grodti. There is an impression 
that any defense counsel these days could easily rehabilitate the 
convict, at least posthumously.

1. The archaeological excavations that, among other places, 
were carried out in 1930s on the site of the former Julius Grodt’s 
manor, later named Syniohrodka, did not reveal a single secret 
burial in the place marked on the map as the storehouse. At 
the same time, archive sources, mainly cemetery books, do 
not contain records of any reburials of the presumed maids — 
not two, not nine, not even one. Every case of the maids going 
missing (which have been confirmed) can be explained the same 
way as Julius Grodt explained them at the initial stages of the 
investigation, that is, yet before the torture: allegedly, the maids 
would secretly leave his house, trying to avoid just punishment 
for all kinds of petty theft and other damage. For the very same 
reasons, none of them had returned to their own homes. Thus, 
all of them had been considered missing for a while.

2. Grodt’s marriage to Blanca-Melania (née Komorska), the 
birth of their children (two sons), as well as the violent death of 
Blanca-Melania and the younger boy have all been documented 
and confirmed. However, there is a strong possibility that the 
woman and the baby died as a result of an assault while Julius 
Grodt was still away from home, more specifically on his way 
back home. Thus, he found his wife and younger son at home 
already dead. These days, it cannot be established who had 
actually ravaged Grodt’s manor some unknown assailants 
(before Grodt’s return) or the police squad (after his capture). 
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Either way, it would be strange to assume that the estate had 
been ravaged by Julius Grodt. At the same time, the court 
did not even take into consideration the fact that it had been 
ravaged.

3. The convict’s older son, who brought both his uncles and 
through them, the policemen, to the crime scene, in fact, never 
claimed in any testimony that he had run for help specifically 
because of his father. After that horrible incident, he in fact lost 
all his ability to speak and the only negative thing about his 
father that the judges had managed to squeeze from him was 
the fact that Julius Grodt liked reading aloud ‘grisly French 
tales.’ This, by the way, prompted the investigators to research 
Grodt’s sizable library for finding any signs of black magic. The 
boy’s eventual fate remains unknown and the track of him was 
lost after he had spent two bitter years in an orphanage and 
then became an errand boy for the then already quite shady 
troupe of the travelling Vagabundo Circus.

4. We must also not overlook the not overly distinctive 
figures of the so-called saviors Blanca-Melania’s own brother 
and cousin. Those younglings had wholeheartedly hated Julius 
Grodt for a long time. There could have been reasons for that, 
which, once again, we will never know. At some point, Grodt’s 
unfortunate relatives began plotting schemes, seeking favor 
with the commandant of the new police (or, as Caesaress Maria 
Theresia called it, Gute Policey) and besetting him with all 
kinds of bribes. The documents confirm that it was the dead 
woman’s brother and cousin who took ownership of Julius 
Grodt’s possession immediately after the announcement of his 
sentence in court. However, they never got to run it. The former 
was soon poisoned by Lviv’s apothecaries and the latter lost his 
all to playing cards and was forced to move to Turkey. Such 
were the times.

The reputation of the schooled physiognomist Lavater 
also could not but have played one of the critical and for Julius 
Grodt, fatal roles. Having dedicated the central chapter of his 
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work to Grodt’s physiognomy, Lavater reached a categorical 
conclusion that ‘in front of us, we have the vilest Fiend that 
has walk’d the Earth.’ The decision of the judges, who in 
recent years had increasingly favored strict scientific truths, 
could not but be prone to the massive influence of the visiting 
European luminary. Both volumes of Lavater’s Physiognomical 
Fragments had quickly become a true intellectual’s bestseller 
among the lawyers of the day and informed the court sentences 
accordingly.

Here is yet another bibliographical detail. When searching 
through Julius Grodt’s plundered collection of books, half 
destroyed by fire, the investigators could not help but notice 
a miraculously extant volume of Histoire ou Contes du temps 
passé. Avec Moralitez credited to certain Pierre D’armancour, 
but in fact written by Charles Perrault, published in 1697. The 
main physical evidence provided by the investigators were 
the lines circled in dark blue ink: ‘In despite of my Behest, 
thou wish’dst to go into the Closet? Well, I will give thee an 
Opportunity to go in once again, this time forev’r. Thou shalt 
find thy Place among the Ladies thou sawst there.’ 

The investigators never bothered asking whose hand had 
circled them and why.
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This piece raises an important question regarding the 
fairness of the allegations, evidence and trial against Julius. But 
in addition to that, we believe that the intent of this short story 
is to draw attention to the phenomenon of psychopathy, which 
has been known throughout the history of humankind and still is 
not rare today. In different epochs, depending on the challenges 
of the time, it had different meanings and degrees of morbidity. 
It is important to look at the portrait of a psychopathic man to 
understand this phenomenon.

From today’s viewpoint, it remains a mystery whether 
Julius was in fact guilty, as the story’s author clearly states. 
Perhaps the protagonist had been traumatized by going through 
difficult life circumstances and involvement in combat and so, 
he became reclusive and took on the behavioral characteristics 
described in the short story. However, he may as well have been 
a psychopath clearly showing all the effects of the disorder.

Psychopathy is an antisocial personality disorder that 
substantially impairs a person’s social adaptation. Some 
professionals believe this anomaly to be inherent, but there is 
also a view that it may be caused by toxic substances that enter 
the body and affect brain chemistry. Psychopathy ultimately 
takes hold in adolescence and from that point on, it is almost 
impossible to radically change a person’s behavior, although 
it is possible to correct it to some degree. Men show signs of 
psychopathy more often than women.

The difficult personality development circumstances also 
may cause the development of psychopathological traits. It 
follows from the text that Julius lived a hard life during his 
childhood, which was later compounded by the traumas of the 
war with all its ‘stomachs cut open’ and ‘skulls cracked wide.’ 
The experiences of warfare inevitably impact the personality, 
transforming it: soldiers get exhausted from constant stress and 
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their physical and mental stability is at risk. Seven years at war 
had taken toll on Julius.

With a view to analyzing the portrait of a psychopath, let 
us proceed under the assumption that Julius was indeed the 
‘Bluebeard’ of Druhobich.

Not all psychopaths become criminals and murderers, 
but it is the most flagrant cases that go down in history, 
shocking relatives and eyewitnesses and causing panic in social 
surroundings. Literary works are written and films are made 
about them. Psychopaths are not as visible in everyday life, but 
having quite an outstanding power over their victims, they are 
‘murderers of hope and human souls.’

The main characteristic of a psychopath is the lack of moral 
feelings, such as compassion and shame. They are not capable 
of feeling shame and guilt, in other words, they do not have any 
conscience. Psychopaths are skillful manipulators, they know 
how to influence people, especially women, for personal gain by 
taking advantage of their trust and attachment. That is exactly 
the way Julius conducted himself in marriage. However, if such 
marital relationships were decisive in diagnosing psychopathy, 
our society would be shocked by the statistics on the number of 
psychopaths (not one in ten men, as some data suggest, but a 
lot more; women, too). 

In addition, psychopaths have uncontrollable sexual drive. 
This is very vividly described in the short story, specifically in 
the passage about the demon of sex.

Psychopaths have a tendency to pathologically lie. This 
characteristic is not highlighted in the story — except the 
statement that Julius confessed the murders only after torture.

Psychopaths are not capable of loving completely. 
They have a tendency to use alcohol and drugs. They can be 
dependent on their surroundings, susceptible to suggestion, 
suspicious and also infantile. It seems unlikely that Julius had 
penetrable personal boundaries or listened to anyone. We 
see his infantilism manifesting itself in his unwillingness to 
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multiply life for several years.
Psychopaths understand that other people feel pain 

but cannot feel the same emotions themselves. They cannot 
sympathize, express empathy, or suffer for their loved ones. 
The protagonist’s feelings are described in the passage about 
his military service. And later, there are mentions that Julius 
did not feel fully alive. The emotional life of a psychopath 
can be compared to a desert perhaps this is exactly what was 
implied in the protagonist’s life story.

The short story mainly describes the external reality, so, 
it is hard to make any conclusions about the protagonist’s 
feelings. He was reserved, physically strong and for the most 
part judicious (he invested the money he had earned during the 
war, picked his wife with her father’s connections in mind, but 
at the same time, he kept the bodies of the dead maids in his 
storehouse: shortsightedly and so by-the book). For his time, 
he possessed an advanced intellect he used to read and collect 
books.

Either way, if you notice that your partner has the same 
behavioral characteristics as described herein, examine your 
relationship and your satisfaction with it. How happy are 
you with your life and are your life choices really your own? 
Sometimes, a woman may live with a psychopathic individual 
with violent criminal tendencies and not even be aware of it 
and just keep suffering for days and years.

Historically, the power belonged to the man and the 
man used it at his own discretion. The protagonist, with his 
psychopathological abnormalities, was a real threat to the lives 
of other people under his power. The use of force as a display 
of power and the implications it may bring, are clearly depicted 
in this short story.
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